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Abstract
Experiments are described in this thesis on the optical bleaching
at room temperature of F centres in freshly cleaved single crystal KEr,
coloured by tast electron (~50 KV) irradiation and illuminated with
light from a focused helium-neon laser. Using a specially oonstructed
miorospectrophotometer bleaching apparatus, which is described in
Chapter Two, data was obtained on optical bleaching at illuminating
power densities up to 10 XW.cm:2 in KBr having initial F centres concen-
trations ot 1018 - 1019 oentres cm.-3• The bleaching light intensity
1s aOl18106 times greater than that used in previous experiments, and
the initial defect concentrations produoed by electron irradiation are
considerably higher than those tound in the additively ooloured apecimens
used in earlier experiments. Essentially, there have been no previous
studies made on the optical bleaching ot electron irradiated alkalil
halide, and very little work has been done on the laaer bleaching ot
thia material coloured by &QJ ot the other methods poa8ible.
It ia tound that Dr which baa been coloured by electron 1rradia-
tion at room temperature bleachbs by the random aggregation of F oentre8,
a proce8a whioh alao occura in additively coloured material. Prolonged
8 -,bleachiDg, to absorbecl do.es ot>4x10 J.oa ,doe. not result in a
oClllpletedisappearance of absorption in the F band region, but lead.
to the tozmation ot a re8idual ooloration which i. due to excited statea
ot the M and a oentres. A technique of optical .odulation spectroscoP.r,
described in Chapter Five, ahowed that a+ centres are fPr.ed duriDg
illumination, which points to the importance ~ the F +o<.~ M+ &lid
M + 0( ~ a+ reactions in the aggregation proces8.
In aarked contrast, a vacancy interati t1a1 reooabiDation
mechanism occurs in KBr which has been coloured by electron irradiation
at 90~ &Dd warmed in the dark to room temperature for bleaching. There
ia a direct JroportiOD&lity between the heigbt of th. V band &Dd the
total number of vacancies present in F, M aDd R centre. throughout the
optical bleaching ot KBr coloured at low temperature. Prolonged
bleaching leads to the complete disappearance ot the F,M, R and V bands,
and the optioal absorption speotrum ot the orystal is similar to that
seen prior to coloration.
The atomic mechanisms responsible tor bleaching under illumina-
tion at room temperature in KBr coloured additively, and by tast electron
irradiation at room and liquid nitrogen temperatures, are discussed at
length in Chapters Four and Five.
Chapter Six describes investigations into the coloration and
bleaching properties of the sodalites~ using a dark trace oathode ~
tube with BD aluminised chlorosodalite powder soreen. Coloration ourves
are given which show the increase in F centre concentration with electron
dQae during the reversible photocbromic stage o£ coloration. Optical
bleaching _aaure_nts are described for a number ot bleaching sources,
ranging frOil a low intensity microscope illWliDator to a 1000 joule
xenon nuh tube. The fatlgae obse"ed in the sodalites is discussed,
aDd its conneotion with changes in the oathodoluminescence speotrua
noted.
The tinal cPapter sUJllll8.ri.e.optioal bleaching phenomena in both
eleotron irradiated IBr and .odalite, aM akes coaparisons, where
appropriate, between the two materials. Some sugsestiona are a1ao made
tor fUrther experiaents. In oonclusion, a number ot important technological
applications ot oolour centre phenomena are described and disoussed.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General Properties of the Alkali Halides
The alkali halides have long been of interest to physicists, and
may be regarded as one of the first groups of materials to be studied
by the methods of solid state physics. For a considerable time they
were one of the few groups of materials that were readily availa-ble as
large single crystals of relatively high purity; although now, of course,
there are many materials available to the physicist in single crystal
form, and the purity of some specimens, notably the elemental semi-
conductors germanium and silicon, far surpasses that of the very best
alkali halide crystals.
Synthetic single crystals of the alkali halides are usually grown
from the melt, the Bridgman-Stockbarger and KryOPOUlos(1,2) methods
being two of the techniques most commonly employed. Naturally occurring
single crystal deposits of the alkali halides, rock salt in particular,
are the result of the very slow evaporation of a saturated aqueous
solution of the salt, and this process can also be used in the laboratory
with some success. However, the commercial preparation of single
crystal is carried out almost exclusively by the Bridgman-Stockbarger
method. Most of the alkali halides crystallise in the NaCl structure,
which is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig.l.l(a). This arrangement
may be thought of as two interpenetrating face centred cubic lattices of
alkali metal and halogen ions respectively, such that each Cl- ion is
octahedrally co-ordinated by six nearest neighbour Na+ ions, and similarly
each Na+ by six Cl- ions. One or two of the alkali halides, CsCl for
example, crystallise slightly differently, in the manner shown in
Fig.l.l(b). This structure may, like that of Na~~, be looked upon as
being composed of two separate, but interpenetrating lattices, although
in this case the unit cells are simple cubic, so that each Cs+ ion is
co-ordinated by eight nearest neighbour CI- ions, and vice versa.
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At low temperature the alkali halides are highly insulating solids,
but upon heating they exhibit ionic conductivity. That this conductivity
is in fact ionic, and not electronic in nature is domonstrated by the
fact that electrolysis occurs, which can be shown to obey Faraday's laws.
Thus, on a simple band theory model the electron distribution can be
represented by a system of completely filled and completely empty energy
bands, separated by a characteristic energy gap, which is very much
greater than kT. If one considers the crystal as a collection of
interacting ions, the upper filled band may be associated with the
occupied p6 levels of the halide ions, and the empty conduction band
with unoccupied s and d levels of the alkali metal ions. It is likely
that in real crystals the conduction band corresponds to an ionisation
continuum of overlapping unoccupied levels.
However, it is the unusual optical properties of the alkali halides
that have really stimulated the large research effort devoted to them
over the last 40 years. They are completely transparent over the
spectral region extending trom about 200 nm. in the ultra violet
through the visible and well into the far infra red, to beyond 100 fJ m, in
some cases. (Typical absorption spectra are illustrated in Fig.l.2.
(3,~.)This range of transparency is unequalled by any other group of
materials. On a simple energy band model the absorption in the ultra-
violet, below 200 nm., is associated with electronic transitions
between the filled valence band and the conduction band, and, as might
be expected, at sufficiently high incident photon energies photoconductivity
is observed. The absorption maximum seen in the far infra red part
of the spectrum is known as the Restrstrahl region, and is caused by
the coupling of the incident electr~etic radiation to the characteristic
transverse modes of vibration of the charged ions. From a practical
standpoint the optical study of the alkali halides has been facilitated
by the ease with which good quality specimens can be obtained; as was
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mentioned earlier large single crystals can be grown with little difficulty,
and these may be directly cleaved into samples with good quality surfaces
which usually require no further treatment (such as etching or polishing)
before use.
A close examination of the U-v absorption in the alkali halides
reveals that there is a strong absorption peak at a lower photon energy
tham that necessary to cause photoconductivity. This introduces the
first complication into the elementary energy band model, the low energy
optical absorption maximum is explained in terms of electronic transitions
between the upper filled band and bound states, known as exciton states,
lying just below the conduction band. It is reasoned that light of
longer wavelengths is not sufficiently energetic to completely separate
the electron from its complemen~ry hole in the upper filled band, and
that the two remain bound to each other by Coulomb attraction. The
electron hole pair is known as an exciton, and can be likened to a
particle which has no net electric charge but which is free to migrate
through the crystal, transferring excitation energy from ion to ion. It
is similar to the notion of the excited states of a free atom, except
that now the excitation energy is coupled to the lattice of the solid,
and so may propagate through the crystal. When the electron-hole inter-
particle distance is large in comparison with an atomic radius, the
exciton is said to be weakly bound, and gives rise to a series of
Rydberg type energy levels thus:
..1
2n
where n is the principle quantum number, Mo the reduced mass of the
electron hole combination and E the dielectric constant of the lattice
medium, 8 and 'ti. have their usual meanings. Weakly bound, or Mott-Wannier
excitons are observed in the alkali halides; the ultraviolet absorption
spectra of thin films of these materials show considerable structure, of
- 3 -
which the first non-photoconductive absorption peaks are due to excitons.
In physical terms an exciton in an alkali halide may be considered to be
the result of the excitation of a halide ion, or the transfer of an
electron from a halide ion to a nearest neighbour alkali metal ion. The
al ternative to the ~'iott-~Jannierexciton model is the tight-binding or
Frenkel model. Frenkel excitons are observed in molecular crystals,
where the binding within a molecule is strong in comparison with the
binding between molecules. In this type of solid the exciton energies
are more closely related to the spectr~scopic properties of the isolated
molecule, rather than to the hydrogenic Mott-Wannier model.
The incorporation of impurities, even in concentrations of a
few parts per million, leads to further complications in the simple band
scheme for the alkali halides given here, by introducing localised
energy levels lying in the "forbidden gap" between the valence and
conduction bands. Electronic transitions may then occur which give rise
to optical absorption in a spectral region where the material is normally
transparent. As an example of this, eu+ ions in NaCl cause the appearance
of a pronounced absorption peak at 255(5)nm. A schematic diagram of the
energy level configurations discussed so far appears in Fig.l.3.
1.2 Defects and Colour Centres in Alkali Halide Crystals
Up to this point only crystals having absolutely regular arrays of
ions have been discussed, even though real crystals are known not to
exhibit such a high degree of regularity. Imperfections occur in all
crystalline solids, and these usually have a marked influence on the
overall physical properties of the material. This is particularly true
of the alkali halides, in which microscopic crystal defects give rise
to a whole host of interesting optical phenomena. Absorption bands
appear in the broad spectral region in which the crystal is normally
transparent, and frequently this absorption occurs at wavelengths in the
visible spectrum, making the crystal appear coloured. It is for this
- 4 -
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reason that the defects responsible have been named colour centres.
There are a number of different types of defect which can occur in
real crystals, but for the purposes of a brief introduction to colour
centres only three need be mentioned. They are:
(i) interstitial ions (interstitials)
(ii) vacant lattice sites (vacancies)
(iii) impurity ions, incorporated into the lattice substitutionally
or interstitially
On purely thermodynamic reasoning cation and anion vacancies are expected
to occur in equal numbers in real ionic crystals, either singly
(Schot~y defects) or pajredwith complementary interstitial ions
(Frenkel defects). Both configurations are illustrated in Fig.I.4.
A crystal that contains only interstitial ions, without any vacancies,
is theoretically possible, but has never been found in practice, and
will therefore not be discussed further. Since the ionic radii of
anions are frequently greater than those of cations, one might expect
the energy required to move a cation to an interstitial site to be lower
than that for the corresponding anionic displacement. On this reasoning
cationic Frenkel defects will have a lower energy of formation than
anionic ones, and will therefore be created more readily in real
crystals. Moreover, a difference between the formation energies of
Frenkel and Schottky defects might also be expected, and estimates of
these energies have shown that in the alkali halides the latter are more
likely to occur. It ought to be pointed out at this juncture that these
deductions have been based on the existence of thermal equilibrium in
the crystals. This is not necessarily the case during some processes
which generate defects, and the possibility cannot be ruled out of
other than Schottky defects being formed in the alkali halides.
The addition of impurity ions to an alkali halide crystal can also
bring about the formation of vacancies. In a typical case divalent
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positive ions are substitutionally incorporated into the lattice at
cation sites. In order to preserve the electrical neutrality of the
crystal as a whole, either extra negative ions must be incorporated
interstitially or alkali metal ion vacancies must be formed. Since
the formation of Schottky type defects is favoured in the alkali halides,
one might expect that doping such a crystal with a divalent metal, e.g.
Ca, would bring about an increase in the number of alkali ion vacancies
(Fig.l.5). By using sensitiv~ density measuring techniques this
hypothesis has been verified experimentally(6).
SchottkY defects play an important role in the processes of
diffusion and electrolytic conduction in the alkali halides. A vacant
lattice site may be propagated through the crystal by an adjacent ion,
of the appropriate sign, jumping into the vacancy, provided sufficient
activation energy is available. This leaves both the vacancy and the
ion in new positions in the lattice, and when repeated a large number
of times by a large number of vacancies it results in the observation
of ionic diffusion. Interstitial ions, if any are present, can obviously
migrate by a similar jumping mechanism and contribute to the observed
diffusion. Clearly, in a perfect crystal, in which all of the lattice
sites are occupied by the correct ions, diffusion is impossible, since
a given ion has nowhere to go.
Yapother et al(7) measured the diffusion of radioactive sodium
in NaCI by depositing a thin layer of salt containing the radioisotope
24Na onto one face of a cubic crystal of NaCI, and then holding the
crystal at a constant temperature for a certain length of time. The
distribution of Na24 was then determined by a sectioning technique.
Repeating this measurement over a range of temperature enabled the
variation of the diffusion coefficient (D) with temperature (T) to be
plotted. The results of ~apother et al. (Fig.l.6) show that D follows
an exponential variation with temperature, of the form D = Doe-~/kT. with
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different values for the activation energy E at low and high temperature.
The smaller slope at the low temperature region of Fig.l.6 is thought to
be due to the presence of divalent positive ion impurities. Divalent
impurities will, in the manner discussed earlier, lead to the formation
of a fixed number of positive ion vacancies. At lower temperatures
this will mean that the crystal contains a greater than thermal equili-
brium number of positive ion vacancies, which will make D higher than it
would be if only Schottky vacancies were present.
Applying an electric field to an alkali halide crystal effectively
lowers, in the direction of the field, the potential barrier which has
to be overcome before an ion can jump into an adjacent vacancy. Jumps
in the field direction are therefore favoured, and there is a net
diffusion of positive ions towards the cathode and negative ions towards
the anode. The conductivity observed in the alkali halides is thus
due to the diffusion of ions in the applied field; the currents are
certainly too.large to be explained in terms of electronic motion, since
the number of conduction band electrons at any temperature will be
far too small. The ionic nature of the conductivity of the alkali
halides is demonstrated by the fact that decomposition occurs at the
electrodes when a current is passed through such a crystal. The addition
of divalent metal impurities has a significant effect on the conductivity
of an alkali halide, particularly at lower temperatures, where the
conductivity is dominated by impurity induced positive ion vacancies(S)
(Fig.l.1).
The processes of electrical conductivity and diffusion in the
alkali halides are therefore totally dependent on the presence of
crystalline defects, and in particular vacant lattice sites. This is
also true for a lot of the interesting optical properties. The principle
optical phenomenon associated with the presence of microcrystalline
defects in the alkali halides is the F absorption band, the term being
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derived from "farbe", the German word for colour. It is observed
when the crystals are exposed to ionising radiation or heated in alkali
metal vapour, and gives them a coloration that is characteristic of
the particular alkali halide. For example, potassium chloride assumes
a deep magenta colour, potassium bromide becomes blue and sodium
chloride yellowish brown. It was found by Ivey(9) that the wavelength
of the maximum O\max j) of the bell shaped F absorption band in the
alkali halides is given empirically by the relationship
(i)
where d is the lattice constant in Angstrom units. This relationship
is valid over the complete range of alkali halides, from LiF with a
lattice constant of 4.lj and F-band peak at 250nm. to RbI with
d = 1.33j and ~ma.x = 156nm. The shape of the F band in a typical
alkali halide crystal (KBr) at various temperatures is illustrated
in Fig.l.a. It is evident that as the temperature is lowered the
absorption band narrows and shifts to shorter wavelengths.
De Boer(ll), in 1931, proposed that the F absorption band was
caused by an electron trapped at a halogen ion vacancy (Fig.l.9).
It is easy to see that if a negative ion is removed from the lattice,
leaving a vacancy, the coulomb field of the six nearest neighbour
positive ions can trap a free electron that diffuses into the vicinity
of the vacant site, the result being the entity known as the F centre.
The electron will, in general, be a primary or secondary photoelectron,
released by illuminating the crystal with ionising radiation. A crystal
containing F- centres will thus have further bound state. lying inside
the forbidden gap on the simple energy level scheme of the alkali halides
(Fig.l.IO), such that the optical excitation of the F centre electron from
its ground state to the excited state lying just below the conduction
band requires the absorption of visible photons, of typical photon
energyN2eV. Since it was first proposed, there have been numerous
experiments devised to check that de Boer's model of the F centre is
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correct, but paramagnetic resonance techniques have produced the most
conclusive proof of its validity. The shape and position of the
resonance line obtained from these measurements has been quantitatively
interpreted in terms of the model and the width of the resonance suggests
that the ]!' centre electron not only interacts with the six metal ions
surrounding the vacancy, but also with the twelve next nearest neighbour
halogen ions (12). The improved resolution of the electron spin double
resonance technique has shown the latter hypothesis to be correct (13).
It is therefore generally accepted that the F absorption band can be
attributed to optical transitions of the type ls~2p of electrons
trapped at halogen ion vacancies.
The equation due to Srnakula (14) is of considerable importance in
the quantitative study of colour centre phenomena. This relates the
observed half width and amplitude of the F band to the number of F
centres present in the crystal.
The equation 1s expressed as follows:
Nf = 9mc n o(rnax VI
2e2 (n2+2)2
= 1.29xlO17 • n o(rnax'vl (H)
(n2+2)2
where N = the F centre density (centres cm.-3)
f = the oscillator strength of the F centre
n = the refractive index o~ the crystal at the wavelength of the
F absorption peak
o(max = the absorption coefficient at the peak of the F
band (cm.-l)
VI = the half width of the absorption band (eV)
m = the mass of the electron
r
e = the c~e on the electron
c = the velocity of light
- 9 -
If a transparent optical specimen is illuminated with light of a
particular wavelength, it follows that
A+T+R=l
where A is the fraction of the incident light absorbed, T the fraction
transmitted and R the fraction reflected. Also, if 10 is the light
intensity at a particular position in the specimen and I is the intensity
after it has travelled a further path length x from that position,
-e(X= 10eI
where ~ is the absorption coefficient. If one then considers the
reflections at the front and interior surfaces of a specimen, and the
absorption in terms of the absorption coefficient 0( and path length x ,
the fraction of the incident intensity transmitted by the specimen is
given by the relationship:
T = (1 _ R)2e-«X
If R = 0 a simple expression for 0(. may be derived, thus:
= 2.303 loglO (liT) = 2.303 D (iii)
x x
where D is known as the optical density of the specimen. This simplified
expression for 0( may usually be used in the spectroscopy of colour
centres by introducing an uncoloured specimen into the reference beam
of the spectrometer, to cancel out the reflection losses. Therefore, by
using 8makula's equation, the F centre concentration in a specimen may
be estimated from directly measurable quantities.
Smakula derived equation (iii) from classical dispersion theory,
treating the F centres as damped oscillators. A later treatment by
Dexter (15) took into account the fact that the width of the absorption
band arises from interactions of the centre with lattice vibrations, and
that observed F bands have an approximately Gaussian shape rather than
the Lorentzian form assumed in the classical treatment. This produced
an equation similar to (ii), except that the numerical constant is
0.81 x 1017 rather than 1.29 x 1017• Which constant is used in practice
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is unimportant, provided one uses the relevant f value. Care is
obviously needed when comparing published f's, since some workers use
Smakula's equation and others Dexter's version. Dexter's form of
Smakula's equation has been used throughout this thesis.
'I'heirradiation of an alkali halide crystal at room temperature
with virtually any type of ionising radiation generates a strong F
absorption band, and the production of F centre densities (calculated
using Smakula's eqUation) in excess of 1018 cm-3 is possible, even
when illuminating with ultra violet light (16). 'l'hisa cpear's to
indicate that the ionising radiation somehow creates vacancies, since
estimates of the concentration of Schottky defects in the crystal
before irradiation are very much lower than this (typical) F centre
density. Estermann et al. were in fact able to show that the density of
KCl crystals decreases during X irradiation (17). For a while the
explanation of this phenomenon posed a problem, since in most cases
the obvious vacancy formation mechanism (direct ionic displacement by
elastic collision) can be ruled out, on the grounds that the irradiating
photons or electrons will not have sufficient momentum.
A number of mechanisms (18) have been proposed to resolve this
difficulty, none of which are satisfactory in every respect. However,
the most likely explanation is based upon the radiationless recombination
of an electron and a hole (19). One way in which this might occur is
when an electron combines with a ~ centre. A ~J centre is formed by
the loss of an electron from a halogen ion and the subsequent moving
together of the resulting atom and an adjacent negative ion; it is thus
a self trapped hole (Fig.l.ll). An electron combining with such a centre
can lead to an exciton like state, which may decay without the emission
of a photon, imparting some 3-5ev of kinetic energy to the two halogen
ions. It is then reasoned that if this kinetic energy is unequally
shared between the two anions, due to interactions with the lattice, it
- 11 -
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may bring about the formation of a negative ion vacancy and a halogen
interstitial, by a focused collision sequence in the close packed
direction. 'l'hismechanism can therefore lead to an F centre density
greater than the thermal equilibrium concentration of SchottkY defects
present in the crystal prior to irradiation. It must be pointed out
(20)that some calculations suggest that an energy of 20-25ev is
necessary for an ion replacement sequence; this is clearly too high to
be derived from the mechanism just described. However, the energy
obtained from such calculations depends sensitively on the interionic
potential chosen, the form of which has not been generally agreed.
It is evident from coloration curves (plots of F band coloration
versus the accum~ated radiation dose) that there are two distinct
stages in the coloration of an alkali halide crystal by exposure, at
room temperature, to ionising radiation. (Fig.l.l2) There is an early
stage, in which the crystal coloration builds up rapidly and saturates
after a relatively short exposure, and a later stage during which the
coloration continues to build up, but much more slowly, and shows
signs of saturation only after very large exposures. The early stage
is found to vary from specimen to specimen, whereas the late stage is
not markedly dependent on the specimen's origin or previous history.
It was assumed at first that the early stage coloration is simply the
result of anion vacancies already present in the crystal trapping
photoelectrons (22), and that the wide variation observed among different
specimens in this region is associated with the varying concentrations
of vacancies "frozen" into the crystals. However, no early stage is
observed in crystals irradiated at 77°K and below (21), regardless of
their origin, and certain impurities, notably H-, OH- and divalent
alkaline earths, considerably enhance stage I coloration (23). These,
and other experiments suggevt that the simple explanation for the
first stage coloration may be incorrect, at least in certain specific
- 12 -
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cases. It is now generally thought that the first, easy coloration
stage may be the result of impurities in the crystals, and that the
later, harder to colour stage is, in fact, the intrinsic region of the
coloration curve. The production of l" centres during this later stage
of coloration has already been discussed; all of the specimens used
for the experiments described in this thesis were irradiated long
enough to be weLl,into this region. (The second stage coloration
saturates at F centre concentrations of a few xlOl9 centres cm-3)
Another method commonly used to generate a strong F absorption
band in the alkali halides is that known as additive coloration. The
crystal is sealed into a container and heated in an atmosphere of
alkali metal vapour, so as to produce a stoichiometric excess of metal
ions. The excess cations are incorporated substitutionally into the
lattice with the simultaneous formation of negative ion vacancies, which
act as traps for the electrons which must accompany the added metal ions,
in order to preserve the electrical neutrality of the bulk crystal. In
general, therefore, an F centre will be created for each atom of
stoichiometric excess alkali metal incorporated in the crystal. The
practical aspects of additive coloration will be discussed in more
detail in the next chapter of this thesis.
It might be conjectured from the preceding paragraphs that the
formation of an F absorption band is the only change observed in the
optical spectrum of an alkali halide crystal when it is exposed to
ionising radiation. This is, in fact, a gross oversimplification, for
although the F absorption is quite often the most predominant feature in
the spectrum, other bands, attributable to different sorts of defect
centre are also formed. ~Yen if F centres are the only type of trapped
electron centre present, their generation by ionising radiation is
accompanied by the formation of complementary trapped hole centres,
generically referred to as V centres, with one important exception, the
- 13 -
H centre. li centres are formed, together with F centres, when an
alkali halide is irradiated at very low temperatures (~5oK), and is the
initial product of any ionisation displacement event. It consistw of a
(halide); molecule ion occupying a single halide ion site, with the
unpaired electron interacting weakly with the two nearest neighbour
halide ions, so that it effectively involves 4 halogen nuclei occupying
3 halide sites lying along the <no) direction (Fig.I.13). H centres
are readily converted to other types of trapped hole centre if the
crystal is warmed above 20oK. In general it is found that a number of
different trapped electron and trapped hole absorption centres are
formed, depending on the temperature of irradiation, the type of ionising
radiation and the temperature at which the absorption spectrum is
measured. The absorption bands are classified according to their
properties and designated F, F', N, .EJ.' VI' V2' ~] •••• etc; obviously
the labelling of bands does not vary from one alkali halide to another,
for although the absorption maxima are located at different wavelengths
in different materials the configurations and properties of the
absorbing centres remain the same. Whilst a large number of different
absorption bands have been observed and tabulated in the alkali halides,
the precise nature of the defect centres responsible for many of them are
still unknown, or the models are somewhat speculative. Particularly
lacking are reliable models for many of the trapped hole (V) centres
that are stable at room temperature.
Two examples of the variety of spectra that mB¥ be observed in the
same alkali halide under different coloration conditions are illustrated
in Fig.l.14; curve (a) shows the spectrum at 900K of KBr that has been X
irradiated at that temperature, and curve (b) the spectrum at 2930K of
the same material coloured at room temperature by 50Kev electrons. The
absorption peak designated "M" to the long wavelength" side of the F band
in curve (b) is attributed to the simplest of the F aggregate colour
- 14 -
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centres. These consist of a number of adjacent halide ion vacancies
sharing a number cf electrons. Thus the j,~ centre may be depicted
(Pig.l.15) as two electrons trapped at a pair of adjacent anion -vacancies.
The next member of the series, known as the R centre, obviously consists
of 3 nearest neighbour F centres, and this, and the higher order
aggregates, can exist in a number of different configurations, which
may lead to anisotropic absorption or a number of separate absorption
bands, or both. Charged forms of F aggregate centres (e.g. M+, two
adjacent anion vacancies sharing one electron) can also exist, and
these may give rise to further absorption bands.
IThe broad absorption band labelled F in curve (a) of li'ig.l.14is
attributed to a centre that consists of two electrons trapped at an
anion vacancy. The FI centre is not stable at room temperature, but is
readily formed in additively coloured crystals by illuminating them at
about -lOOoC with F light. Models for the V centres whose absorption
bands appear in Fig.l.14 are, in common with most other V centres, still
very speculative, apart from the VI band, which is due to a defect that
consists of an H centre adjacent to an impurity alkali ion.
The addition of impurity ions to an alkali halide crystal can cause
colour centre phenomena not found in the pure material. For example,
new colour centre absorption bands may be observed, due to the trapping
of electrons or holes by impurity ions or impurity ion-vacancy complexes,
or absorption bands normally found in the host lattice may be broadened
and shifted in wavelength. Some impurities may also increase or decrease
the colorability of the crystal. The hydride impurity is probably one
of the best understood additives to an alkali halide crystal. Hydride
doped crystals may be produced by growth from a melt that contains some
alkali metal hydride, or by heating an additively coloured crystal in a
hydrogen atmosphere. The hydride ion replaces a halide ion substitutionally
in the lattice, and gives rise to an absorption band in the ultraviolet,
which is known as the U band. (Fig.l.16) The height of the Uabsorption
band is proportional to the amount of hydride impurity in the crystal.
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When a crystal that contains U centres is illuminated with U band light,
at temperatures below -100°C, the u band decreases and the F band is
generated, without any external photocurrent being measured. (25)
Raising the temperature to above 6000e converts the F centres back into
U centres. The mechanism of the U~F conversion appears to be as
follows: The excited state of the U centre, produced by light absorption,
corresponds to a hydrogen atom and an electron shared by the nearest
neighbour alkali metal ions. If the temperature is sufficiently high,
the H atom diffuses away, into an interstitial position, to leave an F
centre. Raising the temperature still further increases the mobility
of the hydrogen atom, and hence the probability of the U~F conversion
occuring. At temperatures below _lOOoC U band illumination appears to
convert the U centres into vacancies and interstitial hydride ions,
since the U band is observed to uecrease and the 0( band grow. (Theo<
band is a perturbation of the ultraviolet absorption edge caused by
single negative ion vacancies). Illumination into thee< band regenerates
the U band, so presumably the interstitial hydride ions remain close to
their complementary vacancies.(26)
The addition of impurities such as 1~, Ag+ and Pb~ have been
found to be useful in the study of V centres, since they act as efficient
electron traps and decrease the rate of electron-hole recombination.
This effectively enhances the rate of V centre production.
Many other impurity bands in the alkali halides have been recorded,
and it may be that some of the properties of the nominally "pure" alkali
halides are due to impurities also. (The connection between the first
stage of coloration and ImpunL ties has already been mentioned.) In
particular the presence of hydroxyl ions (OH-) is thought to be common
in even the purest of synthetic crystals.(27,28)
For later reference a tabulation of some of the colour centres
observed in KBr is given in Fig.l.17. As a conclusion to this very brief
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background of colour centre phenomena in the alkali halides it is worth
noting that the defect centres discussed in these paragraphs are true
absorbing centres which do not exhibit light scattering. It is, llowever,
very easy to produce smail colloidal metal particles in such crystals,
either by prolonged irradiation and aggregation of vacancy centres or
slow cooling after additive coloration. These colloids do exhibit
Tyndall scattering, and their obsorption bands may easily be distinguished
from those due to colour centres by the fact that their spectral position
and band width are temperature independent.
1.3 Colour Centres in Other Naterials
Colour centre phenomena are not unique to the alkali halides, they
may be observed in quite a large number of other materials. For example
CaF~, both natural and synthetic, exhibits strong absorption bands at
visible wavelengths when it is exposed to ionising radiation or heated
in Ca vapour. The coloration in CaF1 is found to be particularly
dependent on impurities, and on the method of coloration. The alkaline
earth oxides BaO and MgO are also of interest, since they are structurally
analogous to the FCC alkali halides. Additively colouring BaO by heating
to lOOOoC in an atmosphere of barium vapour produces blue crystals,
whereas when grown from a melt containing Ba metal they are red. The
centres responsible for the coloration in BaC, :fo'IgO and CaFz. are still
somewhat speculative although recently F ,1'1 ,H and V" centres were
identified in CaF~o The many varieties of natural quartz, fused silica
and other glasses all exhibit colour centre phenomena in varying degrees,
along with germanium and silicon. The coloration of Ge and Si is entirely
in the infrared, and has marked effects en their electrical properties.
Many natural minerals, besides those already mentioned, can be coloured
by ionising radiation and a group of particular interest is the sodalites.
The sodalites have the basic chemical composition 6Na Al Si04.2NaCl, and
have a crystal structure that consists of open aluminosilicate c3,ges
with Na+ and Cl- ions lying within the cages, such that the lattice has
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overall cubic symmetry. The absorption band produced when a sodalite is
exposed to ionising radiation is due to true F centres, i.e. electrons
trapped at vacant Cl- sites within the aluminosilicate cages (although in
this case there are only 4 nearest neighbour Na+ ions), and there does not
appear to be any evidence to suggest that vacancy centres any more complex
than this are formed. A more detailed account of the structure and
general properties of the sodalite family is given in the introduction to
Chapter 6 of this thesis.
1.4 Bleaching of Colour Centres in the Alkali Halides
When an alkali halide crystal containing It' centres is illuminated
at an appropriate temperature with F band light, the amplitude of the F
absorption band decreases, a process which is not surprisingly referred
to as bleaching. This decrease in amplitude of the F band is usually
accompanied by changes in absorbance in other regions of the crystal
spectrum, and it is found, moreover, that the products of bleaching are
very much dependent on the method and temperature of coloration, and on
the temperature at which bleaching is carried out. In particular, when
crystals coloured by a stoichiometric excess of alkali metal are optically
bleached at room temperature, pronounced absorption bands due to F
aggregate centres appear, indicating that in some way vacancies have
become mobile during bleaching. The mechanism of colour centre
bleaching in the alkali halides is thus fairly complex, but bleaching
phenomena have received less attention and are not understood as well as
the colour centre formation processes.
The earliest studies of the bleaching and aggregation of F centres
were made in the 1920'a;by Przibram (30)and ottma.+'(31), the latter
making the first observations of the M band. It was Molnar (32), however,
who first made a general survey of the absorption bands that appear when
additively coloured crystals are illuminated with F light. Independently
Pettroff (33)carried out investigations very similar to Molnar's, which
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were not published until 1950. A general feature of bleaching observed
by these and other workers was that F band bleaching occurs rapidly at
first and then becomes increasingly difficult. Oberly (34) investig~ted
the changes in photoconductivity that occur when the F band in X irradiated
KBr is optically bleached. He came to the surprising conclusiom that
there were two types of colour centre responsible for the F band absorption,
"soft" centres that bleached and were photoconductive and "hard" centres
that were neither bleachable nor photoconductive. This idea was refuted
soon after by Barkham (35), who was able to explain most of Oberly's
results in terms of only one type of F centre, although these and other
workers were severly hindered in their explanations by the lack of correct
models for the I1,R and N centres formed during bleaching.
During the ten years following Oberly's work there seems to have
been little interest shown in the detailed investigation of the bleaching
of colour centres, possibly because of the lack of satisfactory models
for most of the defect centres observed, and the fact that the coloration
process itself was not all that well understood. Over the past ten years,
after Pick (36) and van Doorn (43) proposed plausible models for the F
aggregate centres, there have been a number of systematic examinations
of the bleaching processes that occur in the alkali halides. These
experiments have been conducted on crystals that were coloured either
additively or by X irradiation, to F centre densities of approximately
l016cm-3. f-loreover,relatively weak sources of F band light were used,
necessitating long exposures in order to achieve a significant reduction
in F band optical density (37,38).
The development of the laser over the last decade has made available
compact, high intensity, monochromatic light sources, which are ideally
suited to studying the kinetics of F centre bleaching, with the obvious
proviso that the laser wavelength must coincide with, or at least lie
fairly close to the wavelength of the peak of the F absorption band in the
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material being studied. In particular the helium neon gas laser, with
its output at 632.8nm., is eminently suitable for bleaching coloured KEr,
which has an F band centred about 625nm. at room temperature. l~thermore,
whilst the other types of laser (argorR-on, krypton, He-Cd etc.) have
emission lines which closely match the wavelengths of the F band peaks
in a number of alkali halides, the reliability, stability and relative
cheapness of the He-Ne laser further encourages its use in bleaching
studies.
An alkali halide (KCl) coloured by fast electron irradiation was
the basis of a rader display device, known as the skiatron, invented
nearly 30 years ago (39), and it is likely that future optical data
storage and display devices based on the alkali halides and other materials
will also utilise fast electron irradiation as the means of cOloration(40,41).
The radar information SDred in the skiatron could be erased by illuminating
the warmed KCl screen, and any new devices will probably also rely on
optical bleaching for erasing the information display. However, there
has been relatively little investigation into the kinetics of bleaching
of electron irradiated material; as was previously stated most of the
detailed studies of the subject have been carried out with crystals
coloured additively or by X irradiation. The obvious difference between
room temperature electron and X irradiated material is their F centre
densities; X rays produce fairly uniform coloration throughout the crystal,
16 -3with defect concentrations typically around 10 F centres em ,whereas
electrons, having only a short range in the material, produce a surface
coloration that ranges from 0.5 to 400~m.for electron energies of 5 to
400 KeV respectively with F centre densities from 1018 to more than
1019 cm-3• Also the rate of energy deposition is much higher for electrons
than for X rays. The successful use of an alkali halide crystal as the
storage medium in a memory device depends to some extent on the efficiency
of bleaching, and on the products of bleaching, since the aggregation of
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F centres to more complex entities can lead to fatigue and ultimately,
to the failure of the memory due to the formation of metal colloids which
cannot be removed by illumination. There is, therefore, a need for
detailed investigation into the kinetics of optical bleaching of fast
electron coloured alkali halide crystals, and the experiments to be
described in this thesis do, to some extent, satisfy that need.
The investigations cover the optical bleaching, at room temperature,
of lCBr sin.;le crystals which have been coloured at room temperature or
below by irradiation with electrons having energies within the range
40 to 50 KeV. A helium neon laser was used as the light source for
bleaching; this particular combination of alkali halide and laser was
chosen for the reasons given earlier. The output of the laser could be
focused onto the specimen to give power densities of up to 10 K~m~2, some
106 times larger than those used in previous experiments. It was thus
possible to study optical bleaching phenomena under high intensity
illumination and after large absorbed doses of F light, in crystals
initially having colour centre concentrations of 1018_1019 cm-3•
Information was thus gained on interactions between defects at high defect
concentrations and on a new mode of bleaching that does not occur in
additively coloured crystals.
Some experimental data was also obtained on the coloration and
bleaching properties of sodalites, which were briefly mentioned in
section 1.3. Most of these measurements were made using a specially
manufactured dark trace cathode ray tube, with an aluminised sodalite
powder screen. The bleaching sensitivity of the sodalite waS much
higher than that of KBr, consequently it was possible to use a conventional
tungsten light source for bleaching, instead of a laser. These experiments
are described in Chapter 6, which also contains further background details
on the sodalites.
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CHAPI'ER TWO
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
2.1 The Design of the microspectrophotometer
An apparatus for studying colour centre bleaching with high
intensity light in samples coloured to high F centre concentrations
would, ideally, allow one to both measure the absorption spectrum of a
coloured crystal and simultaneously bleach the ooloration with a high
intensity F band light source. It should, moreover, provide for preoise
measurement of the energy absorbed by the orystal during bleaching. It
is also important that the intensity of the measuring source should be
aa low as possible (consistent with a reasonable signal to noise ratio)
so that the aeaauring light would cause no 8ignificant bleaching. An
apparatus having these general design features was successfully constructed,
and will now be described in more detail.
(i) The BleaohiDg Source
For a particular matohed laser/absorption band combiDation, a
laser bleaching source offers the distinct advantages of a high optical
power densitr in a parallel monocbromatic beam, _kjng it relativelr easr
to obtain measurements, in suitable materials, over ...wide a range of
absorbed energies as possible, going, if required, up to 106 or 107 J.om-2
in a reasonable period of time.
Our ezperiments were designed for bleaching using a helium-neon
sas laser to studT the bleaching of F centres in potassium bromide
single c~s. A low and a medium power laser were aT8.ilable; both
were aanufactured by Soientifica and Cook Electronics and gave output
powers, at 6}2.8 DID., of i - 2 mW. and 15 - 25 mW. The 25 mW.device
lased in a single mode pattern:. and gave a less divergent, more stable
output thaD the low power laser, which bad to be operated in a INlti-
mode fashion to obtain lII&Xi.DIuDl power. The beam diueter, of both
lasers, vaa of the order of 2 - 3 11m. To obtain the power dens! tie.
neces.ary for measurements to be -.de, in a reasonable tille, to absorbed
energies up to 107 J. 0.:2 it vaa nece8s&r,y to reduce the beam diameter
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-2to less than 10 cm., without appreciable power loss. A Vickers
Microplan lOX objective, with a nominal N.A. of 0.25, was chosen for
this purpose. It would f'ocus the laser beam down to a spot about
2%10-3 cm. in diameter, to give a maximum power at the specimen of'
about 3.5%103 W.cm-2 (this f'igure includes various ref'lection losses
at other optical components used in the system). Measurement of'the
spot size was carried out with an auxiliary microscope and stage micro-
meter. The diameter of'the focused laser spot is much larger than
one would expeot, since the diameter of the first dark ring of the
Airy" diso is only N 2.511 m. f'orred light brOU8ht to a f'ocusby an.
objeotive of numerioal operture 0.25. HoweTer, the effeotive N.A. of
the lOX objeotive is reduced to a value of ~ 0.07, 'because the laser
be.. fills only the central part of the lena aperture and i. parallel
rather thaD diTergent. This increases the est1Mted diaaeter (""h.)
of the first dark ring of the A.ir.r disc to approximately 10,.,m , which
is of the .... order of magnitude as that of the measured spot. By
changing the lOX objective for one of greater magnification, higher
power densities could have been obtained, bat difficulties would then
haTe been experienced in tiaiDg the .hort exposures needed at the
Btart ot the experiments, and with the depth of fooWl &Dd work!Dg
distance.
The penetration depth ot the coloration in the crptal can
alao t.po.e a limit on the DUmerica1 aperture of the objeoti .. lena.
It a lena of very short tocal length (i.e. high N.A.) were chosen,
the laser beaa would diverge appreciably whilst passiDg throa&h the
coloured region ot the crystal (Fig. 2.1). Thi8 would make it ditficult
to &BSeaB abaorbed energy &Dd tranaai ttan.ce. UsiDg the expresaion (i)
d - 0.035 (V)1.7 t' m.
to calculate the penetration depth, vbere V is the acceleration voltage
of the eleotron beam in K'V., one fiD48 that at 50 K'V. disC'\:) 27 tJ Ill.
in KBr. In noral use the depth ot focus ot the choaen lOX (0.25 N.A.)
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objective is l2/.JlI. (from the Rayleigh criterion for the depth of
focus ~~/(N.A.)2),but due to the reduction in N.A.caused by the
laser beamnot filling this lens completely , it is increased to ('\)130fJ m.
There will, therefore, be no signifioant ohange in the diameter of
the laser beamas it travels through the coloured region of a crystal
irradiated by 50 KeVeleotrons. As a simple check on the validity of
this assumption, a oryatal was ooloured by 25 KeVelectron irradiation
and bleached by the focused laser beam. Despite the tact that the
depth of ooloration was nowonly 7 p m., the characteristica of the
bleached areas (i.e. diameter and ooloration protile across the diameter)
in this case were no different to those of aimilarly bleached areas in
the normal 50 KeVirradiated specimens, Onewould clearly not expect
to find such a cloae correspondence if the la.er beamdiverged by a
signitioant amount in the 27 tJ m. coloration depth ot the 50 KeV
irradiated specimeD8.
A Coapur ahutter assembl,- vas used to govern the tiae ot
1exposure ot the or,rstal to laser light; this oould be variecl troll 500
seoond up to an hour or more using the "time" setting. The higher
speed settings ot the shutter were calibrated using a photocell and
C.R.O. The power output of the laser oould be .... ured with a
Scientifica and CookElectronio's power aeter; it's output,direotl,-
calibrated. in milliwatts at 632.8 m., could be ted into a chart
recorder to giTe a oontinuous record of laser power.
(ii) The Speotrophota.eter
HaTing-.de the deoision to use a focused HeINelaser tor
bleaching, it vas necessary to design a speotrophotometer S78t.. tor
measuring the absorption speotra of the speoiMna, bearing in JI1Dd the
restrictions imposed.on this S78temby the bleaching arraDgeIlent. The
moat severe limitation was, quite obviously, that the spectrophotometer
should only' measure the transmittance ot that part ot the ooloured
cr,ystal through whioh the laser beamhad passed. Hence the beamdiameter
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at the specimen needed to be less than 2x10-3 cm., and, its position
readily adjustable. Clearly the best way to ensure that this was so
was to make the laser and photometer beams coaxial by using a beam
splitter, and then focus them onto the specimen through the same optical
system.
The spectroscopic examination of a small, well defined area
of a specimen is knownas microabsorption speotroscopy. This technique
has been used for some time in the study of biological materials, but
only recently has it been applied to thin single crystals (2). Basically
there are two different ways in which a microspectrophotometer can be
designed for the study of the laser bleaching of electron irradiated
ICBr. These are as f'cllows:
(a) With the monochromatorplaced in the photomet.r b.... b.fore it
passes thrcugh the specim.n, so that the selected area is UDder
monochromaticillumination.
(b) With the monochrou.tor placed atter the specimen, with a photo-
multiplier tube coupled directly to the exit slit. In this case
the specimen receive. vhite light illumiDation.
The first cas. is desirable from the point of' yiev of' minimi.ing the
aaount of light r.aching the crystal from source. other than the
bleaching laser. It does, hovever, make the l.a7out of' the apparatus
scaevhat cOllplicated, since the monochrou.tor has to be positioned so
that the laser be.. does not pass through it, i.e. before the laser &Dd
spectrophotometer be... are madecoaxial. It a1so'makes it more difficult
to block the high intenai ty laser be. frOll the photomul.tiplier tube.
The second case, with the monochraaeter situated aft.r the
specimen, vas f1na.J.lychosen. It Tlelded a S1St_ that vu saple in
design and reasonably easT to use; the fact that more of the measuring
light reached the apecillen vi th this arrangement did not appear to
adversely aftect the accuracy of the r8sul t.. This 18 because the
intenai ty of the .easuring light was very muchless than that of the
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bleaching light, and the F centre bleaching efficiency at wavelengths
away from the F band is never appreciably larger than its value at the
F band peak.
As pointed out by Tubbs (2), whichever arrangement is used, two
conditions need to be met if quantitative results are to be obtained:
(i) The photometric photomultiplier tube must receive all of the
light passing through the chosen region of the specimen and no
light from any other area.
(ii) All rays passing through the selected area of the specimen
should have the same optical path length in the specimen.
Having chosen to use the second experimental configuration, with the
aonochromator placed after the specimen, it is apparent that the first
condition can be partly met by ensuring that all of the light leaving
the speoimen is colleoted by the lena that focuse. it onto the mono-
cuoMtor slit. In addition to this, the aperture in front of the
light source must be faithfully 1aaged onto the coloured crystal aurface
by the first (lOX) objective, aDd again by the secoDd lens onto the
aonoohrOliator slit. It is also necessary to ensure that the intensity
and ooloration distributions aeros. this primary lPerture are even.
Condition (ii) can be satisfied either by using sMll condenser lena
apertures or speot.ens with high refractive indice.. KBr baa only a
moderate retractive index (1.55), so oondition (ii) i. beat satisfied
by using an objective with a fairly low numerical aperture to tocus the
ap8ctrophota.eter be.. onto the specimen. (Using a 0.25 N.A. objective
there i.Cl% difference between the path leDgtha ot axial &Dd marginal
rays in KBr). It i. apparent, therefore, that both of the conditions
tor quantatitive mioroabsorpt1on speotrosoopy in KBr can be .et without
re.orting to the use of specially .nutaotured optioal oomponent ••
Tbe choioe ot whether to make the spectrophotometer & single or
double beam instrument also had to be .ade; .oh.-tic diagrams ot both
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The double beam spectrophotometer has a separate, 100% trans-
mittance, reference beam, and will thus give, with suitable electronic
circuitry, an output that is the percentage transmittance (or the
absorbance) spectrum of the specimen, i.e. it i8 a direct reading
device. It does, however, suffer from the disadvantage of being
difficult to set up and balance to give the required flat baseline in
the absence of a specimen. (i.e. zero absorbance).
On the other hand, the single beam instrument is relatively
simp1. to 8et up and requires fewer components, and les8 sophisticat.d
.lectronic equipment, but is not a direct reading instrum.nt. Th.
absorption spectrum of a specimen has to be calculated point by point
trom the cutputs obtained by scanning through the wav.length range
with and without the sample in the beam. Producing a spectrum is there-
fore a fairl1 lengthy process, involving numerous Simple, it rather
tedious, oaloulations. One also must have greater stability of the
light 80uroe and photomultiplier &asembly, sinoe the 100% transmittance
l.v.l is not being oontinuously aonitored, and fluctuations autoaatioally
oorreoted tor, &8 they would b. in a double beam instrument.
With oareful desi~ however, the overall performance of both
type. of spectrophotom.ter should be comparable, and the only real
advantages to b. gained b1 a double b.... inatrua.nt are siaplioi ty and
the oODTen1.noe ot • continuous reoord of absorbance v.raus vavelength.
For these reaaons .ost commercial instrument. are ot the double b....
typ••
A simple single beam speotrophotometer vas finally d.cided
upon, because the S1st.. had tc be d.sign.d and conatructed !rom firat
prinoipl.s, with quite stringent ooDditiona imposed on the optica.
Not onlT vere ..ohanical stability and be.. d1aaeter oritioal, but
alao the laser bleachiDc be.. had to be introduced into the system
without adveraely affeoting the meaaure ..nta. Some important design
features of the aicrospectrophotom.ter S1st•• about to b. desoribed
v.rea
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(i) At the specimen the spectrophotometer beam diameter must be
less than the diameter of the laser bleaching beam. i.e.
< 2xlO-3 cm. In the final instrument it was N 10 tJ m.
(ii) If the beam diameter is to be that required (i), the
previously mentioned conditions imposed on microabsorption
spectroscopy syatems must be satisfied. Theae were satisfied
by careful optical alignment etc., and the use of fairly small
condenser lens apertures with speclaene of medium refractive
index.
(iii) There must be a fine, preoise adjustment of the position of
either the speotrophotometer be.. , or the laser beam, or both,
to enable them to be made concentric. This was provided by
mounting the primary aperture of the spectrophotometer system
t~
in a speoial holder, with vertioal &Dd horizontal pos~ning
screws.
(iv) Saae adjust••nt of the specimen position b. provided, in a
plane perpendicular to the dir.otion of the laser aDd speotre-
photoaeter b..... In the final design the speoimen or,ratal
was mounted in a oarrier which provided the desired mOTement.
(v) It spectrophotometry is to be carried out simultaneously with
bl.aching, the laser be.. II1I8tbe excluded from the detector
when 'the monoohroaator scans through the las.r wavel.ngth.
AlterD&tively, it bleaohillg is not to occur concurrently with
spectral measure ..nt, it must b. verified that the absorbance
ot the specillen does not change when the lu.r beam is interrup-
ted. (It is possible that the intensity of the focused lu.r
be.. would b. sufficiently high to caus. a siga1fioaDt population
of F centre exoited stat.s, which would lead to the measurement
of a reduced F baDd absorbance.) This condition may be checked
by aeasuriDg the F band absorbance of a coloured specimen usiDg
the spectrophotometer (with the laser oft), and comparing it
- ~O -
with that measured by monitoring the transmitted laser power.
No difference could be found between the two measured optical
density values at the highest laser power available (~lOKW
cm.-2), and so the alternative system, of interrupting the laser
beam during spectral measurement, was used.
(vi) The mechanical and electrical stability of the system must be
high. This was achieved fairly easily, by careful mechanical
design, and the use of stable electrical supplies and amplifiers.
(Vii) The intensity of the spectrophotometer beam must be sufficiently
low not to cause any bleaching of the specimen on it's own.
In the instrument to be described, exposing a coloured crystal
to the spectrophotometer beam for 10 minutes produced a change
in ooloration that was insignifioant oompared to that produoed
by a 1/500 second exposure to the laser.
(viii) The apparatus must be capable ot scanning the entire visible
region ot the spectrum, and if possible part ot the near infra
red and ultra violet, in a fairly short time. The tinal
instrument could scan from 250 to 1000 DID. in about' minutes.
(ix) The specimen be mounted in a holder such that its temperature
may he held constant at a predetermined value within the range
SOoK to room temperature and above. It is particularly
important that the temperature of the illuminated area ot the
speciaen does not change during bleaching. This was accomplished
by mounting the specimen in a speciallY' designed annular
cryostat.
(x) The levels ot soattered light in the spectrophotometer optics,
and in the monochromator, JlU8tbe low. This is to avoid photo-
metric errors, and errors ~ wavelength .eaaurement. In the
riDal s,.te•• cattered light vas kept to a minimum by the use
ot barne. ,to., and good photometrio accuracy achieved.
2.2 The Microspectrophotometer in its Final Form
A schematic diagram of the apparatus used to obtain muoh of the
experimental data presented in this thesis appears in Fig. 2.3.
All of the optical components were mounted on a rigid, cast
metal optical bench, resting on a standard laboratory table. The laser
vas also free standing, on a similar table placed at right angles to
the main optioal system. After the initial alignment the baseplates of
the kinematic slide8 carrying the monochromator and the specimen holder
assembly vere screved to the table top. No vibrational difficulties
vere enoountered vith this set up; no special precautions vere needed
vith the tablea, they atood directly on the concrete floor. Fig 24 is
& photograph showing the general layout of the oomponent. making up
the apparatus shoWD diagramatically in Fig. 2.3, theae will be deacribed,
where necea8&r,f, in aore detail in the following paragraphs.
The specimens vere mounted in a holder that was a aimp1ified
veraion (for use with refracting objectivea) of the annular liquid
nitrogen cryostat described by Tubbs (2) (Fig. 2.5). Thia cryoatat
permitted the lOX microacope objectivea to be aoved cloae enough to
the apecimen to be within their vorking distance., a more cOnYentional
desisn would not have allowed this. The cryoatat rested in a carrier
that foraed part of the kine.tic cross slide asa..bly, ahoWD in Fig. 2.6,
that enabled one to make precise adjustment ot the apecimen position
relative to the laser and apectrophotoaeter light be.... Height
adjustaent was provided by a acre" vhich puahed the carrier vertically
on tvo ailver ateel pillara; theae pillara vere acreved into a baseplate
which forud the aoving part ot the ball, plane aDd growe lt1ne.tic
alide. A micraaeter adjustmeDt on the ba.eplate prOYided a ..ana ot
rotating the cryoatat about a vertical axis, to euure that the light
b.... were perpendicular to the crya:n.l. The adjust..nt vu carried
out bf renecting the laser beam from the backplate ot the apecimen
holder, ap1Dat which the crystal vu clamped, aDd using the microaeter
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to make the incident and reflected beams coincident. The specimen
holder, mounted in the cross slide, was driven perpendicularly across
the optic axis by a small screw, against return springs.
The monochromator was a Hilger and Watts type D292. This is
a small, inexpensive grating instrument, covering the wavelength range
200 to 1000 nm. The replica diffraction grating had 516 rulinga per
millimetre, and the slit width could be adjusted, by a micrometer screw
thread, to a maximum of 1 mm. The aperture of the device, about 11,
was quite suffi~ent for this application. The monochromator rested
on a kinematic cross slide, of simpler design than that used for the
specimen holder. Vertical height adjustment was provided on the instru-
ment itself, and no rotation about the vertioal axis was necessary,
so that on11'a basic horizontal motion, in a plane perpendicular to
the optic axi8 was needed. The monochromator grating drive knob was
removed, aDd a small s7Jlchronous motor &Dd gearbox assembly fitted iD
it. place (Fig. 2.1), iD order to provide a continuous wavelength
scan "hen required.. The drive unit also momentari11' closed a contact
set every- 10 nm., to give a wavelength mark on the output chart recorder.
The pentapriam mounted over the wavelength 8cale is 8imp11' to enable
the latter to be read at a distance, without risk of disturbing or
vibrating the apparatus.
The light 80urce for the micr08pectrophotometer was a Philip8
prefocus projector bulb, rated at 8 volts 50 Watts. In order to achieve
high output stability am long life it wa.w fed. trOll a 5 volts a.c.
8tabilised power 8upply (Fig. 2.8). The addition of a bridge rectifier
and large reservot. capacitor greatly decreased the long tera stability
of the light output, due, apparently to rectifier heating. A feed back
stabili8ed. d.c. power supply of adequate rating va8 not available to
se. whether this would improve the stability and noise level.
The lamp filament was focused onto an electron microscope
aperture of N 80 t' m. diameter, which acted as the priMry aperture
- " -
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of the microspectrophotometer system. Precise positioning of the
aperture was achieved by mounting it in a holder which gave horizontal
and vertical motion in a plane perpendicular to the optic axis (Fig. 2.9).
The evenly illuminated aperture was focused onto the specimen surface
by a lOX microscope objeotive and an auxiliary achromatic lens. This
microscope objective, and the one focusing the spectrophotometer beam
onto the monochromator entrance slit, were, Viokers Microplan components,
ecrewed into standard focusing mounts. The first microscope objective
was not operating under the conditione for whioh it was designed
(Fig. 2.10), sinoe the light from both the laser and the speotrophoto-
meter was nearly parallel. (The purpose of the auxiliary achromat
near the primar,y aperture of the speotrophotometer was to render the
spectrophotometer beam nearly parallel, aDd to assiat in focusing the
photometer beam on the apeoiaen after the laser beam had been locused.)
However, the spherical aberration of this arrangement was not serious
enough. to warrant using additional lenees so that the objective operated
in the
The laser beam was introduced into the 878tem by a 450 beam
splitter between the objective and achromatic lenaes. the power monitor
was placed behind it to collect the transmitted beam, and thus give a
continuous recording of laser output.
Fig. 2.11 illustrates the "front end" of the microspectrophoto-
meter system. The system was focused by removing the monochromator
and photomultiplier tube, adding an eyepiece after the eeoond objective
lena, and using the microscope thus formed to examine the coloured
surface of the crystal. The laser could then be focused onto the
specimen, after first putting a very denae optioal filter in the be..
to avoid eye damage; care had to be taken to eneure that the filter
was perpendicular to the beam, otherwise the latter vas laterally
displaced. With the laser focused one then used the achromatic lens
to focus the spectrophotometer beam onto the crystal, and by aCTing
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the aperture, position it in the oentre of the laser spot. Finally
the eyepieoe was removed, the photomultiplier and monoohromator
replaced, and the position of the seoond objeotive adjusted to image
the illuminated area of the speoimen onto the entrance slit.
In order to provide ooverage from ~50 nm. to 1 ~ m., two photo-
multiplier tubes were needed. The first, an R.C.A. type 6217, with
an S-lO response photooathode, was useful from about ~50 nm. to 700 nm.;
the seoond, a Mullard type 150 CVP with an S-l response, vas used
between 500 nm. and 1 P m. The speotral response for these two tubes
is shown in Fig. 2.12. The 150 CVP, beoause of its near infra red
sensitivity, suffered from a high thermally generated dark ourrent,
&Dd in order to achieve a satisfaotory signal to noise ratio it had
to be oooled to around -400C. It vas enclosed by a jacket, thermally
insulated from the surroundings, through whioh oold nitrogen gas was
passed. The nitrogen gas was obtained from a 25 litr. dewar of liquid
nitrogen, with a 75 vatt heater immersed in it to inoreas. the rate
ot boil ott. The front vindow ot the tube houaiDg had to be heated,
to eliminate misting, since it vas found to be impossible to completely
insulate the inner oold jacket from it' surroundinga. The heater vas
a 25 watt aoldering iron element, running at about 2/~ the rated
To1tage.
The housinga tor both tubes vere, ot oourse, light tight,
except tor an end vindow through vhich the light pas.ed onto the photo-
oathode. The houaiDga vere coupled to the monochromator by a sleeve,
vhich was a .1iding light proof fit over a similar tube around the
exit ot the latter. The manufacturer's reoommendations on the operation
ot the photomultiplier tubes vare tolloved and they vere both fitted
vith DIU-uta1 magnetic shield., oonneoted to tha photocathode to
provide eleotrostatic .hielding. High stability, olose tolerance
resi.t~ vere used tor the anode loads and dynode To1t&ge divider
ohains; the.e vere mounted directly onto the baae ot the 6217 tube, and
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on short leads just outside the cooling jacket of the 150 CVP. Fig. 2.13
shows the monochromator, on its cross slide, connected to the 150 CVP
phototube housing.
The stabilised high voltage required by the photomultipliers
(1100 volts for the 6211, 1650 volts for the 150 CVP) was provided
by a Fluke Model 4l5B High Voltage Supply; this unit had an output
voltage stability of better than 2 parts in 105 per hour. The e.h.t.
and signal connections to the tubes vere made uaing low noise anti-
micropho~ ooaxial cable, terminated by Greenpar H.H.F. oonneotors.
The signal developed across the photomultiplier anode load was
amplified 'b7 a Keithley Model l50B Microvolt Ammeter; this instrument
had a high input impedance ( > 106 obas on aost ranges), a ma.rlaum
-6seneitiTity of 3xlO Tolts full scale deflection, and excellent long
term stability. The lowest .ignal fed to the Xeithley l50B was about
3 ordera ot agnitude greater than the a.1n1mua required 'b7 it, hence
it operated with a high aigD&l to noiae ratio. The output"... connected
to a Honeywell Brown ElectroDik potentio ..tric recorder, which waa
titted with an eTent marker pen operated by the pulae. tram the aono-
chroaator drive unit.
Yhen operating in the wavelength range 500 DJD. to 1000 nil., a
Kodak '«ratten No. 15 filter vaa introduced into the uaauriDg beam, to
greatly attenuate ~ second order blue light reaching the photomulti-
plier tube.
Clearly it was alao necesBary to place a ahutter over the aono-
chro.ator entrance alit when exposing the crystal to the laser, tor even
when the wavelength drum was not Bet to 632.8 nm. there was sufficient
light internally acattered to the exit slit to give an exce.sive,
and posaibly damaging photocurrent.
2.3 Pertormance and Stability ot the Microspectrophotometer
Teats were tirst ot all carried out to aee whether the sp8ctro-
photOll8ter beam would cause ~ bleaching of a coloured specimen. A
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very small change in transmittance could be observed after about 10
minutes illumination, but in view of the fact that a 1/500 second
exposure to the laser gave a significant decrease in absorbance, it
vas felt that the error introduced by spectrophotometer bleaching was
negligible. This minor fault could probably have been eliminated by
putting the monochromator before the specimen, as was discussed in
section 2.1. This, however, could have led to further problems,
particularly in the final optical alignment.
The main problem with using the apparatus was that of preventing
stray light reaching the photomultiplier tube. All of the experiments
were carried out in a darkroom, and light baffles used, where necessBry,
to shield the photomultiplier-monoohromator assembly from ~ extraneous
light. This proved to be a perfeotly satisfactory solution.
A more elegant remedy, whioh would have also given a higher
signal to noise ratio, would have been to interrupt the white light
souroe at a oonstant frequency e.g. 800 Hz. One would then have been
able to conneot the photomultiplier output to a tuned amplitier or
~baae .ensitive deteotion system. Although a phaae looking amplifier
8y8t.. vas not readily available during ao.t of the experimental work,
it vas subsequently found that there was no signifioant improvement in
.ignal to noise ratio when the Keithley amplifier was ohanged tor an
A.S.L. phase sensitive deteotion system. Fortunately, the signal to
noi•• ratio, long aDd short term stability, and the acouracy of the
apparatus with the d.c. amplifier system were quite good.
The accuracy of the measureaents vas ohecked by measuring a
number of standardised filters, ranging from N.D. 0.3 to N.D. 2.01 the
result. were alway. in agreement to better than +1%. The filter.
used for evaluating the accuracy of the microspectrophotometer were
specially made for the purpose, by the vacuum evaporation of carbon
onto a glass slide. In this way an uncoated area of the slide could
be used for the 100% transmittance measurement, to avoid divergence and
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scatter errors. The filters were standardised using a Perkin Elmer
450 spectrophotometer, with an uncoated slide in the refevence beam.
(Care obviously had to be taken to ensure that there was no significant
variation in transmittance over the area of these filters, because of
the size difference between the area of the filter measured by the P.E.
450 and that measured by the microspectrophotometer.)
in this thes18 took less than 2 hours to perform, over this time period
A graph of the stability of the apparatus is illustrated in
Fig. 2.14, it shows the variation in 100% transmittance signal for a
period of 8 hours from turning on. It is evident that the stability
greatly improves after a running time of about 3 hours, so in order
to avoid having to wait this length of time before using the apparatus,
it vas left running overnight, except for the precaution of switching
the photomultiplier power supply to the "stand-by" position. An
experiment could then be started after only an hours delay whilst the
150 CVP photomultiplier vas cooled. (E.H.T. volts were applied during
cooling) No delay at all vas encountered when using the 6217 tube, it
apparently save consiatent reaults from tum on of the E.H.T., provided
that it had not been aubjected to any high level illumination since
ita last use. Fig. 2.15 shows the output variations for an 8 hour
running period with the equipment varaed up at the start. This shows
a very satisfactory stability, partioularly as aome workers report
long term nuctuationa in photomultiplier signals as high as ±10% over
a few hours <at constant illumination intensity).
It is also worth stating that most of the exper1ments reported
the accuracy ot the results would be that II11ch igher. Taking ~ time
period of 2 hours length (outside the first hour) the worst error in
transmittance shown in Fig. 2.15 is a variation ot about ±l.~, whioh
would 7ield an error ot ±O.Ol in optioal del181ty.
21~ The Speoimens
The potassium bromide speoimens us_ in the initial exper.u.a\s
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were obtained trom Hilger and Watts Ltd., in the torm ot single crystal
slabs having dimensions 25 mm. x 25 mm. x 6 mm. One could then cleave
trom them small pieces ot rectangular a1de 25 mm. x 6 mm. and a tew
mm. thickness, and use the treshly cleaved tace tor the experiment. KBr
is particularly easy to cleave along < 100 > directions, one merely
holds a single edge razor blade on the surtace ot the crystal, with the
blade parallel to the desired cleavage plane, and then taps the back
ot the blade smartly with a small cleavage hammer. Throughout the
experimental work the crystals were handled with tweezers, since, like
the other alkali halides, KBr is hygroscopic and rather sott, and very
cL
r~pidly loses its transparent surtaces it handle~ with the tingers.
Atter the microspectrophotometer had been constructed and
tested moat ot the experiments were carried out on KBr single crystal
obtained trom the Harshaw Chemical Co. This was supplied in pieces
slightly larger than that from Hilger and Watta, and was, curiously,
aoaewhat aore ditfioult to cleave without leaving steps on the surface
ot the speotaen. To ensure that theae speoimens did not abaorb any
moistUre from the air during cleaving and mounting in the irradiation
cryostat, they were haDdled in the totally dry environment ot a nitrogen
fiushed glove box. The nitrogen was obtained by immersing a 65 watt
heater in a sealed dewar ot liquid nitrogen, and passing the boiled
ott sas through a regulator system before it went into the glOYe box,
in order to maintain a pressure ditterential ot about 100 DIll. ot water.
The glove box was fitted with a simple dew point indicator, of
the type where one cools down a polished metal surtace with a suitable
refrigerant, such as solid CO2 and acetone, the dew point is the
temperature at which the surface mists over vith oondensation. After
the box had been thoroughly purged, no msting was obsened until the
aetal indicating surtace vas cooled to around 800K, it was likely that
this condensation was not water vapour, but an organic solvent or mould
release agent used during the oonatruction of the glove box. Allot
the experimental results described in this thesis were obtained from
crystals prepared in this manner, unless otherwise stated, and should
be characteristic of clean surfaces cleaved from the bulk of the
crystal.
It was felt that dry handling after coloration was not absolutely
necessary, since no differences in the spectra or shape of bleaching
curves were apparent for crystals that had been similarly treated up
to the end of irradiation and then mounted either in the glove box or
in air. Consequently it was advantageous to omit the complicated
step of mounting the coloured specimens in a dry atmosphere, since it
reduced the time between coloration and bleaching. It also made handling
a lot less difficult, since after irradiation the crystals had to be
kept in the dark, or at least subjected to only very subdued light.
~~tion will be made in the next chapter of the absolute impurity
content of the specimens, and particularly of the hy'droxyl ion concentra-
tion.
2.5 Electron Coloration of the Specimens
The vacuum cryostat in which crystals were irradiated is shown
in Fig. 2.16; filled with liquid nitrogen it allowed specimen temperatures
oof around 90 K to be attained. When carrying out room temperature
irradiations it was filled with acetone, to provide a better sink for
conducting away any heat generated by the electron beam. Besides room
temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature, irradiationa were also
carried out at an intermediate temperature obtained by filling the
cryostat with a mixture of crushed solid CO2 and acetone.
In order to measure the actual temperatures reached with these
refrigerants, and the rise, if &rl1, that occured during irradiation, a
fine wire copper-constantan thermocouple was inserted into a small hole
drilled in a standard 6 mm. x 25 mm. x 3 mm. Dr specimen. The thermo-
couple junction was inserted from the non irradiated face of the crystal,
and positioned so that it was in the centre of the irradiated area as
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close to the front surface as possible. The specimen was mounted in
the cryostat, cooled, the temperature measured, and then irradiated
for 30 minutes with 50 KV electrons at a beam current of 50 p A. The
final temperature was then recorded. The results of this experiment
are tabulated below; it can be Been that the temperature stability in
all three cases is very satisfactory.
Temperature of Specimen
Liguid in c£lostat Before Irradiation After Irradiation
acetone 2950K 295°K
crushed solid CO2 + acetone 203
0K 2050K
liquid nitrogen 930K 980K
The eleotron irradiations were carried out on a High Voltage
Engineering Company Van de Graaff accelerator, this machine would
operate between 25 and 450 KeV with beam currents of.up to about 150 ...A.
The beam diameter could be varied between", 1 mm. and 1.5 ca. at most
energiea. For the bleaching experiments it was neces8ary to choose
an electron penetration depth less than the depth of focus of the lOX
objective lens. To fulfil this requirement all crystals were coloured
bY'50 KV electrcns, with a penetration depth of 27 ~ m, and a beam
-2current density of approximately 50llA. cm • Irradiation times of
around 45 minutes were usual, giving an optical density of approximatelY'
0.8. To ensure even coloration, the electron beam was scattered bY'a
thin aluminium foil placed about 10 cm. from the crystal. The foil
also performed the important function of shielding the crystals from
the white light of the accelerator filament. Crystals were irradiated
in their "as cleaved" form. The evaporated aetal or graphite ccnducting
filaa used bY'80me workers, to avoid surface charging effecta, did not
appear tc be neces8ary, the coloraticn was usuallY' quite even, although
there was 80metiRe8 a slight surface crazing.
2,6 The Additive Coloration of Specimens
Some experiment. were carried out on crystals that had been
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additive1y coloured, that is to say on non-stoichiometric cryata1s
containing an excess of potassium metal. As was mentioned in Chapter
One, excess alkali metal atoms are usually incorporated into the crystal
lattice substitutionally, with the simultaneous formation of F centres.
(They may, of course, also go in as colloidal metal particles.)
One can additive1y colour alkali halide crystals simply by
heating them in a suitable container while surrounded by an atmosphere
of alkali metal vapour. The time of exposure of the crystal to metal
vapour, and the vapour pressure of the latter are important parameters
in the additive coloration process, which may be carried out in a
number of different ways.
The additive coloration of crystals for the experiments described
in later chapters was carried out in an improved form of Van Doorn's
apparatus, illustrated in Fig. 2.17 (3). This apparatus allows the
pressure of the alkali metal vapour to be regulated independently ot
the temperature, in order to give some control over the final F centre
concentration. A piece ot potassium metal is put into the cylindrical
stainless steel container, and a KBr crystal clipped into the nickel
/
aesh specimen holder. The container is sealed, and evacuated through
the small side tube near the top. Nitrogen is then admitted, through
the salletube, to a pressure of a few DIll. of Hg. When the container
is heated in a vertical tube turDaoe, the potassium metal vaporises
&Dd diffuses upwards into the water cooled section, where it condenses
and rune back down the container walls into the hotter region tor
revaporisation. A continuous dittuaion process will thus be established,
with a region ot pure potassium vapour in the hotter part of the tube
separated fro. nitrogen in the cooler part by a zone ot mixed composition.
The vapour presaure of the potu8iUII can thus be controlled by varying
the nitrogen pressure. After exposing the crystal to potassium
vapour at a few mm. pressure for about 10 minutea, with the furnace at
~7000c, nitrogen is admitted to atmospheric pre8sure, the lid removed
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and the specimen quenched in liquid nitrogen. Alternatively the lid
may be left on and the container lifted from the furnace and plunged
into liquid nitrogen. This cools the crystal more slowly, and so
avoids the risk of crazing and fracturing it due to thermal shock. It
does, however, lead to a fairly high concentration of F-aggregate
centres, but this can be adjusted by subsequently reheating the crystal
oto around 550 C and then quenching it on a copper block at room tempera-
ture. This operation must be carried out in the total absence of
light.
The additive coloration of crystals was oarried out with the
apparatus standing in a large glove box, flushed with dry nitrogen gas,
to prevent the potassium metal reacting with atmospheric moisture.
The F-centre coloration obtained by this process extended
right into the bulk of the orystal, and in order to obtain speoimens
for bleaching on the miorospeotrophotoaeter, thin seotiona had to be
cleaved off the large crystals in a devioe made for this purpose. The
crystals were attached by suction to a specimen holder and cleaved
by a stainless .teel razor blade fixed in a guide aeohani_m. There
was a micro.eter adjustment of the specimen thickness and with careful
setting up and use it vas possible to cleave slioes as thin as 125 p m.
The crystals prepared in this way were rather s_ll and fragile, and
needed to be attached to microscope cover glasses, using a spot of
cyanoacrylate adheBive, before they oould be mounted in the specimen
holder of the microspectrophotometer.
2. 7 SWJlII!8.rY
The apparatus desczibed in this ohapter vas designed to perlllit
the study of F centre bleaching in potassium bromide single crystals,
coloured by fast electron irradiation. Bleaching could be carried out
using a focused He-Ne laser, at F band power densities up to
3 -25 x 10 W.cm. • A microspectrophotoaeter system allowed the absorhance
of the bleached area ( (\,)20P m. diameter) to be measured over the wave-
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length range 350 nm. to l~m. The spectrophotometer beam was brought
to a focus several ~m. in diameter at the specimen surface, and could
be accurately positioned relative to the laser bleaching beam. The
laser and the microspectrophotometer beams thus travelled coaxially
through the specimen and most of the optical system. The specimen
could be cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature, although this facility
was never used in any of the experiments described in this thesis.
The accuracy and stability of the microspectrophotometer system was
found to be good, the typical error in absorbance measurement being
±O.Ol O.D. units, which 1s perfectly satisfactory for the experiments
to be described in the following chapters.
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3.1 rl'heUse of the IIicrospectrophotometer to Obtain .i31eachingCurves
for Electron Coloured KBr
'l'hemicrospectrophotometer described in Chapter 2 was used to make
bleaching measurements at room temperature on sincle crystals of KBr
that had been coloured by electron irradiation at various temperatures.
Specimens coloured at low temperature were warmed, in the dark, to room
temperature.before bleach~ng. In all of the experiments to be reported
the irradiating electron energy was between 40 and 50 KeV at beam current
-2densi ties of the order of 50 tJ A. cm • This enabled peak F band optical
densities of 0.7 to 1.0 to be obtained with reasonably short exposure
. .
~imes, and without any significant rise in temperature of the specimen~
The penetration depth of the coloration at this electron energy is about
27t-'m(1)~ Thus an F band optical density of 1.0 corresponds to an F
centre concentration of about 4.9 x 1018 F centres cm-3, which is over
an order of magnitude greater than that for the additively ooloured or
X-irradiated crystals used by previous workers for optical bleaching
studies (2,3). Moreover, this depth of coloration was sufficiently small
to allow the satisfactory use of lOX microscope objectives on the micro-
spectrophotometer, and enabled measurements to be taken at illuminating
-2power densities of up to 10 KW.cm • This is a very much greater
intensity (by a factor of 106) than was used in previous optical bleaching
measurements (2,3).
Freshly cleaved crystals were coloured in the cryostat described
in Chapter 2, at room temperature (RT), liquid nitrogen temperature (LNT),
or at an intermediate temperature obtained by filling the cryostat with
a mixture of crushed solid CO2 and acetone. The actual temperatures
of the specimen under these conditions were 294°K, 93°K and 203°K
respectively. When irradiating at room temperature the cryostat was
filled with acetone, in order to improve the temperature stability.
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Specimens coloured at low temperature were allowed to warm slowly in
total darkness; they tockbetween one and two hours from the time when
the refrigerant was tipped from the cryostat to reach room temperature.
rhe coloured crystals were removed from the cryostat and transferred
to the specimen stage of the microspectrophotometer in very subdued
lighting. The specimens were positioned so that a small section of
uncoloured crystal could be moved into the spectrophotometer beam, to
allow a 100% transmittance value to be measured at the start and finish
of the experiment. The laser power monitor was connected to a potentio-
metric recorder, so that the laser output could be monitored throughout
an exposure, for although its stability was good, the output occasionally
changed discontinuously by as much as l~~, presumably due to the effects
of thermal expansion on the dimensions of the cavity.
At the end of an experiment, the crystal was removed from the
specimen holder and examined under a Zeiss optical microscope to locate
the bleached area and measure its diameter, for the purpose of calculating
the energy absorbed by it during the exposure to laser light. The
appearance of a typical crystal after such an experiment is shown in
Fig. 3.1; several circular bleached areas are visible' on this particular
specimen. The crazing of the surface is caused by electron irradiation,
it can be avoided by evaporating a thin conducting film of aluminium or
carbon onto the crystal before coloration. This extra operation would,
however, have made the dry handling of the freshly cleaved specimens
considerably more difficult, and for this reason it was not carried out.
Moreover, the use of aluminium films seems to alter the .coloration
kinetics of the alkali halides, and they are not always successful in
preventing surface degradation, since they are inclined to peel off of the
specimen whilst under irradiation. It was usually possible during the
microspectrophotometer alignment to position the laser beam so that it
passed through a region without any surface markings; if microscopic
examination at the end of the experiment revealed that the bleached spot
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did have a surface crack or cleavage step running through it, the results
were discarded. The diameter of the bleached spots was typically between
20 and 30 p m, measured with a Zeiss stage micrometer. 'rhe coloration
profile through the centre of a bleached area is illustrated in Fig.3.2;
this was measured using a Joyce-Loebl Hecording Nicrodensitometer.
With the experimental data thus obtained, a preliminary plot of
optical density vs. time could be made. 'l'ypicalresults are illustrated
in Fig.3.3, which shows the bleaching at room temperature of specimens
coloured at 2940K, 930K and 203°K. These three specimens were chosen
to have starting optical densities of between 0.75 and 0.90, to aid the
comparison between samples coloured at different temperatures. Some
optical bleaching of the specimen inevitably occurs during the alignment
of the microspectrophotometer, the "starting optical density" quoted
here is therefore the O.D. at the start of bleaching measurement, and
not the O.D. directly after irradiation. More will be said about this
in Section 3.3. The most striking and important difference between RT
coloured specimens and those coloured at LNT is that the F band in the
latter can be completely bleached, to zero O.D., by prolonged Flight
illumination at RT. A more meaningful way of expressing these results
is shown in Fig.3.4, a plot of optical density at 625 nm. against total
laser energy absorbed in the F band. Plotting coloration (or F centre
concentration) against absorbed energy instead of time eliminates one of
the difficulties associated with these bleaching experiments, that of
making a direct comparison between results that were obtained with the
laser running at different output levels. Fig.3.4 was plotted in the
manner illustrated diagramatically in Fig.3.5, from the laser output
data (a) (i.e. a plot of laser power vs. time) and a graph of the specimen's
percentage absorbance (at 625 nm) vs. time (b). By combining these two
graphs a curve showing the variation in the rate of absorption of energy
in the F band (~~) with time can be plotted (c). Curve (c) also incorporates
a numerical factor which takes into account the reflection losses at the
various optical components in the microspectrophotometer. The area under
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this curve is then integrated to find the total energy absorbed by the
specimen from the start of bleaching to the time the 0.1). has reached
a particular value. Strictly speaking the specimen absorbance at the
laser wavelength (632.8 nm.) should have been used for these calculations,
instead of the value at the Ii' band peak. However, the F centre absorption
band in KBr is sufficiently broad to make these two values virtually
the same. For example, in a crystal with an optical density of 0.705 at
the F band peak, the absorbance at 633 nm, is 0.700. Thus, the errors
in absorbed energy introduced by using the 625 nm. transmittance value
are very small, particularly when compared to the inherent inaccuracies
(ddEt·')in measuring areas under the curve, and in the measurement of the
laser power' and beam diameter at the specimen.
Fig.3.4 very clearly illustrates the differences in bleaching
behaviour at RT between specimens coloured at RT and those coloured at
LNT. It is evident that the RT coloured material is harder to bleach,
particularly in the later stages of bleaching. An optical density
(at 625 nm) of 0.17 remains in the RT coloured specimen after the
6 -2absorption of 3 x 10 J.cm ,whereas the O.D. of the LNT coloured
sample (starting from an absorbance only 0.05 units lower) has fallen to
less than 0.005 after 5 x 105 J.cm-2 of laser light has been absorbed.
The behaviour of the KBr coloured at 2030K lies somewhere between these
6 -2two; an O.D. of 0.05 remains after 1.4 x 10 J.cm have been absorbed.
Furthermore, all samples, whatever their temperature of coloration,
become progressively harder to bleach as the magnitude of the F band
decreases. This is perhaps demonstrated more clearly by Fig. 3.6, which
shows curves of the average energy absorbed per F centre bleached (~) vs.
the number of F centres bleached, the latter quantity being expressed as
a fraction of those present at the start of bleaching. It is apparent
that initially there is very little difference in the bleaching
efficiencies of specimens coloured at LNT and RT, certainly no more than
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a factor of 3 or 4 when less than 25'0 of the F centres have been bleached.
}iTom 3.6, 't at the start of bleaching corresponds, approximately, to the
absorption of 3.1 x 104 F band photons per F ~re bleached for lU3r
coloured at LNT, and(\l105 photons per }i'centre for material coloured
at RT. However, as bleaching proceeds, the efficiency decreases, rapidly
at first, until about 107~of the F band has gone, when there is a fairly
marked "knee" in the curves and the slope decreases. 'I'he gap between
the data for RT and LNT coloured specimens widens as the F band absorbance
decreases.; for example, with 7lf;6 of the }<' band bleached the LN'l'coloured
specimens required 1.5 x 10-11 J. (~4. 7 x 107 photons) to bleach ar F
-9 ( 9 )centre, whereas that irradiated at RT required 10 J. N 3.1 x 10 photons.
The temperature of electron irradiation thus has an important influence
on the optical bleaching at room temperature of the F band in KBr.
Surprisingly, if the slope (~~) of each of the curves in Fig.3.4
is plotted as a function of the total energy absorbed, the results all
lie on the same approximately straight line on a logarithmic plot, over
six decades of absorbed energy (Fig.3.7). The dotted line in Fig.3.7
represents the equation
~
dE =
5 x 10-2
E
•••••• (1)
or Do - D = 5 x 10-2 loge E , where Do is the F band optical density
at the start of bleaching, and D its value after the absorption of
-2E J.cm • The bleaching mechanism ocourJ:ing in RT and LNT irradiated KBr
e
are clearly not the same, from the ~vidence already presented in Figs.3.3
and 3.4, and plotting the energy derivative of the F band coloration
I~)does, of course, remove any differences in optical density existing
between specimens at the start of bleaching. Also the ourves for the
three different specimens in Fig.3.4 are nearly parallel; plotting ~
on a logarithmic scale will tend to accentuate this feature, and flatten
the curvature in the O.D. vs. E plots at low and high absorbed energy.
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However, lig. 3.7 does seem to su{:,gestthat there is some similarity
between the optical bleaching mechanisms occurring in li'l' irradiated
c~Jstals and those coloured at low temperature.
3.2 Intensity Dependence
Other workers have reported that, at low levels of illumination,
the rate of optical bleaching I~~Iof the F band in X irradiated KCl
varied linearly with intensity, and that at higher intensitiesl::Fltended
to reach a saturation value (3). 'l'herange of intensities in these
5 -2experiments was from approximately 3 x 10- W cm up to a maximum of
2.4 x 10-4 W cm-2, withl::F I saturating at 1.6 x 10-4 W cm-2• Similar
low intensity bleaching curves have been published for additively coloured
KBr but the intensity of the light source was not recorded (4).
'l'heintensity dependence of the optical bleaching of R.T. electron
coloured KBr was investigated over a wide range of incident power densities,
using the microspectrophotometer with Neutral Density filters in the laser
beam to attenuate it to the desired intensity. Over the range 1 Watt cm-2
to 5 x 103 W cm-2 no evidence was found to suggest that the bleaching
rate Itrl was anything other than linearly dependent on the intensity of
the F band illumination. Fig.3.8 illustrates the variation of bleaching
efficiencyt vs. the fraction of F centres bleached for a number of
specimens illuminated at different intensities. l does not appear to
change significantly with intensity, since the order of the curves is quite
random, and bears no relationship to the bleaching intensities.
The results were expressed in this manner to assist comparison
between different specimens. It was quite obviously impossible to colour
five crystals to precisely the same density; Fig. 3.8 essentially
normalises the data by expressing the height of the F band at any time
as a fraction of its value at the start of measurement, rather than
absolutely. The alternative would have been to carry out 5 consecutive
bleaching experiments on the same piece of coloured crystal. It was felt
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that the results ob~ained by this method would have been of somewhat
more questionable validity than those of Fig.3.8, owing to the significant
time interval that there would have been between the starting of the
first and last experiments, and the effects of scattered light in the
specimen holder.
It was not possible to thoroughly investigate the intensity
dependence of bleaching for specimens coloured at low temperature, since
it was found that the spread in results obtained with crystals bleached
at the same nominal laser power density was sufficiently great to mask
anything but a very non linear relationship. Fig.3.9 illustrat~ a
selection of curves for crystals coloured at L~I, and Fig.3.10 shows
the corresponding efficiency curves. The variation from specimen to
specimen is quite marked, much more than that observed with the HT
coloured crystals. It is, however, not unreasonable to say from Fig. 3.10
that the intensity dependence of the bleaching rate l~lappears to be
linear, at least for incident F band intensities lying between
10 W cm-2 and 3 x 103 W cm-2• !'lorewill be said later concerning the
considerable variation from specimen to specimen of the data obtained
for low temperature coloured specimens.
3.3 Bleaching Measurements Vade on Crystals That Had Not Been
Previously Exposed To Light
It is evident from the results of the experiments described in
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 that the rate of decrease of the F band in an
electron coloured crystal is at its highest at the onset of bleaching.
The very nature of the apparatus used for such measurements means that
s~ecimens received some exposUre to light before measurements were
started. A crystal had first to be transferred from the irradiation
cryostat to the specimen holder, which was then placed in the microspectro-
photometer beam. The microspectrophotometer optics were then aligned
and the attenuated laser and photometer beams focused onto the coloured
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surface region of the crystal. E.ven if the transfer from the irradiation
cryostat to the specimen holder were carried out in the most subdued
lighting, and the time of alignment of the spectroph9tometer were absolutely
minimal, it was not possible to avoid exposing the specimen to a certain
amount of F band energy before the experiment started. A reasonable
-2estimate of the energy involved is around 1 Joule cm • Coupling this
fact with the observation that the rate of bleaching was larger at the
start of the experiment, it seemed useful to investigate the early stage
of bleaching by making measurements on a crystal that had received no
previous illumination.
The apparatus illustrated schematically in Fig.3.ll was constructed
for this purpose. It allowed the crystal to be coloured by electron
irradiation on the Van de Graaff accelerator, and then be bleached,
without removing it from the irradiation cryostat. An unfocused lmW.
He/Ne laser was used for bleaching and monitoring the specimen
transmittance.
The specimen was mounted in a cryostat (e), on the end of a liquid
nitrogen vessel that could be rotated through 90° whilst under vacuum.
In this way one could place the specimen perpendicular to either the
electron beam (for coloration) or the laser beam (for bleaching).
Between the laser and the irradiation cryostat there was a light proof
box (a), containing a beam splitter mirror (b), a shutter (c) and a
power monitor detector head (d). This enabled the power incident on
the specimen to be measured. The beam splitter was an unsilvered
microscope cover slide; the glass by itself had a sufficiently high
reflectivity to provide a satisfactory signal for the power monitor.
Three centring screws were provided on the collar that attached the
laser to the box (a), so that the beam could be positioned prior to
starting the experiment. A photomultiplier tube measured the intensity
of the laser light transmitted by the specimen; it was attached to the
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cryostat window by a short coupling tube. It was found necessary to
attenuate the laser beam by a factor of 103 before allowing it to
illuminate the cathode of the photomultiplier; this was accomplished
using Kodak "Wratten" neutral density filters. Since it was necessary
to leave the e.h.t. voltage connected to the p.m.t. during electron
irradiation, it was considered advisable to protect it from X rays
generated by the electron beam striking parts of the cryostat or flight
tube, in order to preserve a low dark current. A screen made from two
thicknesses of 1/8" lead sheet was fitted around the photomultiplier
housing, with 1/2" of lead glass in front of the photocathode window; no
increase in dark current was observed when the accelerator was operating
at 50 KV and 50~A. The laser, cryostat and photomultiplier tube
assembly was made completely light tight, so that there was no
possibility of extraneous light reaching the crystal before or during
bleaching. The specimen was shielded from light from the accelerator
filament by the thin aluminium foil used to scatter the electron beam
and give a more even coloration. Nothing, of course, can be done to
shield the crystal from its own cathodoluminescence during irradiation.
A photograph of this apparatus appears in Fig. 3.12. The laser
is in the foreground and the cryostat in the centre of the picture, with
the photomultiplier housing behind. The accelerator beam tube and
vacuum isolation valve is attached to the right hand side of the cryostat.
At the start of an experiment, a freshly cleaved piece of KBr was
mounted in the cryostat, and rotated until it was perpendicular to the
laser beam. The position of the laser was carefully adjusted so that
the beam passed through the centre of the crystal. The photomultiplier
eht was turned on, and a 10~fo transmittance measurement made after
allowing a reasonable period for dark current stabilisation. Both the
output of the laser power monitor and the pmt were connected to recorders,
the traces of which could be synchronised by the initial step when the
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shutter (c) was lifted, and by event marks which were put on at intervals.
In this way, variations in laser output, and hence 10~~ signal level,
could be compensated for when calculating the specimen absorbance. (The
stability of the photomultiplier tube assembly had already been shown to
be perfectly adequate for this purpose; it was the same system used with
the microspectrophotometer.) ~he inner vessel of the cryostat was then
rotated to bring the specimen perpendicular to the electron beam, for
irradiation. After irradiation for about half an hour at 50 KV and 40~ A,
the specimen holder was rotated back through 900,to once again make it
normal to the laser beam. Then, with both recorders running, the shutter
was lifted to start the exposure. This yielded a continuous record of
both the laser output and the specimen transmittance, from which curves
of optical density vs. time or absorbed energy could be computed, similar
to those of section 3.1. The optical density was obviously the value at
the laser wavelength (632.8 nm.), and a correction ought to have been
applied to increase this value to that which would have been measured
at the peak of the F band (625 nm.) This correction would, however,
have been very small (nl x 1.005), and the error introduced by not making
use of it is negligible.
oThese experiments were performed on crystals coloured at 294 K
(with acetone in the cryostat as a temperature stabiliser) or at 930 K
using liquid nitrogen as a refrigerant. The LNT coloured specimens were
warmed to room temperature, in the dark, before bleaching. Prior to
irradiation the KBr specimens, which were supplied by the Harshaw
Chemical Co., were cleaved and mounted in the nitrogen flushed glove box,
in precisely the same manner as those used in the earlier experiments.
To further assist in the comparison between these results and those
obtained using the microspectrophotometer, the starting optical densities
were arranged to lie between 0.7 and 0.9.
The unfocused laser beam gave a power density at the surface of
th· -2e spec~en of about 5 mW cm , which enabled very satisfactory plots
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of the early,fast part of the optical bleaching curves to be obtained,
-2 -2 -2for absorbed energies between 10 J.cm and 10 J. cm • rl'ypical results
Slotof ~ch experiments are illustrated as curves of the variation of optical
density with time of illumination in }l'ig.3.13. 'i'hecorresponding
absorbed energy plots are shown in }<'ig.3.14. The str.i.k.in.;thing about
these two curves, when compared against those obtained using the micro-
spectrophotometer (Fig. 3.4) is the slope. lor example, on examining
the results for the nfl' co.l.ouredspecimen of Pig. 3.4, one finds that in
reducing the optical density from C.8 to C.4, approximately 3 x 104 J.cm-2
were absorbed. -2In }i'ig.3.14 only about 10 J .cm were required to give
the same absolute reduction in coloration, a very considerable decrease
in the energy absorbed. This apparently greater efficiency of bleaching
is reflected in Fig. 3.15, which is a graph of the average energy
absorbed per P centre bleached against the fraction of }i'centres
destroyed. These curves are directly comparable with the microspectro-
photometer results of Fig. 3.6. A further point arises out of Pig. 3.15,
that the average energy absorbed for the bleaching of an F centre remains
( -16 -1 . )approximately constant at around 10 J.F for RT coloured specunens
until about 2OP~ of the F band has been removed, after which it starts
to .teadily increase. The constancy of this parameter is clearly never
seen in Fig. 3.6, it increases steadily throughout the measurements. It
may be that a significant number of easier to bleach F centres are
destroyed by luminescence whilst the specimen is still under irradiation.
This means that the bleaching efficiency measured at the onset of
bleaching (i.e. the average energy absorbed per F centre bleached) will
be reduced from what it would be if there were no bleaching due to
cathodoluminescence. This could produce the constant efficiency region
in Fig. 3.15. It is difficult to make accurate estimates of the optical
energy absorbed in the F band whilst the specimen is under irradiation,
but it is likely to be between 10-5 and 5 x 10-3 J.cm-2• This estimate
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is based on observations of the briglltness of the cathodoluminescence
made with the CCTV system used to monitor the interior of the Van de Graaff
enclosure during irradiation. Clearly if the actual optical energy
absorbed in the F band from cathodoluminescence is near the upper limit
of the estimate, then it is reasonable to expect some effect to be seen
in the bleaching curves.
There is, however, a good correspondence between the initial stage
bleaching data and that obtained using the microspectrophotometer Wilen
it is expressed as a curve of the rate of bleaching I~lvs energy
absorbed (E). Fig. 3.16 shows this rate curve for the data of Fig. 3.14;
it is to be compared with l!'ig.3.7. 'l'hedotted line in Fig. 3.l61:upresents
-2
the line ~~ = 9 x fl, which is very close to the value for ~~ of
5 x 10-2 found using the microspectrophotometer. (The departure from
E
th . . < -1 -2. d t th 1e stra~ght l~ne at E 10 J.cm obv~ously correspon s 0 e near y
horizontal region of the curves in Fig. 3.15).
Taken as a whole, the evidence of the initial stage bleaching
experiments strongly suggests that the optical density of the specimens
used in the microspectophotometer experiments was between 1.5 and 2.0
(directly after irradiation), and that it had fallen to the observed
-2value of between 0.7 and 0.9 by the time they had absorbed some I J.cm
during the optical alignment. Taking this into account, the apparent
differences between the two sets of data are resolved, since the
starting F centre concentrations are not the same in the two cases.
Further substantiation is afforded by the continuity of the slope of
the two sets of "rate" curves (Fig. 3.16 and 3.1); this, coupled with
the previously found linear intensity dependence over the range I to 103
J.cm-2 (sect. 3.2), tends to rule out the alternative possibility of
there being a non linear dependence of bleaching on energy when going
to relatively low intensities, of the order of mW. cm-2•
It is worth noting that the spread in results over a number of
different specimens for the initial stage e~periments was appreciably
less than that found when using the microspectrophotometer, particularly
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in those specimens coloured at LNT. This is no doubt due to the fact
that in the latter measurements there was no guarantee that two crystals
whose optical densities were the same at the start of the experiments
were identical just after irradiation i.e. that both were truly comparable
results. Small variations in the energy absorbed during aligr~ent were
inevitable, and, at this stage of bleaching, as has been shown, small
exposures to light produce quite significant changes in F band optical
density.
3.4 Impurities in the specimens, and their influence on bleaching kinetics
The experiments described in the first 3 sections of this chapter
were carried out on specimens that had been cleaved from single crystal
slabs of KBr, grown from the melt by the Harshaw Chemical Company.
These crystals were at all times stored in a vacuum dessicator, to
prevent the absorption of atmospheric moisture. However, KBr does not
appear to be as hygroscopic as some of the alkali halides (notably Na Br),
the surface did not noticeably deteriorate on crystals that were
deliberately e%posed to the atmosphere for many weeks.
Some preliminary measurements were made, whilst the apparatus
was being developed and evaluated, on single crystal KBr supplied by
Hilger and Watts Ltd. This was thought to be of lower purity than the
Harshaw material, but in fact it yielded bleaching curves that were very
similar to those of section 3.1. The differences between the two sets
of data were no greater than the variation found between different
Harshaw specimens.
A number of workers have found an ultraviolet absorption band
in uncoloured alkali halides which has been attributed to the presence
of OH- ions. The association of this band with hydroxyl ions has been
verified by correlating its intensity with the absorption in the infra-
red known to be due to the OH- band resonance; it occurs at about 2l5nm.
in KBr. A strong vibrational absorption between 7 and 8~m is also seen.
During the growth process, the high temperature of the melt apparently
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favours the incorporation of water from the surrounding atmosphere into
the crystal; this can clearly be prevented by growing the crystals from
water free material in a vacuum or inert gas. I'iiaturalcrystals of ~~aCl
which have grown by slow evaporation from solution show the lowest UH-
absorptions (5,6). Since the OIl- impurity is reported to affect the
coloration properties (7) (at least for u-v irradiation) and to influence
the formation of colloidal centres, it was decided to investigate whether
or not it was present in the Harshaw crystals, and if it was, to make
measurements for comparison on crystals that were grown specifically to
have a low water content.
The transmission sp~ctrum of a sample of Harshaw KBr was therefore
measured over the range 200 to 240 nm., using a Perkin Elmer model 450
spectrophotometer. It exhibited, as the earlier workers had found in
Harshaw KBr a reasonably well defined absorption band at 215 nm.,
Signifying the presence of an undefined concentration of OH- ions in all
of the specimens used in the optical bleaching experiments. It was
not possible to see the corresponding i.r. absorption, since a crystal
having the necessary thickness (~2 cm) was not available. There was
certainly no evidence of any absorption bands between I and 25 microns
in a specimen of 6 mm thickness.
A boule of KBr was obtained from British Drug Houses which had
been grown (by the Bridgman-Stockbarger method) in a completely water
free, inert, atmosphere, from 'Optran' spectroscopic grade raw material.
This crystal arrived from BDH in a sealed, dessicated bottle, and at all
times was handled in the dry nitrogen flushed glove box. It ought,
therefore, to have yielded specimens of very high intrinsic purity,
uncontaminated by atmospheric moistureo This boule of KBr proved to
be very difficult to cleave, as it contained a number of low angle grain
~e8which made it difficult to determine the precise orientation
of the cleavage planes. However, a small number of specimens were
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finally produced, and whilst their optical quality left a lot b" be
desired, bleaching measurements were made on them. 'l'heresults were
virtually indistinguishable from those obtained previously, using the
Harshaw material. The two most reliable sets of data (one specimen
coloured at RT and one at LNT) are illustrated in Fig. 3.17; the
similarity, particularly for the HT coloured specimen, between it and
Fig. 3.4 is obvious. It is concluded, therefore, that the optical
bleaching performance of electron coloured KBr is not greatly affected
by the purity of the specimens, relatively low purity crystal (Hilger and
watts) yielding results that are directly comparable with those obtained
from high purity (BDH) material. The variation between specimens from
different samples was no greater than the variation found between specimens
cleaved from the same sample.
In order to gain some quantitative information on the purity of
the specimens, samples of the Harshaw and BDH crystals were sent to
Johnson I~tthey Chemicals Ltd. for analysis. They were asked specifically
to look for foreign metal ions, and to carry out a determination of the
water content. Their report is reproduced &8 Fig. 3.18. The cation
impurity content is what might be expected, particularly in regard to
the presence of the alkali metals rubidium and sodium. In both cases,
however, the water content is surprisingly high, and more than a little
unlikely, considering the strength of the UV OH- absorption in the
specimens, and the fact that no optical absorption (in the~)due to
the hydroxyl ion bond resonance could be detected. Great care was taken
to avoid contamination of these samples, they were despatched to Johnson-
¥~tthey in small glass containers that had been packed and sealed in a
dry nitrogen flushed glove box. fUrthermore, the specimens were cleaved
from the centre of the boules in the glove box, such that none of the
surfaces had been previously exposed to the atmosphere.
The OH- absorption at 215 nm is shown in Fig. 3.19 for a number
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Johnson Matthey Chemicals Limited
Analytical Laboratories
Orchard Road Royston Herts
Telephone: 0763 2021
23rd Ja.nuary 1970
~ertifitate of ~nal!,si5
To '!,~.~~~~.y..~.!.~.;.~y..~ '!~~'!!..~..C?~.f ~.~.t..~.~~.~.~~.~.4.~~A .
Dear Sir(s),
We have examined the ~.~.~ ~.I:':~p..~.~~~.:r::~!.~ ~..!.p...!.~..! ~.~.~~.~.~ .
.............................m~;r.~!i?g...J~.~.J:.~p..~y recelved from you
oltXtiWe ~~.~.~.~~.~Y. : and submit the following report:
Element
Estimated Quantity Present
Results as parts per million
Aluminium
Calcium
Magnesium
Rubidium
Sodium
!ill!
MD
1
<1
10
:3
Ha.rshaw
< 1
<1
<1
10
2
The following elements were
but not detected:-
Ag, As, Au, Ba., Be, Bi, Cd,
tIf, Hg, In, Ir; Li, Mn, Mo,
Rb, Re, Rh, Sb, Se, Si, Sn,
Zn, Zr.
specifically sought
Co, Cr, Cs, Cu, Fe, Ga, Ge,
Nb, Ni, Os, P, Pb, Pd, Pt,
Sr, Ta., Te, Ti, TI, V, W,
Water Content
1m!!
2.35%
Harshaw
3.29%
for Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd.,
P.lI. GERRARD
Superintendent. Analytical LabRrntory
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of specimens from different sources. Considering the thickness of the
specimens, this absorption band is not very pronounced in any of the
samples. The solution grown crystal was simply the result of dissolving
"Analar" 1U3r powder in distilled water, and allowing the solution to
stand undisturbed for a period of several weeks, until all of the water
had evaporated. If one can reasonably compare solution grown crystals
produced in the laboratory and those that occur naturally, it might be
expected that the solution grown material has a low water content,
which, from Fig. 3.19, implies that all of the specimens examined,
including Harshaw, have a low hydroxyl ion concentration. The major
objection to making comparisons between natural and synthetically pro-
duced solution grown alkali halide is the great age (:>106 years) of the
former. During this time the crystals could have been subjected to
treatment (e.g. a high temperature anneal) which may have driven off
their water content. From Fig. 3.19, using the results of Klein et al (la),
it is deduced that the hydroxyl ion concentration in all of the specimens
is no more than a few p.p.m.
A further point of interest is that the Johns on-Nat they water
content figures are about an order of magnitude greater than those given
by B.D.H. for their 'Analar' grade KBr powder; it is rather unlikely
that the growth process would yield crystals with a water content so
much higher than that of the starting material.
Since the water content figure of the analysis was obviously
doubtful, attempts were made to make another measurement, using both of
the methods used by Johnson-Matthey in their determination. Initially
a weight loss on heating method was tried, on a crystal weighing 3 grammes,
with a high surface area to volume ratio. It was appreciated that
heating a KBr crystal might result in its slow evaporation" so in order
to check that only moisture was evolved the heating was carried out
under vacuum with a mass spectrograph (G.E.C. MSIO) continuously sampling
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~~y pumped off gases. The specimen was carefully weighed, and then
placed on a heating stage in an all glass vacuum system; the apparatus
had been thoroughly outgassed beforehand. The heating stage was simply
two copper slabs, with a 60 watt soldering ion element sandwiched between
them in a recess. The crystal was separated from the copper by a platinum
~
foil, and~thermocouple was provided for temperature measurement.
After establishing a vacuum in the system, a spectrum waw recorded
before the heater was turned on (Fig. 3.20 (a)); the lines are all
attributable to residual CO, N2 and O2, with a very characteristic series
of lines due to the hydrocarbon vacuum pump oil (despite a double cold
trap). The specimen was than heated to around 2000C, and left for 5 days
at this temperature. Periodically the mass spectrograph was used to
check for the evolution of any gases. Fig.3.20 (b) shows such a
spectrum; quite clearly it does not differ very much from }'ig.3.20 (a)
or indeed from the spectrum obtained without the specimen present.
Throughout the heating there was neither any increase in the background
spectrum to indicate that H20, in any of its ionised forms, was being
libe~ated from the crystal, nor was there any suggestion that the specimen
itself was evaporating. Reweighing the specimen (to an accuracy of
0.0001 gm) at the end of the heat treatment showed that it had not lost
any weight, which can be either interpreted as demonstrating that the
H20 concentration in the crystal was very low, or that the specimen had
not been heated to sufficiently high a temperature to drive the moisture
off. It is likely that heating to a higher temperature would have initiated
specimen evaporation, and so a further attempt was made at a determination
of the moisture content by a wet chemical method, using the Karl Fischer
reagent.
The Karl Fischer technique for moisture determination is a well
established method that is used for the routine examination of a very
wide range of substances (8) e.g. foodstuffs, paints, soaps and detergents,
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plastics, explosives. The basic reaction, on which the method depends,
may be represented by
12 + S02 + 2H20 ~ 2HI + H2S04
Fischer used anhydrous methanol to dissolve the iodine and sulphur
dioxide, and added pyridine to the mixture to remove the acidic products
of the reaction. In fact both the methanol and pyridine take part in
the reaction, which has been shown to be more accurately represented
by (9)
(i) S02 + 12 + H20 + 3C5H5N~ 2C5H5 N.HI
/8°2
+ C5H5N" I°
(ii)
In principle the method involves dissolving the specimen in a
moisture free solvent, such as anhydrous methanol, and titrating it
against a standardised Fischer solution, to an end point that can be
determined either visually or eleotrically (free iodine alters the
conductivity of the solution, and gives it a reddish brown tinge when
an excess of reagent is added).
The necessary Fischer reagent, and dry methanol solvent were
obtained from British Drug Houses, and their recommendations followed
on the construction and use of the apparatus. The visual end point
method was chosen, in view of the simplicity of the equipment required
(Fig.3.2l); its sensitivity would have been quite sufficient for
detecting moisture contents of the order of one or two percent in
specimens of a few grammes weight. A certain amount of difficulty was
experienced in dissolving the specimens in dried methanol, they were
found to be comparatively insoluble in this solvent. However, since a
more suitable water free solvent could not be found, methanol had to
be used; the crystals were left to dissolve for about 24 hours in a
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sealed flask, to prevent the ingress of atmospheric moisture. The end
point was not particularly easy to determine, but after a number of
trial standardisation runs, using a solution of 5 mg. H
2
0 per mI. of
CH30H, the final colour change could be detected with reasonable
certainty. However, when the reagent was titrated with the KBr -
anhydrous methanol solution, the end point was extremely difficult to
determine, the solution in the reaction flask started to assume a
brownish tinge more or less directly the titration was commenced,
unlike the standardisation solution (H20 in CH30H) which gave a fairly
distinct point at which the coloration appeared.
The conclusion to be drawn from the results of trle two moisture
determination experiments is that the concentration of H20 was below
the level of detection, and appreciably lower than the 2 or 3% quoted
on the Johnson-~~tthey analysis certificate. This conclusion is
sUbstantiated by the rather weak OH- absorption in the ultraviolet
(which suggests that the hydroxyl ion concentration is no more than
a few p.p.m.), and the absence of any absorption in the infrared.
The KBr specimens used to obtain all of the experimental results
in this chapter, and in the following ones, were thus of high purity,
with the total concentration of foreign alkali metal ions ~15 ppm,
divalent metal ions ~5 ppm, and other metal ions individually below
their levels of detection. The specimens also contained a very small,
indeterminate quantity of water.
3.5 Summary of Chapter 3
A series of optical bleaching experiments were carried out On high
purity KBr single crystals, which had been coloured by irradiation with
50 KeV electrons. The bleaching source was a He/Ne laser which was
focussed, USing a microscope objective, to give an optical power density
(at 632.8 nm) at the surface of the specimen of up to 10 KW cm-2• It
was found that there is a marked difference between the bleaching of
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crystals coloured at room temperature and ones coloured at 9Co K and
warmed, in the dark, to room temperature. 'rhe}' centre coloration of
the low temperature irradiated specimens, with an initial 0.1). between
0.7 and 0.9, can be completely removed by the absorption of less than
6 -210 J.cm ,whereas those coloured at HT are much harder to bleach, and
it was found that a residual C.D. at 625 nm. of between G.l and 0.2
7 -2remains after the absorption of nearly 10 J.cm. of F band light. It
was also found for both types of specimen that the bleaching efficiency
is highest at the onset of illumination, and that it decreases as the
F centre concentration falls. Directly after coloration, when the
specimen has received no illumination other than its own cathodoluminescence,
the bleaching efficiency (at HT) of specimens coloured at LN'r is ('\,;)125
photons per F centre removed, and ~ 310 photons per F centre for
specimens coloured at HT (from Fig. 3.15). Some bleaching must occur
prior to this fast stage, whilst the crystal is under electron irradiation,
due to cathodoluminescence. Although the cathodoluminescence absorbed
by the specimen during coloration was not measured, it was probably of
the same order as the threshold energy in the fast stage bleaching
-2 -2 (measurements, i.e.~ 10 J.cm • With a CCTV camera close to the
end window of the irradiation cryostat, and the accelerator enclosure in
total darkness, it was possible to observe a faint glow, due to
cathodoluminescence, on the screen of the television monitor. The glow
faded as irradiation proceeded.) The bleaching efficiency of both types
of specimen remains approximately constant during the fast bleaching
stage until about 2~~ of the F band has been bleached, after the absorption
-1 -2of approximately 10 J.cm of F light. After this the efficiency of
bleaching of both HT and L1~ coloured specimens decreases steadily, such
that it requires the absorption of some 10-10 J. (~3.l x 10e photons)
to remove each of the remaining l~/oof the F centres in a crystal
coloured at LNT, and 4 x 10-9 J. per F centre (~1.25 10x 10 photons
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per F centre) in the residual coloration region of RT coloured KBr.
A logarithmic plot of the energy derivative of the F band optical
density r~~lagainst absorbed energy E is, strangely, an approximately
straight line for both RT and LNT coloured specimens, over more than
dD _ 5 x 10-26 decades of absorbed energy. A relationship of the form dE - E
was followed.
(dD\ . d .dt varle ln
No evidence was found to suggest that the bleaching rate
any way other than linearly with the intensity of the
bleaching source, over the range lW. cm-2 to 5 x 103 W.cm-2•
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CRAPl'ER FOUR
OPTICAL BLEACHING MECHANISMS IN ELWrRON IRRADIATED KBr
4.1 Possible .echanis .. tor the optioal bleaching ot F centres in
the alkali halides
The strength ot the F band absorption in a coloured alkali
halide crystal may be reduced (bleached) in a number ot ditterent vaya.
Basically, the crystal UT either be heated to a suitable temperature
(ther.&! bleachiDg) or illuminated vith F band ligbt (optioal bleaching)
or .ubjected to a combination ot both heat aDd F light. In the dark
at rooa teaperature thermal bleaching ocours ..,ery slowly, t1ae periods
ot • ...,er&! tens ot hours are Deoe.sar.r before .igniticant ohanges in
absorption spectra are ob.erved. (1) In geDer&! cry.tal. need to be
heated vell abOTeroo. temperature before theraal bleaching beoomes
.1p1ticant. (Appreoiable themal bleaching mq, hov8Y8r, ocour
deiDg the wa:ndDg to ll! ot ory.tala coloured 'b7 irradiation at a lover
teaperature.) It a crystal i. illum1Dated at RT with F band light,
the F baD4 ab.orbance deore.e. quite rapidly, in the Mmler de.oribed
iD Chapter " thi. phenoaenon ot optical bleaching will nov be di.ous.ed
iD aore detail.
!he tirst .tep in pemanent F oentre bleachil'lB iDYolTe. the
reaonl ot eleotrona trapped at nep.tift ion 'Y&O&nOies.Illua1DatiDB
a ery.tal vith Plight ezcite. a number ot P centre electrons into
the e:mited .tate J'*, tro. where, at a suitable ele..,..ted teaperature,
theT a&7 be thenall,. Reited into the oond.uotlon bud. HaTiIagthu
treed the electrons bT J liaht excitation, there are a n1lllberot eTent.
whioh caD oooe to pr8'Y8Dtth_ beiDg retrapped bT uion ftO&DOie.aDd
repnerat1Dc P C811tre.. !he.e ...,ent. a&7 be broadl)" grov.ped into two
dittezezat olaa.e., tho.e whioh are pure17 eleotroDio in Datura, aDd
those which al.o iDYol..,. ionic aotion.
!he p-+p' oOnTeraion i. aD exaaple ot a pure17 electronio
bleaohiDg process. It additi..,el)" ooloured XBr 18 illum1Dated vith F
liBbt at a teaperature ot N l2'~ a deore.e iD P centre concentration
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results, and a broad absorption bandappears on the long wavelength
side of the F band (Fig. 4.1) Electrons freed fromF centres b)"light
are trapped at other F centres, formingthe anti ties known as FI
centres, whichconsist of pairs of electrons trapped at single halide
ion vacanoies. This partioular electronio bleaching process is
completely reversible, optical excitation in tha F' band regenerates
,
the F band, b)"the lOBSof one of the F centre electrons and its
subsequentrecapture by an anion vacancy. TheF~:r' reaction only
oeours at low temperatures owingto the weakbinding ot the aecond
eleotron to the :r oentre. There are, however,a numberot other ~a
in whichelectrons, liberated trOll F centrea, _)" be trapped ao as to
pr8TeDttheir recapture by anion vacanoies. The)"a&y', tor instanoe,
be captured b.1 impurities or other crystal detect., &Dd the deliberate
addition of illpuritie •• uch as '1'1+and Pb2+to act .. electron trap.
has facilitated the .tudy ot certain Vcentre., b)"preventing electron-
hole reoOllb1D&tion.However,the iIIpurity level. in the speciMns
.. eel t_ the ezper1aent. de.oribed in th1. the.is are olearl)" not h1&h
e.OUChtor SUGhan impurit)" proeea. to be iIIp01'taut.
!he electrons liberated tro. F centre. b)"optical excitation
will al.o "be preyented trom reoombiningwith anion '9'&OU1Cie.f the)"
&1'8 annihUated.b)".elt trapped holea (a.g. VI(centres) or hola.
as.ociated. with interstitial ions (Vcentres). Thecoloration of an
alkali halide orystai bY'ionid.Dg radiation generate. quite stroDg
Vabsorption baud., ao.. ot whichare .table at roOllte.perature.
Whil.t the oont1gurationa ot the centres re.ponsible tor theae bands
&1'8 llDOertain,they are, presuubly, hole. trapped at cluatera ot
halide intersti t1al., or IIUl.tiple Hoentre., &Dd .0 could act as
electron annihilation sites.
Adecrease in F ban4 ab.orbance due to wholly electronio pro-
oe.ses can also be obseryedwhenadditivel)" ooloured orystals are
illum1Datedwith very high intensity (>10 MW.)light pul ••• trom a
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Q switohedruby laser.(2) There is a transitory shift of absorbanoe
out of the P band region, due to depopulation of the F centre ground
state, whichresults in an increase in the absorption bandadue to the
* ..relaxed exoited state (F or ~ banda) of the F centre. Atter the
exoitation ia removed,the F centre absorption rapid17 returns to
near17 ita original value (aomeF oentres will be bleached by alte~
tiYe processes).
The aeooadtTPe of event whichoan cause the destruction of
F centrea iDYolveaioDic motion. For example,vacancies &Dd interstitials
_,. recoab1ne, thus r8lloYi,ngelectron trapping sites. AlternativelY',
siDele anion Y&Oanoiescan ~egate into oomplexea,which, althcUBh
th8T 0&1l still retrap electroDa, will produceabsorption buds on the
low enerQ .ide ot the F ba.Dil~.
ICBr whiohbaa been ooloured b7 electron irn4!ation at Lft
oerta1Dl7 doea not bleach at roo. t .. perature b.r a wholl1 electronic
proceas, since the disappearance of the 0(. b&IId JII&7 be •• en in such
spec_u. Th. 0<. baDd is a perhrbation ot the tundlMDtal lattice
absorption ot an alkali halide or;ratal b7 Degatin ion n.oanci.s, (3)
aDd it. pre.ence can th.retore be taken aB iD4ioatiDgthe .xiat.nc.
ot a D\1Ilberot i.olate d anion Y&C&JlOi..iD the .p.c1aen. This baDd
is superimposedcn the ateep slope of the tundaaental ab.orption edge
ot the orratal (at 201DII. inDr), &Dd it is neces.ary to cool the
or,wtal to LITto ob•• rn it. Fig. 4.2, OurTe (a> .howathe u-y
speotrum(at 90~) ot a ICBr speoiMn 'before irradiation. Boab.orption
baD4 i ••• en at 201D., .iDee the aB grown Y&O&DC1ooncentration was
iDauttioient to oaus. s1BD1ticantperturbation ot the U-T bud ed.p.
Cum ('b) is the U-Ysp8ctna (at 900K)atter the .pec'iDlenhad be.n
°irradiated with 50 KeV.1eotroDa, -.1ntafnfng the tellp8ratur. at 90 K.
There 18 nowa well re.oh·ed a( band, iDdicat1Dgthe pre.ence ot a
larp n*ber ot vacancie., &Dd. ODe can al.o .e. the .teep tail ot the
fJ baDd., whiohi. attributed to a pertu:L-bationsimilar to the 0( 'baDd.,
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but caused by F centres (~). The specimenshowedthe intense blue
coloration of the F band. Theorystal waswarmed in the dark to room
temperature, and then given a prolonged exposure to F light, until all
ot the blue coloration had disappeared. Onreoool1ng to LNT,the
specirum la.belled (c) in Fig. 4.2 vas obtained, showingthe complete
di.appearance of the 0( &rJd(3 bands, whiohclearly indicate. that ionic
motion had. taken place. It ought to be pointed out that the co( band
largely di.appears after varm1ng alone, since at roomtemperature
TaO&DCy diffusion &Dd ~ancy pair for.ation is possible. Por this
r .... on the 0<. baDd i. Dot seen in cr'Tllta1sirradiated at RT, although
the" bud, as.ociated with P centre., _1' be ob.e~ if the crystal
i. oooled to low temperature.
PreTiouaworker., .tudy1Dgthe low intenai ty optical bleaching
(at R!) ot Xray or additively ooloared _terials haTeal.o .hownthat
ionio motiODtake. place dur1DgbleaohiDg. They toUlldthat ftCaIlCy
aa:rep.tion _obaDi_. lead1Dgto the tOrll&tionot H, R, Netc.
oentres preclOlliDate,aDd consequently IlUCh.ore i. know. about thi.
clu. of reactiOD, &Dd the centre. inTolyed. ID partioular, the tora-
tion of Moetn. frea pain ot J ceDtre. has beeD.tudied in .OM
detail, al thoa ghit i. Dot yet tull1' UDderetood.
4.2 The Optical For.at1on ot Mcentre.
The rate of torat1on ot Moentre. with t1ae too) trom the
pair. ot F oentre. i. tOUDdto ftJ!7 with t .. perature ('1') &8 e-E/d
oYer the aall r&Dg8 ot teaperature. that it O&D be .. uure4. The
actiw.tion --flT B i. TerT 8811, beiDa about 0.4 eV in lCBr (4), aDd
is oODBUerablyles. thaD the actiw.tion eDerg1e..... urad tor &Dion
ftO&D01'dittuaion (> 0.87 eT (5,6) in lCBr). Thi. i. at tirst .i&bt
a l1ttle .traDle, .1ooe it i. appareDt that the oo~raion ot two P
c_tn. to an Moentre II118tinTol" the dittu10n ot ADionT&0&D01e.
in one tora 01" another. It i., how8T8r,tar fr_ clear that the
.... 1Ir8Cl actiw.tion enerO' can be directly o0apare4 to a d1ttuiOD
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energy.
Two processes baye been proposed to account for the formation
ot Mcentre. when& crystal oontaining F centres is illuminated, at
roomtemperature, with F band light. Illumination into the F band
*excites a numberot F centre electrons into the excited state F , trom
where, at RT, they maybe thermally excited into the oonduction band.
The net r ••ult ot illumination is there tore to ioniae aomeot the F
oentr •• , which re.ults in a orystal that contains anion TaCanci••
( 0<. -centre.), F c.ntres, tree electrons and .etastable F' centre.
formed b.r the temporary trapping ot aomeot the photoelectrons at P
centre.. The tir.t Moentre tormation proces8 iDYoly•• the coulomb
attraction between0( - oentre. and r' oentr •• , aDd. their direct oombina-
tion to yield Mo.ntre. (7,8). The alternatiT •• ugge.tion i. tbat an
0( oentre i. attracted b7 an 1 centre (by dipolar, oOT&lenttorce.) to
tora a po.!tiTelT ioni.ed Moentre (th. M+centre) whioh .ub.equently
capture. a tarther eleotron to b.ooae & n.utral Moentre (9.l0). The
production ot one Moentre £rca two P centre.. bT .i ther _chani •• ,
require_ the abaorption ot -.D1' photons.
The.e _ohaDi_ can be repre.ented .oheutioally &8 fol101fllI
(i) the direot proo•••
., + h~~ 0<.+ e., -+e
pi + 01.. -4 M
Met:...st...~
(ii) the W1reot proo •••• '9'ia the torll&tion of the M't-oentre
P + h~~ 0(+ e-
r + Cl( ~ M+
M+ + e- -7 M
In a carefUl -tud7 ot the activation .nerD E in KC1,.lA1 UMl
Okuda (11) ooncluded that the M+1Dd1reotprooe•• ia acat l1ke1.7to
ocouz, aDd. propo.ed that the ~l activation energy ari ••• beoauae it
i., in tact, the acti ....tion energy tor 0( oentre dittuaion ainu balt
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the thermal ionisation energy of the F' centre. The latter quantitT
is inTolvedbecause of its effect on the ~ oentre concentration.
Exper1aents on 11F have also shownthat M+ oentre. are a l1keIT inter-
(12-14)mediate in the Mcentre formation process , and it baa been
propoaedthat the F oentre .leotron formaa coval.nt bO~ betwe.n an
F centre vac&IlCTaDd an 0(. c.ntr. whentheT are .eparated bT aeveral
interion1c distanc.s (10). The formation of thia coval.nt bQndwould
then tend to lower the energy for the motion of a free~ centre towards
the obsened 'Y&lue of the F to K activation energy. Despite the .upport
giTen by' IIIBD1' workera to the 1nd1reot F to M oODYeraionJIlechaDJ.aa,
Ithere i., hovever, no real eTidenceapiDst the direct F +0(. ~ K
proc.... It 11&7 be, therefore, that both .. chani.... can occur.
01e8.1'1T._ohanis_ for the fOrJlation of higher order" aggre-
sate' centre. M.7 be proposedalODg s1a1lar line. to theae for M centres.
There are a n1lllberof ~ b7 whioh, for exaaple, aD R centre S7 be
fOZ'Jled.trOll aD K oentre and the ion1.ation product. of F oentre••
e.g. K + 0( ~R+
R+ + e-~R
M + e- -+)1-
M- +0<. ~ II
or ., + 0< ~ M+
M+ + F'~ R
~t:t1L
ProlODgeClil ua1Dation with" light aay thua lead to the fODlationof
blper order P aggresate oentre., &Del ultiMSe17 oould re.ult in the
ob.er.ation of ooloration due to oolloidal alkali .. tal centre••
4.3 The optical bleachipl .peotra of .iDBle crratal !Br eleotron
irradiated at roo. te!J)!ft'ture.
Meaaur_nt. of the absorption .pectra of fre.hlT oleaved Dr
C1'78tal. betore, during and atter bleaching were .ade uaing a Perkin
EI.er .odel 450 double be.. spectrophoto.. ter, whichhad been set up
aDd. calibrated aocording to the MDutaoturer. 1natructiou before &D1'
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quantitatiTe measurementa were made. The specimens remained UDder
vacuum in the irradiation cryostat during the measurements, with a
duplicate pair of 'Spectrosi1' windows in the spectrophotometer
reference beam to assist in compensating the instrument to giTe a
tlat aero absorbance baaeline. The KBr speciaens reoeiTed preoisely
the saae treatment as those used in *he measurements of Chapter 3, i.e.
ther were cleaTed in a totally dr,y euvironment trom aingle cryatal
Harahawmaterial &Dd ooloured by irradiation with 50 KeVelectrons on
the Van de Graatf acoelerator. Bleaohing was effected with the 30 mW.
He-Ne luer, UIIing a lens to diTerge the be.. slightly ao that its
diaaeter vu slightly larger than the dimensions of the specimens.
Fig. 4.3 ourve (a) shows the optioal absorption spectrum of a
tre.hly cleaTed Harshav Dr .ingle cry. tal tor compari.on vi th the
speotra atter eleotron coloration at KT (curve b). CurTe (b) show.
that irradiation baa led to the for.ation of a strong F band at
625 nm., a _11 Mband at 920 DIll. and a broad absorption band in the
ultraTiole~ region betveen 200 aDd 300 lUll. vhich i. probably aS800iated
vith interstitial halopn ooaplell:e. (V2 and V3 centres). Exposing the
-2Cl"78tal to approximate17 250 J. om. of Flight renl t. in the F baD4
deoreaa1q to le.. tbaD one halt ot its iDit1&l !ntensi ty, the Mband
doubliDB in height, &Dd the appearance of strong R (790 lUll.) aDd }1
(l.lp a.) bud. (011rT8 (0) of Fig. 4.3). The appearance of the ultra-
Tiolet band 1e UDChaDpd. This 8Tidenoe stroDg1y sugge.t. that the
op~loal bleaching of s.. ples coloured at room teaperature iDYolTes only
tbe aggrecation of F oentre. to M, R, N•••• oentre., vithout q-
significant T&C&IlOyintereti tial recOlibiDation. Thi. vould not, of
course, follow if there vere interstitial oentres that did not haTe
absorption bands in the speotral region cOTered by the Perkin El.aer
450 speotrophotoaetel', or if oolloid. vere foraecl that caTe a Te7:1
br0a4, veak abaorption baud. 01' one that la7 under the F, M, R or B
absorption baDd.s.
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In order to check the aggregation hypothesis, an extended
bleaching experiment was performed in which absorption spectra vere
recorded at intervals during the bleaching. Using this data, a graph
(Fig. 4.4) was plotted of the estimated total number of vacancies
preBent in aggregates againat the number of F centres removed. The
osoillator strengths for the various absorption bands needed to calculate
the absolute vacancy concentration trom the optical density values
were those published for additively coloured KBr(l). There is a
clear indication that most of the bleached F centres baTe aggregated
to foZlllH, R, N •••• centres, rather than recombined with interstitial ••
~ interstitials taking part would obTioualy not be those r.sponsibl.
tor the ultra Tiolet absorption band, since its intenait;y does not
chance duriDg bleaching. Some higher order aggregate centre., and
po.siblT small colloids -.r be formed in the later stages of bleaching;
this would t.Dd to .ak. the ourve bend over atter large do••s ot F
lisbt had been absorbed. The data ot Fig. 4.4 apparentl;y augge8t. that
the uuaber ot T&O&Doi.s present in &SIregates exceeds the number ot F
centres reaO'f'8d. This is not due to there beiDg large naben ot
isolated 'ftCuoies in the ory-stal, siDee th.o( band is not obsened
in Cry'8tala coloured at RT. The discrepanc;yallJacGoerta1nl;yarises fro.
the us. ot osoillator strength ruues that are too low, aDd "Ul be
disoussed farther in connection with the statistical theor,r ot TaCaDC;Y
aggregation to be presented in the Den seotion ot this Chapter.
In Chapter 3 it was stated tbat ory-stals coloured at room te.pera-
ture still showed a residual optical densit;y at 625 Da. eyen atter
107 J. 011-2 ot F light had been absorbed. The explaDation ot this
pheno.enOD lies in the e,u11ibriua concentrations ot the various assre-
gate centrea *bat are established after an ezteDded bleach. There are
allove4 optical traD8i tions of M aDd R oentres (giTiDg riae to the MF
&Dd RF 'baDds) whioh tall close to the peak ot the F band but on the
short vaTelength 814e ot it. It i8 thes. baDds whioh are responsible
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for the slignt shift or the F band peak to shorter wavelengths evident
in ourve (0) or Fig. 4.'. It is thus proposed that the residual
coloration at 625 nm. in crystals given an extended high intenai ty
bleaoh 1s due _iDly to these MF and RF bands, with only a small oontri-
bution from unaggregated F oentres. In the speotra of Fig. 4.3, it all
of the F centres were removedby1il.eaohtng,there would still be an
opt1cal denaity of between 0.15 and 0.25 in the region of the R and M
'baDds. The height of the MF band is 8~ of the H band (15), so that
together with a oontribution fro. the RF baud a residual optioal
density ot around 0.2 in the F band might be expeoted atter the prolonged
bleachi.DBof a speoiaen ha:ying an initial O.D.. of about 1.4. This
oompares quite faTourably with the value of 0.17 that remained in the
R!l' ooloured specimen of Fig. '.4.
4.4 A stat1.tical theorr or vacancy agS£'sation (16)
The lev energy electron irradiation ot an alkali halide orystal
produce. an approx!aately randomdistribution ot F centres, provided
ODe ipore8 the lcmg r&Dg8 variation in ., centre density caused by the
non-uniform penetration elepth of the bOilbarding eleotrons in the
cZ78tal. It baa been .hown that optioal bleach!Dg is independent ot F
light inteneity, aDd leada to "the formation of H, li, II ••••• oentres.
It is thererore reasonable to &BaWlSthat bleaching ocoura through the
aasregation ot relatiTely cloae pair. ot F centrea. The early stage.
ot bleach1ng ~lve the aggrega"tion of close pair. of F oentres,
whilst the later staps are BOTernedby pairwise aggregation eluring
a cond.enaation of F oentres, in which "the peak ot the F centre elistri-
bution shift. to smaller separationa between centre.. The actual
aechaDi.. ot the F centre oondensation will be ODe of the two eliscussed
o I (8)
in section 4.2, DalDelyeither the coul;.mbic F - oJ.. or the dipolar
.. -0(. (10) interactions. HoveTer, it it 1. assumed that only .ingle
TaO&DC7 interactiou are iaportant at relatiT81y long ruge, it i.
poasible to deeoribe the acoumulation of F aggregate oentre. as a
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random process similar to the generation of F and M centres during
irradiation (17). The aggregation of F centres during bleaching can
thus be described by a Poisson distribution of n aggregation events
per cm.3, over v-I aggregation volumes in unit volume of the crystal.
The implicit assumption is that prolonged bleaching causes a"condensa-
tion" of the F centres in each volume, which leads to the formation
ot an aggregate centre, the relatively small number of aggregate centres
that are already present in the crystal direotly after coloration are
not giyen ~ speoial status as nuclei for further aggregation. The
number of centres ot each type present in the crystal &tter n aggrega-
tion events viII be given by the following equationsl
n~• TIM -D'Y• ne1-
fit: -
2 -nvn ye
3 2
'4:1t-- 3 -D'Y etc.n 'Ye6
••••• (1)
CL Q.
where it baa been usuaecl that fA '3 centre (e.g. ;n R centre) will be
tomed it two aggregation events tollow the condensation iD one volume
y. The pre4ictione ot this model -.y be coapared vith ezperiMntal
clata OD the srovth ot the aggregate baD4s as a tunction ot the nuaber
ot aggreption ..ents. There are, however, two proble. 1D'Yolved in
doing this. Firstly, there has been no agreement as to the precise
Datwre ot the centre responsible tor the N band absorption in KBr, the
baD! baa variously been identified with an aggregate of four F centres (18),
& oonfiguration ot three F centres different trom that responsible tor
the R band (19), &Dd even vith the R+ centre (20). It see.. likely
that a substantial part ot the N baDd i. caused by sroup. ot three 1
centre •• 0, since this band is noraally s..ller than the M or R band.,
the aua ot the optical denai tie. ct the II&Dd R absorptiona are used as
& Masure ot the number ot " centres. The aecom difficulty 11 that
the yalues ot the oscillator strengths ot the R aDd, particularly, the
B baDd. ..y not be entirely reliable. This vas oyercoae by ua1Dc
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optical densities (o.n.)M and (O.D.)R~N in place ot the actual numbers
ot centres (nf1.. and n.~) in equations(.!). n, the numberot aggregation
events per cm3, was estimated from the number at F centres removed
and the numberot Mcentres present (using the oscillator strengths ot
Jain & Jain (l). Fig. 4.5 shows the variations ot {O.D.)Mand (O.D.)R~~
vith the number ot aggregation events per cm3 (n), tor a sample ot KBr
coloured aDd bleached at room temperature. This data was obtained
in a similar manner to that described in aection 4.3, using the Perkin
Elaer 450 spectrophotometer and the 30 mW. He/Nelaser tor bleaching.
Care vas taken in the early stages ot this experiment to ensure that a
sufficient number ot measurementswere ob*ained to allow the increa.e
in the Mband to be plotted, as it vae tound in practice that only a
brief exposure to the laser was required to take the Mcentre concentra-
tion past its peak value. The optical density in the Mband directly
atter irradiation was only 0.06, and thia was treated as aggregation
induced by cathodol-.1nescence during irradiation. The dotted linea
ill Fig. 4.5 illutrate the behaTiour predioted by equations(,l), with
T-l _ 1.9xl0180.-3• Th. Tertical scale ot the theoretical curvea
W&8 choseD so that the peak optical densities vere equal to the measured
Yalues. The experiaental pointa tor (O.D.)M lie olo.e to the theoretioal
cun-e aDd eyen the (O.D.)~ data (whioh are atfected by uncertainties
"+N
about the osoillator strength aDd configuration ot the N band) lie
tairly cloae to the predioted values. The peak TBlue ot (O.D.)M
ocours at n.y-l and the peak T&lue ot (O.D.)R~N should then ocour at
n • 2y-l. The exper1ll8ntal data showthat this oondition i. approxi-
... tely fultilled. nl1, the Mcentre concentration, vould be expeoted
to attain a -.x1aua value ot (eT)-l, and nfi (R and. N bands) a
3
aax1aum ot 2y-le -2. The peak in llR+fol should thus lie below that in
n". The Mrlaum value ot (O.D.)ft+N is nearly twice that of (o.n.)M
111Fig. 4.5 but, uing the halt widths and osoillator strengths ot
Jain aDd Jain (1), the peak value ot nR+fII does lie below that ot
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11M as expected. However, the peak value ot nM is between 3 and
4 times larger than (ev)-1. The two quanti ties would only be equal it
the M centre oscillator strength were some three times larger than the
value of 0.11 given by Jain and Jain. An increased value of the
oscillator strength of the M centre would also be needed to remove the
apparent discrepancy of Fig. 4.4, by making the number of vacancies
aggregated during bleaching equal to the number of F centres removed.
Neither discrepancy can be ascribed to interstitial-vacancy recombina-
tion, since this would reduce the number of aggregate centres formed.
Determination of the oscillator strengths of F aggregate centres
in the alkali halides is by no means easy, aince it is usually imposaible
to obtain one particular type of aggregate centre in a speoimen without
the presence of one or more of the others. This eliminates the direot
oheaical method that baa been used to determine the number of F centres
present in an additively coloured Sp8cillen (21), and makes counting
the. by other ..&DB difficult. Taking the electron spin resonance
teohDique as an exaaple (22-24), the re80nanoe, if one is observed
at all, has to be aeparated from tho.e due to other aggresate oentres,
&Dd ..at be positively identified aa being caused by the centre whoae
oaoillator atrength is being determined. Consequently there have been
very fev deteraiDationa of the oscillator strength8 of F aggre ..te
oentres in the alkali balides, the work of Jain &Dd Jain probably being
the .oat detailed (1) for Dr.
The .. thod used by these resea:rohera vas based OD the aasUilption
that it the DWlber of excess alkali _tal atoms (i.e. vacanciea) in an
addit1vely ooloured crystal rema1na oonstant, changea in the concentra-
t10aa of F &Dd F aggregate centres during optical or thermal intereon-
veraion ot the oentres can be de.cribed by (15),
.6. n" + 2 ~ n" + , ~ nA +. • • • • • 0 (2)
vberetl n denote. the obange in concentration of the oolour centres
during bleaching. Equation '(2) can be rewritten &II
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+ 2W"" 1\ + 3w If 1\ + ••• =- 0
- ~ 0<.1'1 - ~o<.R
tM til
where Wj denotes the halt width ot the absorption band, tj the oscillator
strength and ~o(j the change in absorption coetticient associated with
the change in colour centres concentration 6n • Equation (3)is
simplitied by assuming tbat the Tariation in retractiTe index ot the
crystal OTer the range ot wavelengths ot the F, N, R & N bands ia amall
enough to be neglected. Theretore, by making three difterent measure-
menta ot t6.O<F' 6o<.t'\ ,60<, and~o(H on the same additively coloured
specillen, aDd uaing the eatablished value ot t" (15) &lid aome previously
obta.1ned half width measurement., three aimultaneous equations can be
obtained vhioh are solvable for the unknown oacillator atrengths. Jain
and Jain further aimplified the calculations by arranging in .ome of the
exper1aents tor two of the four ~ 0'. 's to be zero. The -.in drawback
vith th1a method is that tor equations(2)and(3)to be valid all of the
aggregate bandl IlWIt be included, to ensure that a conatant number of
V8Caocie. i. alV&l8 obser...ed. This presuppo.es that the configurations
ot the oentres responsible tor the absorption band. are known; the N
band vill obvioualy present .ome ditfioulty in thi. re.peot, as will
colloidal oentres. (Jain &Dd Jain took the N centre to be a 4 vacancy
entity). Failure to take allot the aggregate baDds into &ooount in
equation 3 vill result in low Talus. ot the oscillator strengths oalcu-
lated trom such measure.nt ••
It 1a vorth noting that the oscillator .trength ot the M oentre
in XCl is 0.23, &Dd an early X raJ _aaure.ent iDdicate. a ftlue ot
0.19 in KBr (15), .0 further doubt is oast upon Jain &Dd. Jain's figure
ot 0.11 tor XBr. Usinc the bleaching data ot theae workers it ii, in
tact, po.sible to obtain olcillator strength value. vhich are sustantially
difterent trom their tabulated ftlue.. In partioular there appears to
be a disorepancy between the Talues obtained from their optical and
thermal OODYeraion experiaenta. Fairly consistent value. ot 0.08 for fM
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and 0.34 for f" are obtained from the optical bleaching data of
Reference (1), whereas values as high as 0.22 for fM may be calculated
from the thermal conversion data. These differences are almost
certainly the result of the formation of colloidal centres during
heating experiments above 1000e, and the lack of N band data. It is
also possible that M centre reorientation occurred during optical
bleaching. For the geometry of the experiments used to obtain Fig. 4.5,
~ reorientation effects leading to a non random distribution of M
centres over the six [110] directions would give a correction much
smaller than the ractor of , required to fit the experiments with
theor,r, There is clearly a need for further aeasure ..nts of the oscill-
ator .trengths or aggregate centre. in KBr.
The data of Fig. 4.5 give a value for the aggregation volume
ot v _ 5.3xlO-19 c.'. This corresponds to a cube vith sides some 12
lattice parameters long.
A graph of aggregate concentrations asainst the number of
aggregation events tends to hide the faot that a much larger amount
of F - ligbt needs to be abaorbed to produoe one aggregation event in
the later staps of aggregation. This is readily expla.ined bJ the
statistioal .odel, siDce early aggregation event a involve F oentre.
in olOBe proximity to each other, whereas later events involve ionic
aotion over larger distances.
4.5 Spectro.copic studies or c£l8tals coloured at liquid nitrol!n
t"J)!rature
Siailar experillents to tho.e described iD Beotion 4.3, uaing the
Pertin Elaer 450 spectrophotometer, vere oarried out on .ingle crystal
Harshaw KBr Bpeotaens that had been eleotron irradiated at liquid nitrogen
temperature (90<>X:) and warmed Blowly iD the dark to roOll temperature,
for bleaching with the 30.W He/Ne laser. The reBults of the firat
experiaent are illustrated in Pig. 4.6. Curve (a) shovs the Sp8ctrua
ot the or,wtal prior to ooloration, ourve (b) the BpeCtrum after
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irradiation at 900K and curve (c) the spectrum after prolonged
bleaching at room temperature by the laser. All spectra were .easured
at room temperature. There is clearly a marked difference between
this data and that ot Fig. 4.'. obtained for the specimen irradiated
at room temperature. Lowtemperature irradiation has produced the
anticipated large F and small Mbands. and a broad yet well defined
absorption band in the ultra violet region near 265 nm. that can
probably be identitied with the V~V4 band (25). The most striking
thing is tbat optical bleaching appears to have returned the specimen
to its coDdition prior to irradiation. Both the interstitial (V) and
't"&08JlCy (F.M) centre have been completely relloved by bleaching (ourve c).
whioh .trODgly Sugge8t. that a vacancy/interstitial annihilation
aechaDi8mbaa ocourred. DUring the tranaition from ourve (b) to
curve (c) in Fig. 4.6 the Mband increased slightly. &Dd a .-.11 R baDd
appeared. These then decreased quite rapidly as the F and Vbands
bleached. aDd tina1ly di.appeared betore allot the F centre coloration
had gone.
Thi. phenollenonvas investigated more thoroughly by -.king a
.erie. ot .. asurellent. ot the inteuity ot the F. F aggregate and V
buds during the optical bleaching ot a LN'l' ooloured spec!aen. The
result ia illuatrated (tor two speoiaene) in Fig. 4.1. whioh ahovs ttle
optical denaity ot the V band plotted against the correspoDding total
vao&I1C7concentration, obtained trOll the F, Mand R band ab.orb~cies.
Since the MaDd R band. DeTerbeco_ &8 pronounced duriDg bleaching as
they did in the caae ot the RTcoloured speo1aens. error. in T&CaDC7
coneenitration, due to incorrect K aDd R baDd oscillator strengths, are
not likely to be too serious. (15%ot total too hip in the worst oase
i.e. whenMoentre ooncentration i. at its highest and aasWIiDgthat
the true value ot f M is C\:> 0.,. The R band did not ~ow sufficiently
larp to introduce &n1' sipdficant errors through the uae ot incorrect
til T&1ues.) There is an approxiately linear relationship between the
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V band optical density and the total vacancy concentration, which is
strong evidence in favour of a vacancy/interstitial annihilation
mechanism for the bleaching. Moreover, it also suggest. that the only
interstitials iaportant in this recombination are those responsible
tor the broad absorption band near 265 om. This observation allows
an explanation to be given for the complete disappearance in Fig. 3.4
of the F band in the LNT coloured specimen; there are no aggregate
centres pre.ent to provide the residual optical density at 625 Dm.
toUDd in the HT coloured samples.
Tbe configuration ot the oentre responsible for the V band
observed in :rig. 4.6 is \aIlknown, as indeed are the configurations of
most of the V centres seen in KBr (26,27). From the data obtained in
these experiments, however, the V band in Fig. 4.6 is tairly oertain
to be due to ..811&11 atollically dispersed clusters ot interstitials,.
which are able to annihilate anion T&CaDcies during illuaiDation.
'!'hisis in -.rked contrast to the V baDd seen in Fig. 4.3 which take.
DO part in bleachiDg, aDd is therefore likely to b. caused by larger
aore stable interstitial clusters, dislocation loops or saall precipit-
ates. It is reasonable to suppose that the interstitial ions foraed in
the F centre creation proces8 are sufficiently mobile during electron
irradiation at HT to dittuae together to form stable aggregates, whereas
during LIT irradiation they do not undergo appreciable diftuaion, and
reaatn atomically dispersed &8 small olusters. They are olearly not
able to coale.ce when the specimen is warmed to HT, since the V band
retains its separate identity trom that .een in the HT coloured speoiJlena,
&Dd in fact this V baDd doe., not change in character if orystals are
k.pt in the dark at HT tor 24 hours before bleaobiDg.
B)" reoording a .erie. of spectra during the slow V&rIIing to
rooa temperature of a .pecimen that had been electron irradiated at 9001,
eTidenoe vas tound. to .u.c&est that the broad ab.orption baD4 .een in
Fig. 4.6 vu due to tvo. speoie. of V centre. Tbe .peoiaen vu kept in the
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dark between spectral measurements, which were made on the Perkin
Elmer 450 spectrophotometer. This evidence is presented in Fig. 4.8
curve (i) is the u-v spectrum at LNTdirectly after irradiation, and
curves (ii), (iii) and (iv) during the warm up. Curve (v) shows the
spectrum at RT, with a fairly weak V band at 265 nm. Spectra (ii) and
(iii), recorded at temperatures between 900Kand RTshowthe presence
of two well resolved absorption bands, at 255 nm. and 280 nm. Further
experiaents would be necessary to positively identify the structure
in this spectrum.; direct comparison between Fig. 4.8 and an earlier
work on the V bands in !Br (26) is not possible, since the temperature
at which .pectra (u), (iii) and (iv) were measured is not known, and
the experimental conditions were considerably difterent.
The evidence does, however, suggest that the broad V band can
be identified with the compo.ite V~V4 band observed in crystals which
haTe been X irradiated at LNT. Faraday and Compton(26) found that
the height of the V4 band during X irradiation is proportional to the
height of the F band, and that at LIT its peak is at 215 om., with a
V2 baDd at 254 lUll. There clearly is a correspondenee between this
data and the spectra of Fig. 4.8 and the bleaching kinetics of Fig. 4.1.
4.6 SU!!!rl or Chapter 4
A. series of absorption spectra were taken, during optical
bleaching at RIf, of Dr specimens tha~ bad been coloured at RTby fut
electron irradiation. A linear relationship vaa tOUDdbetween the
DUmberot F centre. reaoved b.r optioal bleaching at RTand the nuaber
ot vacancie. present in F aggregate centres. Bo obaDgewaa ob.erved
duriDc bleachiDg iD. the intensity ot the broad V baDd (lyiDg between
200 &Dd ,00 ma.) found in the.e apecimens. It vu there tore coneluded
that the optical bleachiDg (at R1') ct RTirradiated apeoimens ocour.
aolely b.r ~1 aggregation, &Dd that moat of the re.idual optical
densitr ot the RT .pecimen ot Fig. '.4 vas due not to F centres, but to
exoited .tat •• ot the Mand R centre.. The V baDd plap no part in
-84-
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bleaohing, and is probably oaused by stable interstitial olusters,
dislooation loops or small precipitates, whioh are formed during the
electron irradiation. The aggregation process can be described by a
raDdom (Po1ason) distribution of aggregation events amollg volUilea some
5%10-19 cm' in aize. The theory predicts that first the concentration
of M centres, and then the concentration of R centres ahould pass
through maxima as aggregation proceeds. This may be observed experi-
.entally. Thia theory, and the bleaching data of Fig. 4.4 casts doubt
on the reliability of the currently acoepted osoillator streDgtha for
the F aggregate oentres in KBr.
Speotral measure.ents on !Br that had been coloured by electron
irradiation at LNT reveal that it ahows a difterent V band to that aeen
in RT coloured material, &Dd that this V centre takea part in the
bleachinB process. An approxillatel,. linear rela tionehip waa tOUDd
between the total ~ancy concentration present in F, M aDd R centres
&Dd. the V baDd throughout bleaching. This, coupled with the disappear-
ance of the oC. bud duriDg bleaching, atrcmgly 1.Ddioates a T&C&noy/
interstitial annihilation process. This explains the .arked contraat
.
se. in Jig. ,.4 between the LIT aDd RT ooloured speoimens after pro-
lODged bleaching. Tbe coloration at 625 DB. disappears completely in
the LNT 1rrad1ated s~cimen, because no permanent V&O&Doy aggregation
occurs duriDg bleaohiDg, &lid there is conaequently no residual oolora-
tion in the F band region due to excited states ot K &Dd R centres.
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CHAPTili FIVi:'~
SONE DIAGNOS'l'IC EXPEFtD'iElIJTS, Mm CONCLUSIONS eN THb BLEA~
PROCEJSBS OCCURRING IN ~'~LECTnON IlL.'1ADIA'l'.b;D KBr
5.1 (llheOptical Bleaching of Additively Coloured Crystals
The optical bleaching, by illumination with F light, of additively
coloured alkali halide crystals is known to occur via a vacancy aggrega-
tion process, (1) and leads to the formation of t'i,i1.,N ••••••• absorption
bands. The experiments described in Chapter 4 showed that KBr crystals
which had been coloured at room temperature by fast electron irradiation
also bleached by a vacancy aggregation mechanism, the interstitial (V)
band formed during the irradiation apparently playing no part in
bleaching. As a further investigation into the similarities between
the bleaching mechanism occurring in the two types of specimen, the
kinetics of bleaching of an additively coloured crystal were measured,
using the microspectrophotometer described in Chapter 2.
KBr crystals obtained from Hilger and Watts were used for these
experiments; when electron irradiated they showed comparable bleaching
kinetics to the Harshaw material, but were found to be much easier to
cleave into very thin slices (~125~ m.thick approximately) than the
latter material. The microspectrophotometer could only be used on
specimens where the depth of the coloration was less than the depth of
focus of the lOX objective lenses. This condition was satisfied for
electron irradiated crystals but additively coloured samples presented
some problems. Additive coloration usually yields specimens that
contain F centres throughout the bulk of a crystal some mm. thick,
and such specimens would clearly be of no use in microspectrophotometer
bleaching experiments. Moreover, the F centre concentration in such
specimens would be considerably lower than in those which had been
coloured by electron irradiation. Shortening the time for which the
KBr crystals were exposed to potassium vapour, and raising the
temperature of coloration, produced an inhomogeneous coloration, with
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a hieherF centre density near the surface, but the coloration still
penetrated too far (2CO - 300 ~~) into the crystals, and they were
therefore unsatisfactory. The alternative solution found was to very
heavily colour a crystal with excess potassium, and then cleave off
very thin sections from it. The as coloured crystals were opa~ue to the
eye, but by carefully removing slices that were between 125 and 250 ~m.
thick, specimens with an optical density of between 0.7 and I.e could
be obtained. Whilst these were marginally too thick for examination
with the microspectrophotometer, and the F centre concentrations still
18 3somewhat lower (<(10 centres cm- ) than those of their electron
irradiated counterparts, these additively coloured crystals were as
close to the re~uired specification as it was possible to achieve.
Samples cleaved from the bulk crystal, using the method briefly
described at the end of Chapter 2, were rather small (typically 5 mm.
square) and very fragile, so to facilitate handling they were affixed
by one corner to a microscope cover glass, using a spot of cyanoacrylate
adhesive. Prior to mounting, however, they were placed on a hotplate
at about 6000c for a few seconds, and then quenched by rapidly trans-
ferring them onto a polished copper block that was at room temperature.
Quenching in this manner produced M and R centre concentrations that
closely resembled those found in electron coloured specimens. The heat
treatment and subse~uent mounting and alignment operations were carried
out in very subdued yellow lighting, as they would have been with
electron coloured materials. The experimental results now to be
reported were obtained using the thinnest attainable specimens
(~125pm. thick) and so, hopefully, the errors in microspectrophoto-
metric measurements should not be too severe.
Fig. 5.1 shows the optical density of a number of additively
coloured KBr specimens plotted against the energy absorbed during
bleaching, together with the corresponding result for a RT electron
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coloured crystal ( broken line). There clearly is a close similarity
between the bleaching curves for both types of specimen, which is to
be expected if the mechanisms involved (agbTegation) are indeed the
The energy derivative of the optical density dd?,is plotted
1'J
same.
against the energy absorbed in _F'ig.5.2; the dashed line represents
-2
the equation dd~ = 5xE~O • It is evident from Pig. 5.2 and ji'ig.3
b -2
. h t 3 th t th 1 t' h' dD = 5xlOln C ap er , a e re a lons lp dE E describes approxi-
mately the room temperature optical bleaching of KBr specimens that
have been coloured either additively to high concentrations of excess
alkali metal or by high energy electron irradiation at HT or below.
It can readily be seen from Fig. 5.3 that the bleaching of
additively coloured KBr occurs by vacancy aggregation; this illustration
shows the spectrum before and after prolonged illumination with P band
light of a specimen which had been heat treated so that at the start of
bleaching the concentration of F aggregate centres was zero. Prolonged
bleaching leads to the disappearance of the F band, and the formation
of a broad absorption band due to the presence of M,R and N centres.
The dotted curve shows an intermediate spectrum, in which the M and R
bands are individually resolved.
In both additively coloured crystals, and those coloured by
ionising radiation, there is the possibility of forming colloidal metal
particles, which give rise to absorption bands distinguishable from
those due to normal trapped electron and trapped hole centres. The
properties of colloids have been extensively studied, particularly by
Scott (2,3) and his co workers. They found that if an additively
coloured crystal is rapidly quenched from 5000C to yield a strong F
band, and then heated in the dark to ~300oC, the F band decreases in
intensity and a new band appears on the long wavelength side of the F
band. The precise position and shape of this absorption band depends
on the size and shape of the metal particles, and thus on the heat
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treatment (Fig. 5.4). 'lhe peak wavelength and shape of colloid
absorption bands are essentially independent of temperature, unlike
those due to true colour centres. Colloids, if sufficiently large
c- N30fJII!.) also give rise to Tyndall scattering. It is thus relatively
easy to distinguish between true colour centre absorption and that due
to colloids.
It is unlikely, however, that any of the crystals used in the
experiments described in this chapter contained a significant number
of colloids, either initially or after bleaching. Before use they
were quenched from sufficiently high a temperature to ensure that they
only contained atomically dispersed defects, and optical bleaching
at RT of additively coloured crystals does not usually lead to colloid
formation. It was, unfortunately, impossible to check whether or not
any of the residual coloration that remained after the prolonged optical
bleaching of an additively coloured specimen was due to colloids,
because the poor thermal contact between the crystal and specimen
holder would not allow absorption measurements to be made at low
temperature. No alternative methods of mounting the crystals were
successful, because they were so small and fragile.
Spectra were recorded at intervals during the bleaching of one
additively coloured specimen, and the total concentration of vacancies
present at each time estimated from the heights of the F,i'!and R bands.
It was not possible to extend the measurements far enough into the
infra red to allow the N band to be seen, since the monochromator was
not designed to be scanned beyond I pm, nor could the Perkin Elmer 450
spectrophotometer be used with any success, since the specimens were
too small. Even ignoring the contribution due to the N band, which
would have been quite significant towards the end of bleaching, this
data suggested that the total number of vacancies present is increasing
as bleaching proceeds. This echoes one of the findings of the experiments
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described earlier in oection 4 of Chapter 4, namely that there is a
need for improved measurements to be made of the oscillator strengths
of the F aggregate bands.
5.2 J'iodulation.:Jpectroscopyof 'fransient ~)pecies
All of the spectral measurements so far described have yielded
information on the defect concentrations present in the crystal after
bleaching, and have given no insight into transient species that might
be generated during illwnination with intense laser light. For
example, if the aggregation of 1<" centres to l'~ centres does proceed via
the }I' +oC.~ M+ (4) reaction, one might expect to find some evidence for
the existence of H+ centres during illumination with F light. An
experiment was therefore devised to study such transient phenomena
during bleaching.
The bleaching microspectrophotometer was modified to allow it to
be used for a new modulation technique, in which the bleaching laser
beam was interrupted at a constant frequency and the microspectrophoto-
meter used to look for synchronous variations in specimen transmittance
in the spectral region extending from about 700 nm. into the infra red
beyond the M band peak. The apparatus is shown diagramatically in
Fig. 5.5, with a photograph of the pre sample holder optics in Fig. 5.6.
It consists of the microspectrophotometer described in Chapter 2, with
a chopper in the laser beam and a filter (F) in front of the monochromator
entrance slit. The chopping frequency could be chosen to be 4 1/6 cis,
66 2/3 cis or 800 cis (i.e. not simple multiples of 50 cis) by a
suitable combination of synchronous motor and chopper rotor. The Filter
(F) was necessary to attenuate the laser beam before it entered the
monochromator, for it was found that without it a significant level of
laser light reached the photomultiplier tube by sc~ttering within the
instrument, regardless of the setting of the wavelength drum. This
would have been very troublesome had it not been eliminated, because
the signals being investigated were found to be exceedingly small. F was
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in fact, a combination of filters, chosen so that it was virtually
transparent in the region 700 nrn. to 1 rm' with a sharp cut off at
about 680 nrn. giving an optical density of about 6.0 at 632.8 nrn. ~he
signal from the cooled 150 CVP photomultiplier tube was connected to a
phase sensitive detector (P.S.D.) (manufactured by Automatic Systems
Ltd.), so that the in phase component of the transmitted spectrophoto-
meter beam could be measured at a wavelength of interest. The reference
signal for the P.S.D. was provided by light from a pea lamp shining
through the rotating chopper blades onto a phototransistor. The phase
shift was adjusted so that a zero quadrature signal was obtained when
the small amount of laser light transmitted by the filter (F) was
allowed to reach the photomultiplier, by setting the monochromator to
633 nm. (It was possible to continuously check phasing during an
experiment, since the A.S.L. P.S.D. r~s both in phase and quadrature
signal meters.) The sense of the resulting in phase signal was deemed
to be positive. Hence a positive signal at, for example, 750 nm.
corresponds to an increase in transmittance at that wavelength during
the half cycle when the laser beam is incident on the crystal. A
chopping frequency equal to that of the mains supply was deliberately
avoided, in order to eliminate the possibility of erroneous signals being
derived from e.g. faulty screening of input leads. The P.S.D. was also
provided with a powerful mains rejection filter, which could obviously
only be used if the signal frequency was removed from 50 Hz.
The variation of the P.S.D. signal over the 700 nm. to Ipm.
range, for a chopping frequency of 4 1/6 cis, is shown in Figs. 5.7 and
5.8 for both additively coloured crystals and crystals coloured by
electron irradiation at room temperature. The individual points on the
curves of Fig. 5.7 and 5.8 were plotted using a noise averaging process
rather similar to that performed electronically by a computer of average
transients. The monochromator was set to the desired wavelength, and
the somewhat noisy output from the P.S.D. recorded for half a minute.
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The recorder trace for this interval was intersected by ten equidistant
vertical lines, and the amplitude of the trace measured at each of the
points of intersection. 'l'he se ten values were then added together, and
plotted as one point on a spectrum. The signal at any particular wave-
length gradually decreased with time, due to bleaching of the specimen.
To try to minimise this effect the specimen was repositioned from time
to time, to bring a fresh part of the crystal into the laser beam.
This is why in Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 there is sometimes more than one point
at a particular wavelength, each point corresponds to the signal from
a different part of the same crystal, coloured to the same extent
initially, and at approximately the same stage of bLeach.i.n,,
Four main features can be distinguished in both spectra; a double
positive peak near 760 nm, a single positive peak near 920 nm, and
negative peaks at 860 nm. and 990 nm. The 5 letters on Figs. 5.7 and
5.8 indicate the expected positions of the lil, R2, N, R1+ and R2+ bands.
The M band in KBr is normally observed at 918 nm.at RT (1), and the
positive peak at 920 nm is therefore associated with 1<1 centres. The
Rl and R2 bands are not normally resolved at RT; Figo 4.1 shows a broad
nRn absorption near 790 nm. The Ivey relations predict Ri and R2 bands
at 732 nm. and 792 nm. respectively at RT (1), and the double positive
peak in Fig. 5.8, with components at approximately 740 nm. and 790 nm.
is identified with Rl and R2 centres. The Rl+ and R2+ bands, correspond-
ing to transitions of ionised R centres, are more difficult to place.
They are observed at 1.01 pm_(~+) and o.e~m(Ra+) at LNT (5), but
there appears to be no reported measurement of their positions at RT.
The available,data on the positions of the ionised M and R bands
(5,6,7) is summarised in Table 1, and suggests that the peak positions
of all the ionised aggregate bands move to shorter wavelengths with
increasing temperature.
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Table 1
Peak positions of the ionised ae;gregate bands in KBr and KCl (p m.).
Liquid Helium Temp. Liquid Nitrogen 'I'emp ,
KCl j'.l+
KBr M+
KBr R +1
KBr R +2
KCl R+1
1.49
1.37
1.44
1.35
1.02
0.89
0.94
The H1+ and R2+ bands might thus be expected to lie at about 0.99 and
0.87 pm.at RT, and therefore the negative peaks at 0.99 and 0.86 !Jm.in
+ +Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 are identified with the RI and R2 bands.
It is clear from Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 that comparable changes in
the Hi' H2, N, Ht and R2+ bands are induced by}' band laser irradiation in
both additively and HT electron coloured samples. This is a further
indication of the similarit.ies between the bleaching mechanisms in
additively coloured and RT electron coloured specimens, and supports the
evidence of Chapter 4 that bleaching in the latter case involves only
vacancy aggregation.
The spectra of Fig. 5.7 and 5.8 show that the transmission in
the N, H~ and R2 bands increases (or the number of centres decreases)
during the half cycle when laser power reaches the crystal, whereas the
transmittance in the R1+ and R2+ bands decreases. The samples used
to obtain this data had received a sufficient dose of F light during
the final optical alignment of the apparatus to take them past the peak
of the (o.n.)M vs. n curve of Fig. 4.35, so that further illumination
was expected to lead to an increase in transmittance at the M band and
a reduced transmission at the R bands. The increased M transmission is
observed. The overall effective transmission for F3 centres does decrease,
but the decrease is made up of a smal~ increase for the Ri and R2 bands
(possibly related to N centre formation) and a large decrease for the
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· . d + a a," tlonlsel, an 2 cen res. 'I'her are two explanations for the
presence of a large R+ absorbance during illumination. 'l'hefirst is
that reactions of the form Z +o<.~ R+ occur unl.er illumination with
? lie.t, while the second involves ionisation of l{ centres by the
laser light, through the RF excited transition lyin, under the}' band.
The latter explanation is less likely, since the RF band lies on the
high energy side of the F band peak in lCBr (1), away from the 632.8 nm,
laser line which lies on the low energy side. Further evidence to
+support the M~~R theory comes from the fact that the signal obtained
in these modulation experiments was strongly frequency dependent. The
spectrum at a chopping frequency of 66 2/3 c~.~ became very difficult
to discern from noise (}'ig. 5.9) and at 800 cis.,/{ it had disappeared
altogether. This is consistent with R+ centres being formed by a
process involving slow ionic motion (such as rr,+o(.... R+) rather than one
involving electronic excitation, which would be expected to be largely
frequency independent in this range.
As a simple test to check that the kinetics of bleaching in these
modulation experiments were the same as those found for continuous
illumination, a bleaching expeniment (using the microspectrophotometer)
was performed with a 66 2/3 c/s.,1 chopper in the laser beam. The
results of this experiment are illustrated in Fig. 5.10 with a curve
for a continuously bleached specimen shown, as the broken line, for
comparison. The kinetics clearly are the same, and therefore the
deductions of the modulated bleaching experiments, namely that mechanisms
of the type }1+c<.~R+ occur during optical bleaching, can be applied to
bleaching in general.
The optical modulation spectroscopy technique was also tried on
specimens coloured at LNT. Initially the chopper was left in the laser
beam, and the V band at 260 nm, examined for synchronous variations in
transmittance. To allow this to be done, the spectrophotometer had to
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be modified to operate in the ultra violet. 'I'hetungsten source waS
replaced with a deuterium lamp, quartz lenses were substituted for
the glass components, and a 6217 photomultiplier tube coupled to the
monochromator. The signal obtained from this arrangement when it was
used as a D.C. spectrophotometer was not very [~eat, but it was
sufficient to allow the 260 nm, absorption band in a IJ'..;rl' coloured KBr
specimen to be plotted satisfactory. However, when the laser beam was
chopped (at any of the frequencies available) no signal was detected
on the P.S.D. with the monochromator tuned to 260 nm.
An alternative arrangement was tried, in which the V-band was
illuminated with chopped light, and the F band examined for synchronous
intensity variations. This was accomplished with much the same sort
of experimental arrangement as that used to investigate the Rrl' coloured
specimens, with the exception that the laser was replaced with a high
pressure mercury arc source and woods glass filter, and the objective
focusing the bleaching source onto the specimen was replaced with a
quartz component. No modulation in the F band could be detected when
the V band was illuminated with light chopped at 4 1/6 cis or higher
frequencies, nor was there any obvious decrease in the F band colora-
tion.
One obvious explanation for the lack of response in these
experiments is that the modulated signal in the r or V band was buried
in noise. This, unfortunately cannot be entirely ruled out. The
alignment, and more particularly the focusing of the spectrophotometer
and bleaching beams could not be carried out with the precision of
previous experiments, largely due to the chromatic aberration of the
lens system. A reasonably satisfactory compromise focus of the red
F-light and ultraviolet V band light could be found when the specimen
was replaced by a piece of U-v fluorescent glass, but judging the
position of focus using a real specimen, with only the violet emission
from the mercury lamp visible, was considerably more difficult. The
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defocusing of the modulated excitation beam at the specimen may have
reduced the effective power density to a level below that required to
give a satisfactory signal to noise ratio; it was certainly found that
with the RT coloured apec imens setting up was quite cr.itical, the
signal could very easily be lost by small misali5~ments or a reduction
in laser power. It does, however, seem unlikely that this type of
experimental error would be the reason for the failure to detect any
coherent signal in all of the attempts that were made to do so.
The lack of modulation in the F band when the V band light is
chopped suggests that the V centres in LNT coloured KBr are more stable
than the data of Chapter 4 suggests. It is possible that they are
clusters of interstitials that are not readily ionised or broken up
by light. This does not, however, completely explain the lack of V
band signal when the F light was modulated. The bleaching kinetics
clearly show that when the crystal is illuminated with F light the F
and V bands annihilate each other, presumably by a vacancy interstitial
recombination mechanism. One can therefore reasonably expect a positive
result in the case of the chopped F-light experiment. It is quite
possible, however, that the time constant of the F-V centre annihilation
mechanism is too long for a modulation frequency of 4 1/6 c/s.~ i.e.
it is :>0.25 sec. This may be because the mechanism involves several
stages, for example
F + hv ~«. + e
V + e ~
,
V
normal occupied lattice site.
The time constant could also be rather long if the driving force for
processes involving V centres is weaker than the coulomb-dipolar one
for F-+M conversion ..
Therefore the most likely conclusions to be drawn from the
negative results of thsse pulsed bleaching experiments is that the V
centres in LNT coloured KBr are fairly stable clusters of interstitials,
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not easily ionised or broken up by direct optical excitation, but which
are readily annihilated by mobile vacancies generated by 1<' band cxci ta-
t.Lon, It is also probable that the }'-V interaction involves a fair1y
long time constant (>C.25 sec.).
5.3 Discussion of Optical Bleaching in _i~lectronIrradiated KBr
The experiments described in this and the two preceding Chapters
of this thesis form a fairly extensive investigation into the bleaching
at room temperature of hnr single crystals that had been coloured by
high energy electron irradiation. Since the penetration depth of the
electron beam was small (~25~m.), the initial F centre densities were
high, between 1018 and 1019 per cm3• The bleaching was carried out
using a focused He-Ne laser, which enabled power densities at the
specimen of up to 10 KW. cm-3 to be obtained. At such high illumination
intensities it was possible to make measurements over a range of
absorbed energy densities from 1 to 2xl09 J.cm-3•
There was fo~ to be a marked difference between the optical
bleaching (at room temperature) of crystals which had been irradiated
at RT and those which had been irradiated at LNT (~90oK) and warmed
in the dark to RT. The F band in specimens coloured at LN'l'can be
completely bleached, whereas crystals coloured at RT behaved very
similarly to ones that have been additively coloured, prolonged bleaching
leading to a residual colouration at 625 nm that is extremely difficult
to bleach any further. Subsequent spectroscopic investigation showed
the reason for the different behaviour of the two types of specimen
under F band illumination; a vacancy-interstitial annihilation mechanism
occurs in specimens that have been irradiated at 900K, whilst vacancy
aggregation takes place in those coloured at RT.
5.3(a) KBr electron irradiated at room temperature
The presence of a large V band between 200 and 300 nm.signifies
that interstitial clusters are formed during the electron irradiation
of KBr at room temperature, but they apparently play no part in the
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bleaching mechanism, since the magnitude of the V band absorption does
not change and the total vacancy concentration ren~ins constant during
bleachin ,. 'I'h Ls V band can be identified with a broad, stable V band
that forms when KBr is subjected to prolonged X-irradiation, or ill
additively coloured with excess bromine; it has been designated the
V2/V3 absorption, or more recently the W band (8). Its presence can
reasonably be attributed to stable interstitial clusters, dislocation
loops or small precipitates of bromine molecules. In the case of
electron irradiation the interstitials only gain sufficient mobility
to diffuse into stable clusters during irradiation at HT, since after
irradiation at LNT they appear to remain either atomically dispersed,
or as smaller, less stable clusters when the crystal is warmed to HT.
The evidence strongly suggests that the optical bleaching of
KBr which has been coloured by electron irradiation at RT occurs
solely by the aggregation of vacancies into F2, F3, F4 ••••• centres,
indicated by the formation of H,H., ••••• bands. The residual coloration
6at 625 nm. found in crystals that have received in excess of 10 J.
-2cm. of F light is therefore thought to be due to allowed optical
transitions of the M and R centre (the NF and RF bands) which fall
slightly to the short wavelength side of the F band peak. There are
two possible mechanisms for the vacancy aggregation in these RT
irradiated specimens. The first involves the lone range coulomb
attr&etion between F' and ~ centres (9), operating at distances of
up to about 20 lattice spacings, and the second is a relatively short
range (~5 lattice spacings) monopole-dipole (or covalent) attraction
between F and ~ (or M and o() centres (10,11). Illumination of the
crystal with F light creates 0( centres either by excitation and thermal
ionisation or at high F centre concentrations by an electron tunneling
from the excited state of an F centre to a neighbouring F centre, to
Iform an o(centre and a metastable F centre. Bleaching at its onset is
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found to be quite rapid; presumably at this stage aggre,gation is
Ioccurring by both the 1.1 - Q(. and F - cl.. mechanisms. As bleaching
proceeds, however, and the Ji' centre concentration falls, it is likely
that there is a condensation of F centres in which the long range r,l_o(,.
a~raction causes the nearest neighbour pair distribution to shift to
shorter separations. 'when two P centres are sufficiently close ((\j 5
lattice spacings) the covalent F -~ attraction becomes effective. The
F - 0( mechanism ,.,.illlead initially to the formation of ionised N
centres I (11+centres), which subsequently capture electrons to yield
ground state N centres. ITesumably the aggregation process can then
proceed one stage further, through an 0<. +N~ R+ type reaction to pro-
duce R centres, and so onto still larger aggregate centres , E.'vidence
which suggests that the covalent reaction does occur was obtained from
the modulated bleaching experiments described in this Chapter; two
peaks in the modulation response curve were obtained which can reason-
ably be identified with the fl + and R2+ bands. J?urther evidence, in
the form of an M+ absorption could not be obtained. as this band would
be expected to fall outside the wavelength range of the present apparatus(5).
beyond I ~ m,
The aggregation process can be approximately described by
considering a random distribution of aggregation events among volumes
some 5xlO-19cm3 in size. The experimental observation that the concen-
tration of M centres, and then the concentration of R centres passes
through a maximum as aggregation proceeds is consistent with this
model. It is found experimentally that as bleaching proceeds the rate
of bleaching gradually decreases; this can be attributed to the fact
that the F' - oC.. mechanism must operate over progressively larger
distances between the more widely spaced centres, and consequently each
aggregation event will involve an increasing number of optical excita-
tions. Thus with a constant incident light flux the rate of bleaching
will decrease, The optical bleaching "rate" or "efficiency" of room
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temperature coloured KBr, expressed in terms of the optical energy
absorbed by the crystal duri.ngan incremental reduction in }'band
amplitude, is independent of the intensity of illumination. ior
example, bleaching curves for crystals coloured at room temperature
were essentially identical over a range of illuminating intensities
from 20 to 5xl,,3 l.t.cm-2. .. tl d . t i f th t· 1v " i'!oreover 18 energy er~va lve 0 . e oplca
IdD) .density in the F band IdE 1S approximately proportional to the reciprocal
of the absorbed energy in the Ii' band (E) over more than six decades
of E. This relationship appears to apply to the room temperature
optical bleaching of all specimens, regardless of their temperature of
coloration.
5.3(b) KBr electron irradiated at 900K
The room temperature optical bleaching of KBr that has been
electron irradiated at liquid nitrogen temperature is particularly
interesting, in that prolonged exposure to F light results in the
complete disappearance of all of the optical absorption bands, and the
crystal returns to its state prior to coloration. A vacancy-interstitial
recombination process occurs, there being a direct correspondence
throughout bleaching between the total number of vacancies in the F,
M and R bands and the height of the V band centred at 260 nm.
The precise configuration of these V centres is not known,
although they must presumably be fairly small clusters of bromine
interstitials. The possibility of them being single interstitials
can be eliminated, since these have been identified with an absorption
n
band seeiin KBr which has been ~rradiated at 50K. This is designated
the H band (12) and peaks at 380 nm; warming the crystal to 300K causes
its disappearance. The V band seen in the specimens electron
irradiated at LNT is stable at room temperature, and appears to be a
combination of the V2 and V4 bands previously found in KBr which has
been X irradiated at aOoK; these bands have absorption peaks (at SOaK)
at 254 nm. and 275 nm. respectively. The broad V band in the electron
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coloured specimens is, in fact, resolved into two comionerrt s at 255 nrn,
and 275 run.during warming to room temperature. 'i'he linear relation-
ship between the vacancy concentration and V band amplitude observed
during bleaching further suggests that identifying the latter with the
V2/V,,; randa is correct, since the growth of these bands during
X irradiation is proportional to the growth of the F band (13). It is
evident from the results of the modulated bleaching experiments that
the interstitial clusters responsible for the V2/V4 band are sufficiently
stable at room temperature not to be broken up by direct optical
excitation, but they clearly cannot be as stable as those found inlt'l'
coloured crystals since they are able to take part in bleaching. Any
explanation of this difference must involve the increased mobility of
the interstitials during electron irradiation at room temperature. The
aggregation of atomically dispersed interstitials must take place
during irradiation, otherwise the warm up period of U~T coloured
specimens ought to be quite long enough for further aggregation to
occur, and for the small clusters to lose their separate identity from
the stable V centres found in RT coloured crystals. It was, in fact,
ofound that crystals which had been coloured at 90 K and then stored
in the dark at room temperature for 24 hours still showed no sign of
the broad~/v3 absorption, and bleached by vacancy interstitial
recombination. It is apparent, therefore, that bleaching occurs by
the annihilation of these small interstitial clusters by mobile
vacancy centres, which are the result of F' band optical excitation.
In marked contrast to the behaviour of crystals coloured at
room temperature, the coloration in LNT irradiated KBr disappears
completely after prolonged F light illumination. This is quite simply
because no F-aggregate centres remain to give a residual coloration;
in point of fact the vacancy (~band) concentration appears to fall to
its value prior to the crystal being irradiated. This would seem to
indicate that electron irradiation at 900K, followed by room tempera-
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cure Il'-lightb.Leachi.ngis a cycle which could, in theory at least, be
repeated a great number of times without leading to the build up of a
persistent coloration, or f'ati.gue, of the crystal. There is, of course,
the possibility that there may be "debris" left after bleachinr which
does not lead to any optLea.I absorption but whi.chhinders further
coloration-bleach cycles.
Another interesting point about the bleaching of specimens
coloured at LWf is that the energy derivative of the optical density
in the Tt' band (~~)iS found to be inversely proportional to the absorbed
l" band energy (E), Vlhich is precisely the relationship found for the
RT coloured material. 110reover, the constant of proportionality is
found to be the same for both classes of specimen. 'l'hiswould suggest
that the mechanism of bleaching of il~Tirradiated KBr must be somewhat
similar to the RT case. 'I'heatomic mechanism must presumably involve
interactions between vacancies and V centres of the type V -0(. and
,
V -~. Until more is known about the structure and properties of
those V centres stable at room temperature, it is impossible to be
more precise about the mechanism of bleaching.
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CH.AP.rER SIX
THE SODALITES
6.1 Introduction
In section l.~ of Chapter Oneit was pointed out that colour
centre phenomenaare not unique to the alkali halides, but can be
observed in a numberof different materials. However, the study of
these other materials has by no meansbeen as extensive as the investi-
eations into the properties of the alkali halides. Similarly, from the
technological angie, for the oonstruction of devices for the reversible
stor.age &Dd disp~ ot information, the alkali halides vere an obvious
ohoice, although in this field there has not been a gr.at deal of
suco.... The ".kiatron" (1) dark trac. lcmg persistenoe oathode ray
tube is an examp1. of a devioe that had only limited success UDderthe
speoial oODditiana ot the seoond Worldwar. This devioe sutfer.d from
== ==
fatigue effeots associated vith the aggregation ot F oentres to Mand
R oentres, aDd oolloid formation, in its 8ft-porated KClsoreen; after
a relatively short period of operation the s.nsitivity tell and a per-
si.tent coloration built up which oould not be optically bleaohed.
With 8T8r increasing deu.Dds being p1aoed on the speed and storage
capacity ot modernoomputer_.orie., and the need arisirlg for reliable
dark trace storage o.r.t. 's for rad.&r and similar data disp~ app1ioa-
ti0D8, more attention is nowb.irlg gi'Yento .ome ot the materials which
exhibit photoobromioand cathodocbromic prop.rti.s similar to those of
the alkali halide., but whioh, hopefully, ay not showa:ny fatigue
effeot.. (The t.rm ItphotocbrOJlio"is usually applied to material.
which ohange colour whenillWlliDated with light or X rays, and "cathode-
ohroa1c" to _terials which colour whenthey are irradiated with
e1eotrou.) These materials are large in number, but intere.t has
mainl;y been oentred around rare earth doped oalciUll fluoride, transition
_tal doped .trontium and ca10iumtitanate am the sodalites; (2) this
chapter deal. with the last of these materials.
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Sodalite is the name that has been given to a specific mineral
having chemical composition 6NaAl,si04• 2NaCl, although it is now more
usually used as a generic term for the group of minerals which include,
for example, sodalite, noselite, hauyndte and lazurite, and various
synthetic forms of these materials. The general formula of the sodalites
maybe written 6RR' R" °4. 2RX
where R is (e.g.) Na, K, Cs, Rb, Li, Ag and Ca;
Rt is (e.g.) Al, Be, Cr, Mn and Fe;
R" is (e.g.) Si, B, Ge and TL
and X is (e.g.) Cl, Br, I, F, S, Se, S04 and W04•
The photochromio properties of one of these materials, namely haokmanite,
were firat reported in Allan's "Manual of Mineralogy" published in 1834,
thus preceding Goldstein's report of the similar phenomenonin the
alkali halides b7 aOlDe62 years. Natural hackmanite, whioh is very
similar to the synthetic materials oed for the experiments to be
described in thia ohapter, e%h1bits a brilliant magenta oolour vhen
firat removed from the ground, preswu.bl;,. due to exposure to natural
radioactivity in the surrounding rocks. It the coloured haokmaD1teia
then left tor a short t1ae in aunl1ght, it tades to a dull grey-ish hue.
Fig. 6.1 shows the absorption spectrum ot natural hackmaD1te.
After this ver;,. earl;,. reterence to the sodalites, 1n.terest in
them appears 'to have vaned until fairl;,. recent t1aes, when it vas dis-
oovered. that the;,. could be slllthetioally produced (3). The slllthetio-
.
all;,. produced sodalites "USuallyhave the basic tormula 6NaAl.Si04.2NaCl,
aDd. nriationa generall;,. iDvolve replace .. nt, without signiticant oha.n8e
in cr;rstal structure, of sod1ua b;,.another alkali .etal, ohlorine b;,.
another halopn, or BaC1b:r a vide variety ot other salts, whioh usually
oontain aulpbur e.g. Na2S04• A.t one tilDe the presence ot sulphur (not
necessa.r1l:r aB Ba2S04) appeared to be a prerequisite tor the material
to be photochromic, al thouch various vorkere have since oast doubt. on
this ~thesls.
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6.2 .The Growthand Sensitisation of Sodalite
Sodalite crystals are usually synthesised hydrothermally,
although they have also been prepared from solid state reaction (3)
i.e. sintering at high temperature (700° to 1050°0) or by the inter-
action of H2Swith a molecular sieve derived from Zeolite X (Si04:Al04
in approx 1:1 ratio) at moremoderate temperatures (4). HYdrothermal
growth is to be preferred, since being a closed system method it is
more flexible and gives more control over the pre.ance of dopants and
contaminants. Both the powder screen of the Ferranti c.r.t. and the
single orystals fro. the Royal Radar Establishment used in the experi-
ments described in this ohapter vere prepared hydrothermally.
The basic procedure is to oompoundthe constituent materials
(e.g. Al203, Si02 aDd NaOl) adding 8Ulphur as a sulphate, sulphide or
thiosulphate, in water, and to adjust the water content to tall between
30 aDd 70f0by .....poration. The mixture is then sealed in a platinum
oontainer and placed in an autoclave tor between one balt and six day's,
at a temperature between 250°0 &Dd 400°0 &Dd a pressure of betveen
2000 and 4000 p.s.i. The o~tals tound when the container is opened
at the end ot the growth process are oarefully washed and OY'endried.
The as grown orystals are general17 neither photochromic nor
cathadoohraado, and haTe to be sensitised before us.. Sensitization
usually involve. heating the oryatals at around 900°0 for about 30
minutes in an argon or ~ogen reducing atmosphere; it is unfortunate
that theraal. stresses cause larger crystals to beoomecloudy and
fracture into small orystallites duriDg this treatment. Recently,
hown-er, it has been suggested that small areas of large orystals ay
be satisfactorily sensitised, without risk of shatter1Qg, by eleotron
1rrac11atiDgthem in a scanning eleotron mioroscope (5). Preswaably the
T8r.T h18h electron current d.nsity obtainable in the s.e ••• 1s suft10ient
to looal17 heat the or.yatal surface to the neoessary high temperatur ••
The obyi0U8diaacbantages ot this .. thad are that only a very uall
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area of the crystal surface may be sensitised at a time, and that
crystals sensitised in this way have a much lover photochromic
efficiency than powders.
In view of the difficulty of sensitising large single crystals
ot sodalite, commercial producers usually pulverise the as grown
crystals before senaitisation; this yields a fine powder, suitable
for deposition as a dark trace cathode ray tube screen by the normal
technique of settling from suspension.
6.3 The crystal Structure and Nature of the Colour Centrea in
the Sodalites
The crystal structure of sodalite (6NaAlSi04• 2NaCL) ia consider-
ably more complex than that of the alkali halides, although it does
show the overall cubic symmetry of the latter materials. The sodalite
unit cell is an open cube-octahedral cage built up of Al 04 and Si 04
tetrahedra, with aluminium and silicon atoms alternately situated at
the oornera, 11JJked to each other by' shared ~gen atoaa (Fig. 6.2).
At the oentre of each oage, joined to it tbroup , oJqgen atoms, there
is an (Ha4Cl):s+ tetrahedron, whioh balances the negatiTe oharge of
the traaework.
It is relatively simple to grow sodalites haTing chemical
campositiana diftering from the basic 618JJSi04• 2NaCl, for example Ge
ay replace Si &Dd Ga. A1 in the oage t.raaework, and the Cl at the corners
of the caps DI&7 be substituticmally replaced by OH, Br, I or S. As an
example, the replacement of the 2NaCl in the socialite lattioe by
Na2S04 yields a synthetio form of the mineral noselite.
The atomio entity responsible tor the ooloration in pbotoobromic
and oathodoobromio sodali te has been identi1'ied as an F oentre, formed
by an eleotron trapped at a Cl- vacancy, with four sodium atoms &8
nearest neighbours. The ooloured material gives a 1, line e.s.r.
speotrum, whose intensity is proportional to the degree of ooloration
and whioh oan be assigned to an unpaired eleotron interacting with
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4 equivalent Na23 atoms (4). This model has not, so far, been verified
by replacing the sodium by nuclei having a different spin.
Although the nature of the coloration in the sodalites is now
reasonably well understood, the precise mechanism for the formation of
F centres is still uncertain. When F centres are produced in sodalite,
the coloration apparently goes through two stages, rather like it does
in the alkali halides (6). There is an early (photochrom1c) stage, in
which F centre concentrations up to about 5xl017 om-3 may be produced,
either b.1 u-v light or electron irradiation. The coloration in this
early stage may be bleached by light alone, and appears to be completely
reversible. Using eleotron irradiation it is possible to achieve F
centre ooncentrations higher than tu 5xl017 om-3, although the production
efficiency in this seoond (intrinsio) coloration region is lower, and
the F oentres do not optically bleach. Finally, a stable coloration
may be produced additively, with F oentre conoentrations higher than
1019 F oentres cm-3• The early, photochromic, stage of ooloration seems
to involve the formation of F oentre. b,y populating existing 01-
vaoancieswith eleotroD8, whereaa the second stage may involve the
,.neration, b,y electron irradiation, of further F oentre vaoancie.,
&Dd possibly even the formation of aggregate oentre.. (There i8 oertainly
a ohange in e.s.r. spectra when a sodalite is colo.red into Stage II,
the characteristio 13 line F oentre 8peotrum is greatly modified, and
beoomes dOlliDated b.1 a singl. isotrO)tio line (6»
~ workers han reached the ooncluaion that t"he pbotoohromic
properti •• of the stage 1 ooloration are due to sulphur, in one form
or another, donating eleotrons to 01- vacanoie ••(7,8,9) Emission spectro-
soopy has given eTidence for the pre.ence ot aulphur as S2- (7) and
possibly S- in photochromic socialite, and e•••r. bas indicated, some
what inoonclusively, that 53-, 5S0- and S03- or S202- radicals are
present.(9) Clo••ly associated with the formation ot F centres in
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sodalite is an absorption band centred at 4.7 eV whioh appears when
the material is sensitized (Fig. 6.3); illumination into this band
produces the photoohromio response. The height of the u-v band deoreases
as the F band inoreases, and grows again when the F band is bleaohed,
the change in the u-v band amplitude is, however, not as great as the
ohange in the F band, although this probably only represents differences
in oscillator stre~h values. This ultraviolet band is generally
/
thought to be due to the presence of sulphur, although it has recently
been reported that it a sulphur free aodalite is doped with Se or Te
the position of the absorption remains unchanged, and the photoohromio
behaviour of the material ia unaltered. (5) This might indicate that
perturbations of the fundamental absorption are not neoessarily very
sensitive to ion size in the socialite structure. However, Ballentyne
and Bye conclude that the u-v absorption in the photoobromio material
2-i8 not due to sulphur, and propose instead that 0 ions are responsible
for it. Coloration ~ u-v light will therefore involve the transfer
2- -of an electron from an 0 ion to a Cl vacancy. However. the oontir-
mation of this mechanism, by the deteotion of an e.s.r. signal due to
the 02- ions who.e intensity should b. iDYeraely proportiODal to the F
band amplitude, is still awaited.
Hence. although the precise aechan1_ for the photoohrOlllic
response of the aodalites is still uncertain, F centre formation appe&r8
to involve the tranafer of an electron from the entity responsible for
,
the u-v absorption to a chlorine ion vacancy. Whilst sulphur may not
be direotly responsible for the U-T absorption band, photocbroaio
coloration appears to be greatly enchanced by the pre.ence of this
element. Optical bleaching of a ooloured sodalite will simply involve
the tranafer of the F oentre electron back to the donor ion i.e. it is
a purely eleotronic process. The ..ohani .. for the foraation of F
oentres in the Stage II, oathoclocbroaaioooloration region is still
larply speoulative, although it now appears that ionio di.placement
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may be involved. (6) It is reported that cathodochromic coloration can
be induced in sodalite which contains less than 10 :RP.m. of sulphur (5),
although it does not colour as rapidly as material known to contain
sulphur.
In conclusion, it ought to be pointed out that no absorption
bands have ever been reported on the long wavelength side of the F
band in the sodalites, i.e. there is no evidence to suggest the
formation of F aggregate centres. This is not very surprising, in view
of the larse aluminosilicate "cage" surrounding each Cl- vacancy and
the oonsequent large spacing (l'-3 7. 7i) between adjacent vacancies.
This apparent freedom from M and R centre tormation makes the aodalites
partioularly intere.ting from the applications standpoint, for most ot
the difficulties in alkali halide optical displ~ and storage device.
have been associated with vacaDOy aggregation in the storage medium.
Hovever, a completely fatigue free sodalite has yet to be found, since
although TaCaDCy aggregation baa never been observed, c.r.t. screens
of sodalite powder gradually lose their writing speed and show a per-
sistent stain atter a number of coloration-bleach cycles. The only
commercially available sodalite screen c.r.t.s (manuf'actured by the
Optel Corporation) use thermal and not optical erasure, sinoe it is
not yet possible to achieve an adequate fatigue lif. with the latter
_thode The cauaes of the fatip.e are, as yet, not understood,
although it is possibly due to some change occurring in the electron
donor centres, or to the slow loss ot an actiye ingredient from the
indiyidual grains of the screen during electron irradiation. Also,
the possibility of aggregate formation cannot be entirely ruled out.
The _jeri t,' ot the measurements desoribed in the tollowing sections
vere mad. on a sodalite powder screened c.r.t., and after these experi-
ment. it had obTiousl,..fatigued, although the deterioration was not
very -.rked.
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6.4 The Coloration and Bleaching Characteristics of a Sodalite
Powder Screened Cathode Ray l~be
The experiments described in this section represent an attempt
to gain quantitative data on the electron beam coloration and, more
specifically, optical bleaching characteristics of a chloro sodalite
powder, using a special purpose cathode ray tube manufactured by
Ferranti Ltd., of Oldham, with a screen deposited from chlorosodalite
powder supplied by the American ~d Co.,of Stamford U.S.A.
The c.r.t. electron gun assembly was a Ferranti Type 21 built
into a Type 5G glass envelope; the screen was deposited in precisely
the same way as a conventional phosphor, by settling from aqueous sus-
pension, and was aluminised. The tube was connected into a Ferranti
c.r.t. test assembly, which allowed variation of the e.h.t. volts and
beam current, and optimisation of the focus; vertical and horizontal
time base generators fed a scanning yoke, to enable a raster approxi-
mately 4" square to be displayed on the screen.
The experimental configuration used in these experiments is
illustrated in Fig. 6.4; it is essentially a single beam reflection
spectrophotometer that allows monitoring of the screen coloration
simultaneously with electron irradiation or optical bleaching. The
microscope illuminator (a) evenly illuminates the tube faceplate,
and an !map of the coloured region is focused by the lenaes (c) onto
the end of a fibre optic probe (d). The other end of (d) is connected
to the entranoe slit of a Bausoh and Lomb monochromator (e). An R.O.A..
4463 photomultiplier tube, connected to a Gamma Scientific Model 2020
photOJleter (f) measures the intensity of the light at the monoohro_tor
exit slit, &Dd a T.I. SerYOriter II pen recorder (g) supplies a "hard
oopy" of the photo.ter output. In order to eliminate any lcmg term
drift in the light output of the microscope illuminator, it ia fed at
reduced Tol tags from a Variac and oonatant Tol tags tranafomer, tranaienta
were filtered by the 2020 photometer time oonstant.
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Throughout the measurements it was assumed that the screen was
a perfectly diffuse reflector obeying Lambert's law, with the incident
light being redistributed in all directions independently of the
direction of illumination, so that the screen ought to have looked
equally bright whenviewed £romany angle. It was not possible to verify
this experimentally, but it is a reasonable assumption to makefor a
screen composedof very small, approximately spherical particles.
The coloration at a particular wavelength has been expressed
as the quantity 10glO l/R, where R is the percentage reflectivity
relative to the uncoloured screen; this expression was used because of
it's analogy with the optical density measurementsmadeon transparent
specimens. (Its use is based on the reasonable assumption that the
reflection is mostly back reflection frem the alWllinillation. Fig. 6.5)
The renectivi ty spectrua of the coloured screen was .easured
at a numberof incident electron energies, up to a .aximum of 25 KeV,
the spectra are illustrated in Fig. 6.6 The tube was operated at
constant be.. current during these _&Bure.ent., and a correction was
madetor the cathodclUllinescence of the sodalite (bY'.. k1DgaeulIre .. nts
in the dark vith the spectrophotOJl8ter light off), about vhich more
vill be said later. The .. terial shove a pronounced F baDd centred at
5,0 mil., vhich is the .... &8 that reported by pr8Tioua vorkers (8),
aDd there are indications that the absorption again incre .... s at YaV••
lengths b.low ,ao DIll. This will b. the "sulphur" band ot Fig. 6. ,. It
was impossibl. to extend th.se .. &II1Ir.mentsbelow ,ao D. owiDgto the
optical absorption of the c.r.t. taceplac. iD this r.gion.
Having located the vavel.Dgth of the peak ot the F band
absorption, the coloration vas measured as a function ot dO•• , vith the
1r.radiat1Dg .l.ctron beameDlJrgy&Dd current as parameters. DuriDg
thea. experill.nta, in order to prevent optical bleaching, the light
r.achiDg the scr •• n vas limited to a fairlY' DarrOW vavebaDdof low
int.nai t;r, talliDg vithin the sodali t. F baDd. !hi. vas don. by
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placing a Balzers "Calnex" BI/Kl heat reflecting interference filter
and an Ilford 624 green colour filter in front of the microscope
illuminator. The supply voltage to the light Bource vas alBO reduced
to about 5Q7fo of its nominal value. The precautions thus taken resulted
in a photometer beam that would not induce any Bignificant optical
bleaching of the coloured sodalite. Measurements were made by first
oompletely erasing ~ coloration with a quartz iodine lamp placed close
to the tube face, aDd then reoording the 100% renectance value.
Having started the photometer pen recorder, the electron beam ourrent
vas increased to the desired value and the build up of coloration
monitored.
The dose-ooloration ourves obtained in this manner are illustr.-
ated in Fig. 6.7; these results are obTioua17 average value. taken over
the whole of the raster area, which vas about 6.0 om2• For comparison
purposes the dashed curves in Fig. 6.7 are .oae results obtained b7
other vorkers (2,9,10) tor similar experiment. on .odalite powder c.r.t.
soreens. (The _asur_ent. in Reterences 2 aDd. 9 are already given in
teras ot loglO llR, &Dd the coloration unit. in Reterence 10 are
direotly oQUY8rtible to this quantit,..) Considering the great variationa
posBible in the oomposition ot a sodalite, the four set. of data are
in surprisingly olose agreement vith each other.
There ia no evidence in the data to suggest that the F oentre
ooncentration reaches a saturation value atter prolonged irradiation,
and as the ooloration oould be oompletely bleached optioally, the ourves
of Fig. 6.7 are olearly repre.entati ...e ot the early, photoobromio .taBe
of ooloration. It ia reported, hov8'Yer, that the stap II region in
ohlorosodalite is reached relati'Y817 easily, aDd that then the r8'Yersible
part of the ooloration saturates at high electron dose. (2,9) To avoid
pemanent17 damaging a new tube, it vas intended that saturation ettecta
vould be iDvestipted using an old o.r. t. that had one or two minor
burna on the soreen. (Sodali te powder soreens, in OoDl1lO!1vith their
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oonventional phosphor oounterparts, burn quite rapidly if the beam
current is inoreased too far in the absence of beam deflection,) It
was unfortunate that the electron gun of this tube failed before aQY-
thing more than preliminary setting up experiments could b. performed,
so these investigations had to be abandoned. One or two curves
(Fig. 6.8) were obtained which certainly flatten off at high dose, but
these results by no means confirm saturation. The coloration was still
oompletely reversible.
It was proposed that the optical bleaching oharacteristios of
the sodalite o.r.t. screen would be investigated quantitatively over
as wide as possible range of lighting conditiona. With this in mind
three separate types of experiment evolved, whioh were as follows:
(i) Bleaching UDder low intensity illumination, such as ordinary
room lighting.
(ii) High intensity bleaohing by, for example, a quartz halogen lamp.
(iii) Flash bleaching, by a short duration high !ntensity pulse of
light from a photoflash tube.
(i) Low Intensity Bleaohing
The apparatus illustrated in Fig. 6.4 was used for these
measurements, with the miorosoope illuminator acting as the light source
both for the refleotivity measurement and bleaching. The light incident
on the c.r.t. screen was limited by an Ilford 624 (green) filter to a
fairly D&rrOW band of wavelengths falling within the sodalite F band,
and two BalzerB heat reflecting filters removed the major part of the
i.r. bey-oDd 750 nm. that would have been transmitted by the oolour
filter. Power onto the soreen, which was about 1.6x10-5 W.cm-2, was
Ileasured by a Seientifica and Cook Eleotronics laser power monitor; this
cODYeniently- gave the power in mW. om:-2at 5~O DDl. after applying the
appropriate correction tactors. In a similar manner to that desoribed
for the eleotron dose-coloration Ileaaurements, continuous records of
the deorease in ooloration (i.e. loglO l/R) with time ot ill1DliDat1on
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were obtained. Graphs of F band coloration vs. illumination time of
a sodalite powder coloured by irradiation with 10, 15 and 25 KeV
electrons are illustrated in Fig. 6.9. Estimates of the energy absorbed
by the sodali te during bleaching were made using a method similar to
that described tn Chapter 3, for calculating laser energy absorbed
by the F band in KBr. Graphs showing the decrease in coloration with
energy absorbed in the F band, corresponding to the coloration VB. time
curves of Fig. 6.9, are illustrated in Fig. 6.10.
(ii) High !ntenai ty Bleaching
The c.r.t. screen was illuminated tor bleaching and for
reflectivity measurements by a single 24 volt 150 Watt quartz iodine
projector lamp, situated at the focus ot a 7" tocal length, f 2.8
aohroatic lena. This .ystem replaced the micro.oope illuminator of
Fig. 6.4, and save a bright, evenly lit o.r.t. faoeplate, The quartz
iodine lamp vu driven from a 20 volt D.C. regulated power supply, to
ensure that its light output would be aufficiently stable for photometry.
An Ilford 624 and two Balzera Bl/ll filters in the oollfaator limited
the light talling on the aoreen to a narrov baDd ot wavelengths within
the sodalite F band, with a measured intensity ot 2.1x10-4 W.om-2•
Figs. 6.11 and 6.12 illustrate typioal results ot high tntensity F
light bleaohing ot chlorosodalite, shoving the deorease ot ooloration
with time and absorbed energy respeoti'Y81;y.
In allot the ohlorosodalite bleaching measurements de.cribed
in this chapter the F band ooloration vas oaapletely erased between
recording each .et ot data, by 5 minute. illu.1nation with an unfiltered
quartz-iodiDe lamp. However, no ditterence is tOUDd in either the
coloration or the bleaching characteristios ot the sodalite it it i•
•ubjected to a .erie. ot partial bleaohing-reooloration cyole.,
Fig. 6.1, shova the bleaching ot the ohlorosodalite oYer four suocessive
oycle ••
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(iii) Photoflash Bleaching
These experiments demonstrated that it is possible to completely
erase a chlorosodalite powderc.r.t. screen with a single high intensity
short duration pulse of light, from a xenon photoflash tube. A photo-
flash tube placed olose to the coloured c.r.t. screen was used for
bleaching, and was subsequently removedto allow the reflectivity to
be measuredusing the aimple speotrophotometer illustrated in Fig. 6.4.
Firstly a small Toshiba stroboscopic flash unit was used for bleaching;
this has a reflector mountedFerranti EN51xenon filled tube with an
input of 1.2 Joules. Nosignificant bleaching occurred with one flash,
even with the edge of the reflector touching the screen, so the unit
vu operated in its repetitive modeat 1 flash per secoad. Typical
bleaching ourves for this light source are illustrated in Fig. 6.14.
the1 showquite cl.ar11 that a flash tube with aD input of t...::J 1 Joule
is not nry' useful for the eruure ot sodalite clark trace c.r.t. acreena,
since in excess ot 500 fluhea are necessary' tor complete bleaching.
It was tcnmdthat it the EN57 unit ia replaced br a Ferranti
CD50xenOD fluh tube, on. flash at a distanc. ot 5 OIl. troa the screen
will almost coapiete11 bleach an F band coloration (10810 l/R) ot about
0.5. How.....r, the CD50is a larse tube with aD input ot approx1mate11
1000 Joul.a, requiring a 2000volt high current power supply to charge
a bank of paper dielectric capacitors. Ita us. cl.arly demandastringent
aaf'ety-preoautions, to prot.ot the operator troa el.otrio shook and the
risk ot the envelope explocliDg. This, coupled with the relatively ahort
lite ot the devioe and ita need tor a bullq power supply, probably.ak.
it just ... unaui table tor bleaching sodali te .torage displays as the
1 Joule tlash tube. It is possible, however, that a aatistactory' com-
proaise could be tOUDdbetween these two extr.... of bleaching aource.
It ia difficult to makeanything lIore than an order of -.gn1tude
estimate of the energy abaorbed by the aodali te during flash bleaching,
.ince the .xtremely ahort duration ot the flash .akea it bard to
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measure the spectral distribution with any degree of precision. However,
the manufacturers of the EN51 photoflash state in their literature that
it gives essentially a "flat" output in the visible spectrum, which
simplifies the problem to one of setting an absolute value to the light
intensity at a chosen wavelength or narrow band of wavelengths, and
measuring its variation with time. This was done using an International
Light Photometric Photocell, Type FTIOO, with a 624 green filter over
the window. Its output was displayed on an oscilloscope, fitted with a
camera. Using the oscilloscope trace, which showed the variation in
intensity of the flash with time for a specific band of wavelengths, it
was possible to estimate the energy absorbed in the soda1ite F band.
(An allowance vas made for the absorption of the filter, and the F band
envelope of the sodali te was similarly taken into account; as a further
calibration check the FT100 vas compared against the Scientifica Power
Monitor, with an identical 624 filter in front of each oell, using a
quartz-halogen lamp as the light source.) In the _bsence of ~
information on the Ferranti CD50 flash tube (which i8 now obsolete),
the energy absorbed by the sodalite during bleaching was estimated in a
sillilar way to that used for the EN51. The results of these absorbed
energy estimates, for both flash tubes, are illustrated in Fig. 6.15.
The energies ~olved are in agreement with what might be expected from
the high intensity bleaching curves, Fig. 6.12.
The low and. high intensity bleaching curves (Figs. 6.10 and.
6.12 respectively) are not in very close agreement with each other,
apparently more so at the lower end of the absorbed energy scale. Taking
1specific examples, log10 /R falls from a value of 0.625 to 0.431 with
the absorption of 10-3 J. cm-2 under low !ntenai ty illumination, whereas
high intensity bleaching results in a decrease from 0.595 to 0.525 for
a similar energy absorption. The dissimilarity between the two seta of
data is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 6.16, which shows plots of
the energy derivative of the coloration va. energy absorbed. Fig. 6.16
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appears to suggest that different bleaching mechanisms are occurring
in the two cases. However, returning to the examples quoted above,
. th -3 -21n e first case the time taken for the specimen to absorb 10 J. cm.
is about 100 seconds, whereas in the high intensity case it is only
6 seconds. Therefore the most likely explanation for the apparent
discrepanoy is that room temperature thermal bleaching oocurs in the
sodalites to a muoh greater extent than it does in the alkali halides,
and so makes a signifioant oontribution to the bleaching observed over
oomparatively brief time intervals. Thermal bleaching has, in tact,
been reoently reported in bromo-and iodosodalite. (2)
In order to determine the extent to which thermally activated
bleaching ocours in a ohlorosodalite powder, the o.r.t. soreen was
irradiated to a fairly dense ooloration and then kept in the dark tor
42 minutes, exoept for intervals- of 2 seoonds duration when it was
ezposed to the speotrophotometer light for reileotiTity measurement.
At the end ot 42 minutea, oontinuous illUll1nation was atarted. Fig. 6.17
shows the log. reoiprocal < refieotanoe plotted against tille; the point
at'whioh continuous optical bleaching starts is sharply defined b7 an
increase in slope, although up to that point the bleaching has atill
been considerable. Clearly some of the bleaching in the first 42
Ilinutes ~ be atttibuted to the 2 second exposures to light necessary
tor the refiectiTity measurements. The energy- absorbed trom this source
was caloulated and plotted against the coloration in Fig. 6.18, which
also shova the oontinuous bleaching aession at the conclusion of the
experilleDt. Apin, the transition trOll interaittent to continuous
illuainat10n 1s clearly defined, this time b7 an apparent deorease in
the rate ot optioal bleaching. The ano-.ly between Figs. 6.17 and 6.18
can beat be resolved in teJ.'lllSof a aubstantial thermally aotiTated
oontribution to the reduction in coloration obaerved during the tirst
part of the experiment, which would ake the slope ot a ooloration TB.
absorbed. optioal enerBY plot appear high. When continuous illumination
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is started bleaching becomesmore characteristically optical in nature,
with the thermal componentbecominga less significant part of the
total. Obviously the higher the intensity of the optical bleaching
source the less ~1gnificant will be the thermal contribution to the
observed bleaching. An estimate of the optical contribution to the
bleaching during the first 42 mina. of Fig. 6.17 can be -.de with
reference to the high intensity bleaching data since in the latter case
the thermal componentat low absorbed energies can probably be neglected
with reasonable accuracy. Addingback the optically removedcoloration
to Fig. 6.17 yields what ought to be a fairly acourate thermal bleaching
curve for ohlorosodalite (Fig. 6.19). Fig. 6.19 shows that thermal
bleaching appears to follow a relatioll8hip of the form (Do - D~ -
loget + P , where Do is the coloration (loglO l/R) at tiM t - 0, D its
value at time t • t minutes, and 0(. and ~ are constants, equal to
20.6 and 2.33 respectively for this data.
It is evident, from Fig. 6.19, that the thermally activated
contrihu1oi.onto bleaching at roomtemperature is appreciable. RaisiDg
the temperature of the sadali te "ill obTioualy increase the thermally
bleached coloration still turther.(9} Replotting the low &Dd high
intensity bleachiDs data (Figa. 6.10 and 6.12) after -king allowanoe
for themal bleaching, yields Fig. 6.20, in "hich the apparent discrep-
&nCybetween the two sets of results has been removed.
Illumination with F 'bIuld light and near infra red radiation does
not, hovenr, appear to have &ny' noticeable affeot on the bleaohiDg rate.
Repeating the high intensity bleaching experiment with the two Balzers
n.i.r. reneoting filters removedfrom the optical .ystem gave results
(Fig. 6.2l) that are 1ndist~shable from those obtained with them
present, de.pite the fact that the total infra-red radiation reachiDg
the soreen is nov considerably greater than the F band light.
In man;, envisaged applications for dark trace photochromic
oathode %'&7 tubes the screen will be nooded with "hite light, rather
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than with the wide band monochromatic light used in these measurements.
Therefore, in conclusion, a number of bleaching curves were obtained
with the filters removed from the Q.I. illuminator system. Two typical
results are illustrated, as coloration vs. time curves, in Fig. 6.22.
The intenei ty of the illumination during these experiments was measured
at approximately 6 mW.cm~2 in the visible spectrum, out to 700 nm. If
the approximation is made that the output of the lamp varies linearly
with wavelength over the range 400 to 600 nm, and knowing the shape of
the sodalite F band in this region, it is possible to estimate the
energy absorbed by the screen during white light bleaching, 'USing a
crude numerical integration technique. Fig. 6.22 replotted, using this
method, as graphs of coloration vs. absorbed energy is illustrated in
Fig. 6.23; the data shows good agreement with the previous reaults for
high intenaity monochromatic bleaching. However, if'the data ia
corrected for thermal bleaching (broken lines) it diff'ere from the
similarly obtained data of Fig. 6.20. Thia rather suggests that there
is a non linear intensity dependenoe at higher illua1nation intensitiea,
whioh is .. ked by the thermal bleaching effect. lltemative17 it m&y'
be due to the innaccuracies in estimating the energy abaorbed by the
sodalite F band during white lisht bleaching. It is evident that
further, more oontrolled experiments would be necessary to investigate
15whether there really vas" a non linear intensity dependence of bleaching.
During the oourse of these tinal experiments on the bleaching
of chloroaodalite powder it was observed that a brightly lit screen
attains a lower coloration thaD one operated in the dark at the same
eleotron beam current and energy. Bleaching obviously ocours simultaneously
with F centre production, and the two processes reach an equilibrium
whereby' the coloration is lower than it would be if the tube were in low
ambient lighting. The extent of this effect can be seen in Fig. 6.24,
whioh was obtained by interrupting the screen illumination for a short
intenal whilst the tube was operating at oonstant voltage and ourrent;
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it is evident that the coloration increases during the dark period and
decreases again when illumination is resumed. The practical consequence
of this phenomenon is that in an application where a sodalite screen c.r.t.
is used under high ambient lighting conditions the contrast of the
display is effectively lowered, by a not inconsiderable amount.
6.5 Fatigue and Luminescence ot a Chlor08odalite Powder
The sodalites appear to be ideally suited for use in optical
display devices (e.g. dark trace c.r.t.s) tor they colour easily (after
acti'rition) when electron irradiated, are much more sensitive to optical
bleaching than the alkali halides and, unlike the latter materials, do
not appear to form complex vacancy aggregate centres under illumination.
In practice, however, the sodalites tatigue atter comparatively few
coloration-bleach cycles. they beoome more difticult to colour and erase,
and retain & slight yellowish stain which cannot be bleached optically,
however intense the illumiDation. The c.r.t. used in the .easurements
described in section 6.4 had begun to show a certain amount ot tatigue
by' the end ot the experiaents, particularly iD reapect ot . a persistent
stain and & lowering ot coloration senaitivity. The latter etfect can
quite clearly be seen in Fig. 6.25. This photograph was obtained by
completely bleaching the screen (except tor the slight discoloration)
and then recolouring it with the raster scan amplitude increased so
that & larger area of aodalite vaa coloured than had been previously.
The freshly ooloured area of the screen ahows up darker than the central
area, whioh had undergone a fairly large number of bleachingjooloration
oycles. The eftect on bleaching performance was not ao marked, there
vaa no significant ditference between bleacbing data ob1Jained when the
sodalite bad been cycled relatively few times and after it had been
erased a large number of times.
It is obsened that there is a significant CbaDge in the lumin-
Co
e'fnce spectrum 01'the sodali te (UDder electron irradiation) associated
with the fatigue effect. Aa the number ot coloration-bleaching cyclea
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to which the material has been subjected increases, the luminescence
of the screen during irradiation appears, to the eye, to change gradually
from blue to an orange-pink colour. Fig. 6.26 (a) and (b) show this
change in luminescence spectrum quite clearly. From the point of view
of understanding the fatigue mechanism it would be desirable to
investigate this change in luminescence spectrum at low temperature.
This is clearly impracticable with the present apparatus, complete
redesign of the c.r.t. would be neoessary before the sodalite oould be
cooled to LNT. However, the strong luminescence between 600 and 700 nm.
observed in the htigued material appears to be similar to that observed
by Kirk (7) and others in samples of hackman!te and soda.lite under u-v
exoitation. oIf the specimen is oooled to ~ 100 K, this luminescence
spectrua shows a banded structure superimposed on a structureless band. (9)
The banded structure is oharacteristic of a vibrating diatomio moleoule,
and baa been &8sociated with the presenoe of S2-. The structureless
2-emission is thought to be due to another radical, possibly S • It
baa also been suggested. that the fatigue is oonnected. with the formation
ot di-and tri-atomio moleoules. (9)
It is probable that the deorease in ooloration sensitivity
arise. beoause the nature of the electron donor oentres (sulphur ions,
02-, eto.) ohanges during repeated ooloration bleach oycles, so that the
IlUIIberot centres whioh are able to donate electrons to halogen vacancieB
deorease., Another possibility is that the impurity centres in the
fatigued aaterial are efficient electron traps, and inhibit the formation
ot F oentres by preventing eleotrons from reaching halogen vacancies.
It may also be that repeated electron irradiation reBults in the lOBS
of an active oonstituent from the sodalite powder. Whatever the tatigue
mechanism 1s, it is olear that it is the main probl8JI to be overcome
before the aodalites can usefully be employed in optioal diBp~ systems.
The aodalites do not, however, appear to be very suitable tor data
storage app1ioations, owing to the problem of obtaining Don destructive
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read out. Clearly the sodalite used in these experiments would be
completely bleached after relatively rew optioal read outs (by illumin-
ation with low intensity F light), even in the absenoe of the significant
thermal bleaching seen in this material.
6.6 Measurements on a Single Crystal of iodosodalite
The sodalite powder used on the Ferranti c.r.t. soreen has a
tentative chemical composition of 6NaAlSi04 2NaCl, with sulphur and
possibly other impurities present. Of the maqy variations of this
composition possible, one of the simplest is the substitution of the
chlorine b.r another halogen, such as iodine. Fig. 6.21 shows the
absorption spectrum of a small nydrothermally grown sodalite crystal,
coloured b.r irradiation with 25 KeV electrons. The substitution of
iodine tor chlorine in the sodali te structure clearly produces a shift
of the F band peak to longer wavelengths, as has been observed by other
workers. (9) The spectrum was obtained using the microspectrophotometer
liescribed in detail in Chapter Tvo. Since the crystal was only a few
hundred. ot microns across, and the transparent area of the top tace
much smaller than this. it was attached to an electron microscope
dittraction aperture, with the clear region over a 50 ~ m. diameter
hole. This greatly facilitated handling the specimen, and positioning
it in the microspectrophotometer b....since the transparent region
completely covered the diffraction aperture. The small size ot the
crystal necessitated a two stage procedure for absorbance measurement;
a 100% transmittance measurement was made on the uncoloured specimen.
which was then removed from the microspectrophotometer, irradiated and
subsequently remeaaured in the apparatus. This practice was clearly
not entirely satisfactory, but it was the best method possible in the
circumstances.
The presence of a "tail It on the long wavelength side of the F
band may not be indicative of the presence of F aggregate centres, tor
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it disappears on optical bleaching with F band light. The iodosodalite
single crystal bleached as easily as the chlorosodalite powder, the
spectrophotometer beam was sufficiently bright to completely erase the
coloration ~ter a short exposure. A bleaching curve obtained by this
method appears in Fig. 6.28. The striking thing about this result is
the high absorbance ~l.l) of the sodalite at the start of measurement,
this was by no means untypical; the production of optical denai ties in
excess of unity by electron irradiation was relatively easy with this
particular crystal, even though coloration had not been taken beyond the
early, reversible photochromic stage. It is unfortunate that further,
more detailed, measurement on this crystal was not possible, owing to
its loss after coming unstuck from the electron microscope aperture.
Subsequent attempts at mounting, in a similar fashion, the one or two
smaller crystals that were available met with failure.
6.7 SW!maa:g'
Data on the electron ooloration aDd optical bleaching oharacter-
istic. ot chlcrosodalite has been obtained, uaiDg a apecially manufactured
cathode r&f tube with aodalite powder depoaited on the acreen inatead
ot the cOnTentional phoaphor. The coloration curve a (Fig. 6.7) ahow
that chloro-aodalite ia fairly aenaitive to coloration by electron
irradiation, and that it is possible to achieve adequate contrast for
dark trace diaplay systems uaiDg atandard cathode ray tube asaemblies.
The optical bleaching experiment a (Figa. 6.9 - 6.10) demonstrate that
illumination with relatively low intenaity tungsten light sources i.
quite sattatactory tor erasing the sodalite F band. Thermally activated
bleaching makes a substantial contribution to the obsen-ed fall in
coloration at low ("ambient") illumination levela, when the material is
at R! (Fig. 6.19). Experiments a180 showed that the coloured aod.alit.
powder can be bleached virtually 1natantaneouely {« 2xl0-~ second) by
a aingle 1'l.aahfrom a 1000 Joule photofiash tube. However, the need
tor 'bJ1llq power auppliea &Dd. trigger uni ta for large f'laah tube., and
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the short life of such devices, would 8eemto far outweigh the advant-
age that they offer of rapid' one shot' bleaching. It ought to be
possible to use a smaller tube, of say 100 joules input, which would
meanthat a number of flashes would be required for bleaching. The
drawback to a bleaching system such as this would be the time taken
to recharge the reservoir capacitors between Buccessive flashe8.
Somemeasurementswere alBOmadeon the bleaching of an iodo-
sodalite single crystal. This shoved similar characteristics to the
chlorosodalite, except that it did not appear to thermally bleach as
effectively as the latter. It was apparently possible to oolour this
specimen to a muchhigher F band O.D. than the chlorosodalite, although
it is not strictly ccrreot to makedirect compari8ons between the
chlorosodalite reflectiTity data and the iodosodalite transmittance
measure.. nts. The position of the F band peak (N 615 mil.) in iodo-
sodalite, and ita high bleaching 8enaitiTity, would clearly make it
sui table for temporarily recording holograms, using a helium-Deon
laser, if sufficiently large crystals were available.
All aeasureaents were madeOD sodalite that had not been
coloured beyond the early, renrsible photochromio stage, siDee the F
band could be oaapletely bleached by illumination at room temperature.
Coloration &:ad. bleaching in thi. region is thought to be an entirely
eleotronic process, 1nTolTing only the trapping ot electrons at existing
halide ion TaC&DCie8.The electrons _1' be do_ted by impurity ions
e.g. S2-, or, in the oase ot electron coloured _terial, come trOll the
irradiating electron beam. Bleaching will inTolTe the liberation of the
F centre electrons by optioal excitation, &Dd their Bubsequent trapping
by impurities. At the present time there is no .vidence to suggest
that T&C&DOyaggregates are fomed during bleaching.
In view of the proposal that bleaching occurs by a simple
eleotronic -.ohan1 •• , it ought to be possible to fit the data to a
saple .odel. Att_pu were madeat fitting the data to relationships
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dnsuch as _!::bnF+a, but were unsuccessf'ul. This may be hecause the
dt 1
basic assumption that log ( la) is proportional to nF' the number of
F centres, is incorrect. It is also unfortunate that more data is not
available on the thermal bleaching of the chlorosodalite powder, to
check the reproducibility of Fig. 6.19. It is interesting to note
that the results obtained by Duncan et &1 (2) for the thermal bleaching
of bromosodalite do fit a relationship of the form O.D.C( log t , but
that their results for iodosodalite do not. It is clear that further
investigations into thermal bleaching would be desirable.
The results reported in this chapter, &Dd elsewhere, show that
sodalites are highly suited to information display applications, and
particularly for use in dark trace cathode ray tubes. (They are not
likely to be suitable for data storage, unless a non destructive "read"
process can be found.) Their sensitivity to eleotron ooloration and
optioal bleaching is perfectly adequate, and the resolution of even
powder soreens is limited not by the ..terial it.elf but by the eleotron
beam d1aaeter. They do, however, tatigue after a fairly modeat number
of coloration/erasure oyoles, becoming progressively more diffioult
to colour and bleach, and in extreme cases they exhibit a permanent
stain. The fatigue problem is by far the greatest obstacle to the
wid.spread ua. of sodalit. in display sy.tems, for the generally
acceptable minimum active device life ot 1000 hours oannot be attained
without appreciable fatigue ocourring. The precise nature of the
fatigue i8, as yet, unidentified, although it seems to be accompanied
by a marked increase (in ohlorosodali te) in luminescenoe beyond 600 nm.
It is evident, hovever, that until more is known about the fatigue
mechanism ocourring in the sodalites, their potential as reversible
optical disp~ media oannot be fully realised.
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CHAPl'ER SEVEN
THE OPrICAL BLEACHING OF F CENTRES IN !{Br AND SODALITE, AND ITS
APPLICATIONS
1.1 SUI!lD!8.rY
The experiments described in Chapters 3 to 5 of this thesis
together constitute a fairly detailed 8t~ of the optical bleaching
of F centres, at room temperature, in electron irradiated KBr. The
kinetics of bleaching were investigated for specimens having bigh
initial F centre concentrations (;> 1018 cm73) under high intensity
32·(~5xlO w. cm7 ) F light illumination, using a 30 mW.He/Ne laser in
a specially oonstructed bleaching apparatus. Data were obtained showing
how the F centre concentration deoreased with time of illumination
(Fig. 3.3) or optical energy absorbed /om~ (Fig. 3.4). Experiments
on intensity dependence showed that the bleaching rate 1*1 is linearly
-2dependent on energy, or very nearly so, over the range 1 W. cm to
5xl03 W. om-2• It was found that KBr crystals which bave been electron
irradiated at room temperature bleach by TaCanoy aggregation, leading
to the formation of M, R, N ••••• centre.. The broad V band ob.erved
in these speoaene appear. to be quite stable at RT, and take. no part
in bleaching. (It bas been reported to be due to small aggregate. of
inter.tit1als at F cenire concentrations up to 5xl017 011.-3 (1,8).
Aggregation initially proceeds via both the FI - 01.. (2,,) and ]I _ QC. (4,5)
..ohanisas, vith the concentration ot F centre. progre.sively falling
&Dd the concentrations of M and hiSher order aggregate centres rising.
A coDd.ensation ot P centres i8 also ooourriDg, b7 the long range F' -0(,
interaction. The neare.t neighbour pair distribution gradually shifts
to .horter .eparations, so that aggregation proceed. further &8 pairs
ot ]I oentre. become sufficiently clo.e for the shorter range ]I -~
..chani.. to operate. Tbi. lead. to an iDcreaae in the nuaber of M
centres pre.ent, whioh viII in turn agsresate to R &Dd N oentre.,
pre.uably through .Wlar reactions. The modulated bleaching experi-
..nt. de.cribed in Chapter 5 showed the presence of RI+ &Dd R~+ band.
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during illumination, which strongly suggests that aggregation reactions
+of the type 0<. + M-+ R are operating. The bleaching of room tempera-
ture coloured specimens can be approximately described by considering
a randomdistribution of aggregation events occurring amongvolumes
some5rlO-19 cm~in size. This model correctly shows that first the
Mand then the R centre concentrations pass through maxima as bleaching
proceeds, aDd predicts with fair accuracy the positions of the peaks
relative to the total numberof aggregation event. that have occurred
siDee the onset of bleaching. The efficiency of F centre aggregation
decreases quite urkedly during bleaching (Fig. 3.6); this maybe
understood since the F' - 0<. interaction has to operate over progressively
larger dista.noes, so that the numberof optical excitations per aggre-
gation ......nt will gradually increue. It JIWItbe stressed, however,
that the precise atoll1c .ecbaD1smot F oentre aggregation is by no
•• ana detinitely settled.
The optical bleaching ot (Br specimens which bave been irradiated
at roOli temperature is clearly not a reversible process, sinoe the
crystal is not returned to its state prior to irradiation, ev.n att.r
the absorption ot 107 J.om:2 ot optical .nergy. The residual colora-
tion ob.eZT8d.in the F baD4 region (Fig. 3.4) ot .uch c~tals i •• o.t
probably due not to F centr •• but to excited .tate. ot M&Dd R centre ••
Thi. re.idual coloration .. y b. reaoYed by a subsequent electron irradia-
tiOD, which breaka up the aggr.gate. &Dd allova 104 to 105 reversal.,
al thoup the orystal i. oertainly not completely returned to it. ori,p,nal
state (7). B01f8Ter,if Dr is coloured 'b7 tut .J.ectron irradiation
at liquid nitrogen temperature (N 900 K), &Dd varaecl to room te.pera-
t1lr&in the dark, bleachiDg is apparently complete azul reversible, in
that all of the centre. giviDg rise to optical absorption are reaoved.
(There ~, ot cours., be debris re_jnfng atter bleachiDg which dce.
not live rise to ~ optical absorption but which ~ biDd.r fUrther
coloration-bleach clOles, aDd .0 lead tc tatigue.) :BleachiDgoccurs by
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vhat appears to be a vacancy-interstitial annihilation mechanism; there
ia a direct proportionality between the total numberot vacancies
calculated to be present in the F, M, R and N bands and the strength
of the V band which peaks at about 265 nm. in these speoimens. ProloDBed
illumination leads to the disappearance of this V band and the F and F
aggregate bands, and the optical absorption spectrum of the cryatal
becomes s1a1lar to the spectrum aeen prior to irradiation. It is
aurprlling that the energy derivative ot the optioal density in the F
band (~)for speoimens coloured at both RTand LNTobeys the relation-
en 5%10-2ship dE == E ,over 6 or more deoades ot absorbed energy (E). This
.uggests that there is SODe similarity between the bleaching mechanisms
in the two oases. It ~ be, theretore, that the bleaching of cr.retala
ooloured at LNTprooeeds via reactions ot the type V' - Cl( &Dd V, - 0( ,
sill1lar to the F I - 0<. &Dd F -0( meohanis_ that ocour in HTirradiated
_ter1al. How.... r, a modulated bleachiDg experiaent, in vh10h the F
bud (laser) illWD1Dationvaa ohopped.and the V baDd e%Mined for
8JDOhron0U8 int8ll8ity variatiou, tailed to e.tablish &IV' direot oonneo-
tion between the F and V baDd. in the low temperature ooloured _terial.
It i. iIIpos.ible to be more preci.e about this aeobuis., siDee the
oontisarationa of those V oentres in Dr stable at room teaperature are
'b7 no _ana certain, although reoent vork (8) .hove that they are inter-
.ti t1al clutera N 100 to loooi in d1ueter, the .maller oluters
beiDg f01'tl84b,. low teaperature irradiation. It i. likely that the
olutere fOl.'lUClduriDg irradiation at 90~ have .uftioient atabili"t7 at
ro_ teaperature not to be affected. by direot optioal uoi tation, but
t.re still able to reoombine vi th mobile T&Oancie. (0<. oentres &Dd F
oentres iD the relaxed. exoited state) vhen the orystal is illWl1Dated.
vith ., lilht.
. 0
Vhil.t the F ab.orption baDd in Dr ooloured. at 90 Ie can be
oOllpletely bleached at roo. teaperature by illua1Dation with F lilht,
as a .... of reoordiDg optioal ia.ge. it i. rather ineffioient vhen
- 1,2 -
compared, for example, vith the conventional photographic process.
Although only about 150 photons (from Fig. 3.14) are absorbed for the
removal ot one F centre at the onset of bleaching, directly after
warming to room temperature, the bleaching efficiency decreases rapidly
with time of illumination, until in the later stages in excess ot 108
photons are absorbed per removed F centre. (from Fig. 3.4)
The sodali tes, in comparison, bleach considerably more easily,
provided coloration has not been extended beyond the early, photo-
chromic stage. The experiments descriDed in Chapter 6 show that relatively
low !ntensi ty light sources and short exposures can be used to completely
erase the F band in chloro and iodosodalite. It is ditficult to make
preci.e measurements ot the bleaching efficiency of these materials
in terms of photons abscrbed per F centre bleached, since insufficient
information is available to allow the F centre concentration to be
calculated from the reflectivity data. However, the energy derivative
of the coloration in the F band III is a usetul factor for OODlp&1'iDg
the bleaching etficienoies of sodalite and Dr. F or ohlorosodalite
~I CaD be as high &8 60 ooloration unit. (loglO l/R)J. -1 ca.2 at the
onset of bleaching, falling to approxt.ately 4 ooloration unit.
J.-1 0JI12when nearly all of the F centre. have been removed.(trom
Fig. 6.12). Similar figure. measured for KBr coloured at room tempera-
-1 -1 2 -8 -1 2ture are 8%10 O.D. units J. 011. and about 10 O.D. units J. cm.
respectively (fro. Figs. '.4 and 3.14). Tbese two sets of figure.
clearly reflect the difterenoe. between the bleaching meobanis.. in the
two case.. The optical bleaching of sod&li tes whioh have onl,. been
irradiated into the early, photoohromic, stage of coloration i. thDuaht
to inTolve the tranafer of an F oentre electron to a neighbouring 0-
ion or sWlar enti i7 (6), vithout &:a1' ionic aotion. Thi. i. in Darted
contrast to the bleaoh!Dg at R! of eleotron irradiated Dr, in whioh
ionio ditfusion olearly doe. occur. Theretore it is not strictly correct
to aalte direct comparisons between the soc1alite and !Br bleaching data.
It would .... more appropriate to oompare the sodalite results with the
- 1" -
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reversible F~ F process in Dr, whichi8 purely electronic in
nature, and has a quantum.fficiency of 2 at a 8uitable temperature (lS).
ThJ.sbleaching efriciency figure corre8:poMsto a (~l of over 500O.D.
un! t8 J.-1 cm2,which i8 an order of magnituAehigher than the 81JDilar
,
figure for 8odalite. TheF~F process doe8not, moreover,ahow~
fatigue, unlike .ocIalite, in whichthere is a gradual build up of
per8istent ooloration that doe8not optically bleach. Althoughthe
fatigue that occurs whena sodalite has been repeatedly coloured and
bleached i8 not well understood, it ~ be due to F aggregate formation.
There i8 al.o the problemthat oolouring sodalites into the atage II
region (to F centre denaitiea > <="5%1017 centre. c.-3) appears to
produceF centre. whiohC&DDotbe bleached optioally. Therefore
althouah the .o4alite • ..,. appear to be moresuitable forJBTenible
oathodoobroaioapplioatiOll8 at RT(e.g. dark trace c.r. t ••• ) than the
alkali halide., they do not compare.0 faTourablywith the latter
_teria.l whenoonaid£84.in terms of r8Ter.ible photoobromiopertormance.
7.2 EztenaiQD8to the exper1aeDtalworkdescribed in this the.i.
Whil.t etfort. vere madeto ensure that the data pre.ented in
this thesis are reaaoDablyoompletethere are, ineTitably, 801leareas
which.erit fUrther ezperiaeDtal vork.
(i) Me&!UEellantot the o.cillatOZ' atreytb8 of the" Meate
baDda in electron coloured ICBr
The re8Ults ot the expert.ent. described iD Chapter 4 indicate
that there ia a need tor morepreciae Masur.. ant of the o.oUlator
.trengths of the F aggregate oentrea in eleotron ooloured Kar. It
OUBhtto be quite posaible to ..... ure the.e value. uiDg a bleachiDg
_thod .iII1lar to that eaployedb7 other workere (9), baaed on the
aa.-aptioD that the total numberot 'VaCanoie.reain conataDt tbroup-
out bleachin,. By.. king & aerie. ot ob.er.atiana of the .. plitude
of the J- &Dd F-asgresate baDd. during bleach!Dgit i. poaaible to
obtaiD a Bet ot B1aultaneou eq_tiana whichIla7 be BolTedto obUJ.n
Tal... f",. t..eto. There are, h0V8T8%.d.iftioultie. as.ociated vith
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thil lIethod. Neither is it easy to aake preoiae measurements ot the
halt widths ot some ot the aggregate baDds, siDee they- do not ocour
in iSolation, nor are the configurations ot some ot the higher order
aggregate centrea certain, the N centre being a speoific example. Care
is allo needed to ensure that colloidal metal particlea are not formed
during bleaching; cooling the specimen prior to each measuarementwould
ensure that 001101ds did not go undeteoted (absorptions due to colloid.
will not narrow or shift in wavelength when cooled to .LN!). Thil
method, by it. very nabre, deund. that the F and all of the F aggre-
gate oentres are _aaured, to ensure that no TaCancies are "lost" by
beiDg unobserT8d in baDds outside the spectral range of the spectrometer.
It would tho be important to monitor accurately the specimen absorb-
&DCeOYerthe vaTelength region e%tendiDg f'r0ll about 550 IIJI to 1.2 or
Sillee bleaching ocours by T&O&ncyagsregation in crystals
which have been electron irradiated at R!r, aDd. the V banda do not ohulge
during bleaohiDg, such czyatals m8¥ prove to haTe adftDtages OYerthe
additiT81y ooloured speo1llens ued in previou osoillator strength
detera1Dati0D8. (e.g. no heat treataent would be neoess~)
(ii) !rhe lIOdulated bleacbiJ!g !!p!r1ments
!he reaulta ot the modulation Spectr08copy experiments described
111Chapter 5 could be improved in accuracy &ZJd ut.llded vi th aui table
modifications to the microspectrophota.eter. So tar only the Ei+ &Dd
Rt banda have been 8•• n duriDg bleaching; it vould be particularly
uetul 11' the en8tence of the H+ baDd oould be a1ll1l&rly obs.mel,
to d_onatrate with 80M certainty that the F +0( -+ M+reaction
occurred durlDc optical bleaching. Th1a band cannot be seen vi th the
apparatu iD. its cllrrent tora, aillee neither monochraator nor detector
vill tuDotion aatisfactoril.y in the _"length region 1 to 2 JJ •• (At
R.!. the M+baDd in Dr is e:EpeOtedto lie soaewhere Dear 1.4 jJ ~
Whilst there is no problem in findiDg a suitable .onoohroator, low
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noise detectors to work in this spectral region, with sensitivities
as high as photomultiplier tubes, do not, unfortunately, appear to be
readily available. It is likely, therefore, that some considerable
improvement in signal to noise ratio will be necessary before any
usefUl. measurements can be made at wavelengths beyond 1 p m.
Whilst it is unlikely that &Q1 great increase could be made
in the light reaching the p.m.~., the signal/noise ratio and resolution
..,. effectively be increased by connecting a computer ot average
tranaients (CAT) between the p.s.d.and output chart recorder. The
CAT could then carry out automatically the noise averaging process
described in Chapter 5, with greater speed and accuracy. A continuous
monoohromator drive might then be used, to enable a greater number
of sca.ns to be made in a shorter t1ae. This would hopefully el1m1nate
another source of signal variation, the appreoiable bleaching of the
specimen with time. If, however, this still prOYed to be a problem,
it ay be possible to oyeroOM it by slowly moving the orystal through
the microspectrophotometer beam during the experiment. Having thus
imprOYed the signal to noise ratio a suitable deteotor -.y then not be
so difficult to f1D4, a possibility beiDg a new microwave biased germanium
photoconductor, UDder development by the Plessay C~.
(11i) The triboluminescence of KBr
DuriDg the course of the exper1aents discussed in this thesis
it was dia00Y8red that KBr "triboluminesoes". If a sharp point 18
drawn acros. the surface of aD eleotron coloured Dr crystal in a
darkeaecl room, a taint bluish green glow CaD be s..n, emitted trOll the
region of the crystal directly UDder the point. This phenOll8Don was
not pursued any further, but it i. suffioiently interesting to merit
oloser investigation, »articularly .. it haS not been reported. elsewhere.
It is likely that the luminescence i. the result of an electron hole
reoombination pmooe.s, with F centre electr0D8 ann1bilatiDg the hole.
trapped at the optically stable V oentres whioh are responsible tor the
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broad absorption between 200 and 300 nm.
It is possible that the phenomenonof "aquoluminescenc." is
related (10,11). This occurs whena ~ or electron irradiated alkali
halide is dissolved in distilled vater; a bluish gre.n light is emitted,
peaking around 500 nm., which decaya over a period of 2 to 3 seconda.
Thewavel.ngth of the emission is not dep.ndent on whioh of the alkali
halid •• is being dissol-ved, or at least Na.Cl,NaBr and KClare reported
to give the aam•• ttect, and it has been id.ntitied with a triplet to
ground atate transition of the water molecule (11). Precisely howthe
tripl.t stat. i. populated ia, howev.r, not clear.
Th. pre•• nc. of trapped hole o.ntr.s in a oryatal a... to b.
a pr.requisit. tor tribo-and aquolumiD•• ceno., sino. neither phenom.na
can b. obs.n-ad in additively coloured Dr. It i. appar.nt that more
data is requir.d b.tor. 8D1' det1n1t. oonclusions oan be drawn about
the Dature of the lwa1ne.c.no., &Dd it s••• lik.ly that .... ur ... nt
of the ais.ion spectra would 'b. useful. A. pr.oise .... ur.ment of the
speotra, uaiDg a oonT8JltioDalspeotrograph, JDisbtbe rather ditfioult,
sinoe both emi•• ions are ",.ry weak &Dd d.cay qp1t. rapidly. In the
cas. of tribol~.o.nc. th.r. i. the additioD&l probl.. of oontinuously
8oratohiDs the oryatal dur1q .... urell.nt, althouch thi. oould doubtl •••
be aooo.plished by mOYiDgit slowly over a point with a l.ad .orew.
It aight be possibl. to u.ke an approziat •• peotral di.tribution
.... ureaent using a orude .peotraa.t.r oonai.tiDg •••• nt1ally of a
phota.ultipli.r tub. with a rotating ..... interfer.nc. tilt.r in front
of it. window. Th. filt.r would rotate with a .hart.r period thaD
the decay t1ae of the lua1ne.oeno., &Dd duriDg one .. "'olution would .oan
the whole of the ",i.ible speotrua. A. oontact on the dri..,. shatt oould
)troYidea t1ae bue trigger far the o.r.o. to whioh the photOlNltipli.r
wouldb. oonneot.d. The o.r.o. would thus d18play a •• ri •• of .uper-
taposad trac •• , vh10h att.r oorrecting tor p••• t. r.spons •• to. would
proYid. a reoori. of the .peotral di.tribution ot intenaity of the tribo
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&Dd aquoluminescence. Bymaking measure_nta of tribo and aquolWlin-
eacence spectra for two or three different alkali halides one might
thu. obtain a little more basic information about these two interesting
phenomena,aDd certainly establish whether or not they are connected.
(iv) Fatigue ot the aodalitee
There is a very obyious need tor mcre knowledge about the
fatigue that occurs in the sodalites. The experiments described in
b
Chapter ~ shed very little light on this problem, apart from indicating
that there appears to be a connection between the degree ot fatigue
and the luminescence spectrum during electron irradiation. The gradual
chaDse iD lumineacence from a blue to a pinkiah red emisaion as the
... terlal £at1guea doeB not, however, Bee. to be universal. It baa
been reported that sociali tea which baYe been aenai tized by tiring iD
arBOnexhibit the pink lumineacence the £1rat tiM they are irradiated (13),
although iD hJd,rogen tired aodalitea the Btreugth ot the pink luaiD-
eacenee aeems to be directly related to the degree ot fat1gua. A
thorough iDYestigation ot the whole £atigue phenomenaiD the BodaliteB
appears to be necesB&r;y,to correlate the lWlineBoenee Bpeotrua &Dd
oheaioal oOilpoaition ot a particular Bodalite with the atent to which
it £atiSUB. (Betore this iB possible aoae Buitable .... ur. ot the
degree ot tatigue needs to be fOUDd,it miBht oonTeniently be obtained
frOll the etfioiency ot ooloration or bleaoh1Dgat a J)ariioular optical
density attar a cartain number ot ooloration-erase cyoleB) A Btud7
ot this Dature is olear17 beyoDdthe soope of the s:Laple apparatus
desoribed in Chapter 6, tor one thing there is no tacility tor oooling
downthe sodali te iD order to reveal the tine structure ot the luaiD-
aacenoe BpeCtrum. This could best be aohieTed by oODBtructing a
d.. ountable c.r.t., with the soreen mounted on a holder thermally
inaulated t.rc. ita 8urrouDdiDBawhioh oould be refrigerated by PU81ng
cold sas or liquid nitrocen throuBh it. It would alBO be desirable to
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*be able to grow sodalite specimens having selected chellical compositions.
It is therefore thought unlikely that the data presented in Chapter 6
could be added to vithout a drastic redesign of the apparatus, and the
acquisition of crystal growing facilities.
7.3 Applications
Reference has been made ill this thesis to the use of the alkali
halides, the sodalites and similar cathodo-and photochromic materials
for optical meaories and data display devices. In conclusion, there-
fore, some of these applications viII be described in a little more
detail.
(i) Dark Trace Cathode RaY Tubes
The first practical device to utilise the coloration and
bleaching of F centres in an alkali halide vas the 'skiatron' (12), a
projection cathode ray tube system for the display of radar information.
The heart ot the equipment vas a dark trace cathode ray tube vith a
scre.n that consisted of a tranBluc.nt, po170ryBtallin. fila of e'ftp-
orated KCl, which vas illUJliDated by powerful l..p. and i..pd onto a
large scre.n (Fig. 7.1). Although a nuaber ot operational .kiatrons
vere -.de &Dd ued during the last war, the d....ic. vu not altogether
BUCcesstul, for reasons vhioh are nov obyioua. The bl.aching of an
alkali halide coloured by electron irradiation at roo. t.mperature
occurs by V&C&DC1 aggt'.gation, &Dd i. not .trict17 a rev.rsible proc ••••
In the .kiatron, repeated ooloration-bl.ach oycle., particularly when
di.pla7iDg a .tatiOll&r1 patt.rn, brought about the tonatiOD ot oc.plu
colour oentres or colloidal metal particle., vhioh vere difficult to
disperse optically. Thi. led to the build up ot a persi.tent colO%'&tion
of the .creen, 1.e. tat1gae. Various attempt. vere made at o.eroo.1ng
this problea, such as heatiDg the .creen or doping the KCl vith alullinJ:wa
·Being attempted at I.perial College ot Science & T.chnologr
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or thorium, but at best they only succeeded in delaying the onset of
fatigue. For this reason the development ot the skiatron was abandoned
at the end of the war, as had been the idea of using transparent single
crystals of an alkali halide in large screen projection television
systems (14).
However, the requirement for a reliable dark trace cathode ray
tube with a medium to long persistence (fractions ot a second up to
several seconds) has beoome more pressing over the last tew years,
particularly for use in air trattio control radars &Dd computer graphics
displays. Admittedly there are now various types ot storage c~r.t.
generally available, but they all make use of light emitting phosph.Drs,
whioh generally have to be 'Viewed in highly subdued lighting. As a
consequenoe there has been conaiderable interest shown reoently iD the
us. 01 sodalite powder as a .oreen material for deyice. stmilar to the
.Jdatron.
Ferranti Ltd. baTe maDU!actured a number ot c.r.t.'s with aluain-
ised. ohloro.odali te powder .oreens. one ot thes. vaa used tor the
exper1aeDts de.oribed in Chapter 6, &Dd they have been evaluated .l.e-
where iD such applications as P.P.I. radar pre.entation (13). De.pit.
the oonsiderable iaproveaent of the sodalite powder wer en.porated
KC1, the useful lite 01'th.ae tubes i•• till oonsiderably le•• thaD
the generally acceptable tiguoe ot 1000 hoarse H01reTer, the tatigue that
0001lr8 in the sodalite. is tar troa UDderatood, it i. likely tbat it i.
AD etteot whioh i. not intr1Dsic to bleaching ADd OaD be eliminated
without iapa1.riDg the pertoraDCe ot the _t.rial as a photoohrOllio.
If a tatipele •• sodalite oan be produced, there i. no doubt that it
will be tirst ..a.e use ot in a dark trace cathode ray tube. (A .ucce ••-
tu! the~ll erased .odalite soreen o.r.t. has alread7 been mad. by
the Opte1 Corporation, PriDeeton, U.S.J.., but thi. has a -ThIDa true
repetition t1M ot ro 6 seccm4s.)
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(ii) Holography
The recording of optical holograms requires high resolution
photographic emulsions, which have to be chemically processed before
the reconstructed wavefront can be viewed. Polished single crystal.
of KBr, coloured by electron irradiation, would appear to offer an
alternative recording mediumfor holography using a Be-Nelaser.
Whilst not &8 sensitive as even the slowest photographio emulsions, the
resolution capability of a coloured KBrcrystal is inherently very
IlUChgreater than the finest grain photographic emulsiona. The holo-
gram may, mo_over, be :vieweddirectly after it has been made, vi thout
the Deed for intermediate prooessing. Hologramsreoorded by bleaohing
electron irradiated KBr vill not, of c0111"8e,be &8 perll8.ll8Dt.. a
developed and fixed photographio plate, since the luer be.. (Dormally
of low intensity) used for reconatructing the image will slowly bleach
the crystal. For aaQJ applications this vill DOtbe too muchof a
disadvantage. Dr might also be used for reoording V01UM hologrua,
vhich are particularly auitable for the storaee of information, since
the 'bulk of the crystal oan be uaed. (X r&78 or extremely enerptio
electrons vill oolour a orystal throughout its volume, apari from the
additive coloratioD process.)
The reoording of holograma on an electron irradiated alkali
halide aingl. orystal baa been demonstrated vith both XBr &Dd IaCl,
uaing, in the latter case, a kryptODiODlaaer for bleaching (15). It
was reported that the HaCl crystals oould be re-used when the holograa
vas no lcmpr required, simpl)" bY'reoolouring the crystal by electron
irradiation. Thia, it vas said, dispers.s the 1 aggregate oentres
forlled during the bleaching, although the life of the or,yetal is still
Dot "ry great, owing to :the gradual 'cruiDg' of the polished surface
by the electron irradiation.
(iii) Coherent Optical PorooesaiDein Real Time
A ooabiDation of the teobniques disoussed UDderheadiDga (i)
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and (ii) of this aection form the basis of a real time optical processing
system. If an object is illuminated with long wavelength coherent
radiation (e.g. microwaves or ultrasonic radiation) and the reflected
energy allowed to interfere with a reference signal, a hologram may be
constructed by scanning the interference pattern with a detector.
This is completely analoguous to the production of holograms at optical
wavelengths. If the output of the detector is then used to modulate an
electron beam soanning in synchronism with it, the hologram may be
recorded by allowing the electron beam to scan over the surface of a
single orystal of cathodoohromic material e.g. Dr. The resultant
holosraa can then be reconstructed, to give a visible three dimensional
image correspODding to the original objects, by .b1njng a laser beam,
ot suitable wavelength, through the crystal. Such a .y.tem has already
been demonstrated by E.M.I. ElectronioaLtd. (16), 'USing a KBr crystal
and a .e-Be laser fcr hologram reconstruction. The speed of recording
and the lite ot the crystal-.are the lilliting tactor. ot this syat.. , &
sodalite ~ be the solution to the problem, although at pre.ent it is
impossible to grow single cr,yatals ot suitable size and performance.
A typical application for a real time optical processor might be the
disp~ of coherent radar holograms, where at present a con.entional
photograph is taken of the c.r.t. displ~ which baa to be developed
betore it can be reconstructed (17).
(iT) Optical Information Store.
There is the possibility of 'USing the production ot F centres
in an alltal1 halide crrstal as on intcmation store, or '~ry', for
a coaputer. If a binary 'bit' i. represented by an area of cryatal
apprO%1M.te17 1 ~ m. in size, so that when coloured it represents a '1'
state aDd rewa1ns uncoloured or i. bleached for the '0' state, it is
po.sible, in principle at least, to achi... storage densities of
106 - 107 bits ca-2 ot cryatal.
Tvo aodes of operation ot auoh aD iDfo~tion .tore have been
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suggested (7). The first is a cathodochromic system, which operates
at room temperature. F centres are generated by an electron beam,
bleached with a laser, and monitored using optical absorption or
cathodoluminescence (it is found that if a crystal is electron irrad-
iated at very low beam current, so as not to produce further F centres
in any number, those areas which contain F centres have a smaller
secondary electron emission coefficient, and emit less cathodolumin-
escence). Although currently available electron beam technology could
be used to construct a memory of this type, it is likely that it would
show serious fatigue after 104 to 105 write-erase cycles, due to the
formation of stable defect clusters and metal precipitates.
The alternative system proposed operates at low temperature
( (\J 80~) uaiDg an additively coloured crystal and the F' -+ 2F aDd
2F ~ F' cOnTersions. The former reaction proceeds with a quantum
efticiency of 2 at 80oK, whilst the latter is very inefticient. It,
however, the crystal is illuminated with F light whilst it is in a
stroDg electrio field ('" 2%105 V oa-1), tield assisted bleachiDg
and th 2F~F'ocours, e--,. conversion becomes etfioient. It V&8 suggested,
therefore, that the m"0rT would be "written" into by apply!Dg a strong
e1ectrio field across the crystal and il1umiDating it with a laser
vbose output vavelength vas in the F band. Non destructive readiDg
would be accomplished using the same·laser without the field, &Dd
eruing by ill1DlinatiDg the crystal with another laser, whose eJlission
line talls vithin the F' absorption band. Using this BY'stem it is
stated that the crystal had not shown ~ sigDa of tatigue after 105
write-eraae c701es.
It is unlikely tbat optical stores ot this type will supercede
the ferrite oore and integrat'ed oiroui t syet... in use as tast access
.mories in present day oomputer S1St_, siDee th.,. are unlike11 to
be ~ cheaper, faster or aore reliable. However, &8 a peripheral
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device to replace magnetio tape and disc units, optical memories could
offer very real advantages, particularly with respect to random access
time and reliability, since they could be constructed without any moving
parts.
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Colour centre modulation spectra are reported for coloured KBr single crystals illuminated with a
chopped laser beam. This new technique allows the Rl, R2 and R1+, R2+ bands to be resolved at room
temperature so their behaviour can be followed during bleaching.
We have made a detailed study of laser bleach-
ing of F-centres in electron irradiated Harshaw
KBr single crystals coloured to 1018 _ 1019 cen-
tres/ cm3 and illuminated with a focussed helium/
neon laser giving bleaching intensities in the F-
band up to 10kW/cm2. A micro-absorption spec-
trophotometer has been developed to enable opti-
cal absorption spectra to be measured between
400 and 1000nm on the 15um diameter area of a
crystal that is illuminated by the focussed laser
beam. Information has also obtained on the tran-
sient defect species that are produced during op-
tical bleaching. To do this the laser beam in
chopped at a frequency between 3 and 800 c/ s and
laser light is excluded from the photomultiplier
detector by a filter that absorbs strongly at
632.8nm but transmits at longer wavelengths. An
A. S. L. phase sensitive detector (PSD) is used to
monitor the in phase component of the trans-
mitted spectrophotometer beam at any wave-
length between 700 and 100nm. The reference
signal for the PSD is provided by a pea lamp
placed next to the chopper and the phase shift is
adjusted so that a zero quadrature signal is ob-
tained from the residual laser light at 633nm.
The sense of the resulting in phase signal deemed
to be positive so that a positive PSD signal at any
other wavelength corresponds to increased trans-
mittance during the half cycle when the laser
beam reaches the crystal.
The variation of PSD signal with wavelength
between 700 and 1000nm is shown in fig. 1 for a
chopping frequency of 4~c/ s and a KBr crystal
coloured by electron irradiation at room temper-
ature. The individual points on this curve were
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Laser modulation spectrum for electron irra-
diated KBr at room temperature.
Fig. 1.
obtained by a noise averaging process. As the
sample bleached the signal at any wavelength
changed with time so a fresh part of the crystal
was moved into the beam at intervals to ensure
that each point represents a signal characteris-
tic of the same stage of bleaching. Five main
features can be distinguished in fig. 1; a double
positive peak near 760nm, a positive peak near
920nm and negative peaks at 860 and 990nm.
The M band in KBr is usually seen at 918nm at
RT (1) and we thus associate the single positive
peak at 920nm with M centres. The R1 and R2
bands are not normally resolved in KBr at room
temperature and occur as a single R band near
375
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Table 1
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Material Absorptionband LNT 2500y{LHeT
KCI M+ 1.40/.Lm 1.37/.Lm 1.35/.Lm
KBr M+ 1.49 1.44
KCI R1+ 0.96 0.94
KBr R1+ 1.02 1.01KBr R2+ 0.89
800nm. However, the Ivey relations predict RI
and R2 bands at 732 and 792nm at RT and we
identify the double positive peak with components
at 740 and 790nm with the RI and R2 bands. The
bands at 860 and 990 nm are associated with the
RI + and R2+ bands although these occur at 1.01
/.Lmand 0.89 urn at liquid nitrogen temperature
(LNT) [2]. However, table 1 shows that the peaks
of the ionized M and R bands seen so far in KCl
and KBr [2,3,4] shift to shorter wavelengths as
the temperature increases. We would thus ex-
pect to find Rl+ and R2+ bands near 0.99 and 0.87
um at RT as in fig. 1.
The spectrum of fig. 1 was taken for a speci-
men in the later stages of bleaching when vacan-
cy aggregation has proceeded to the point where
further bleaching leads to a decrease in the num-
ber of F and M centres but an increase in the
number of R centres. This is consistent with the
sense of PSD signals of fig. 1; when laser power
376
is incident on the sample the M band transmis-
sion increases while the total R band transmis-
sion (RI +R2 +Rl+ +R2+) decreases. The modula-
tion spectrum demonstrates the direct connection
between the decrease in the numbers of F and M
centres dureing bleaching as M centres are con-
verted to R centres. The observation of strong
RI + and R2+ bands during bleaching strongly sug-
gests that a dipolar or covalent M - O! attraction
is responsible for this conversion. The M - O!
process would involve slow ionic motion and this
explains why the amplitude of the modulation
spectrum rapidly decreases as the chopping fre-
quency is increased.
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